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PREMIER RADIO Co.
MORRIS & CO. (RADIO) LTD.
MIDGET RADIO HIT. build your own midget radio. A' complete set
lu fact, every
of Paie
ilmhaliug talle ea, loudspeaker 711111 loot
thing except cabinet necessary to build 4 -valve medium and long wave
T.R.F. radio operating on 200!750 v. mains, A.C. or D.O. Valve line-up
tiit î, 1.17, 2.-i.Ui, 25Y3. Wavelengths covered 200.557 and 700 -Iiee.
Sie tolu, x Dim s bin. Completely drilles! chassie. !'rice, t uhnl, -.
tas, £8:0:11.
SUPERHET MIDGET RADIO KIT. A complete kit of parr i.
:,lye -nperhet. Covers 10iti0 and 200-557 metres. A.t'.ell.e'.
WO, t:Et, íi117, 2:7.10. 2ii'J. Size loin. x urn, s lilts. Conine.
chassis. Price, including tax. £9. An attractive brown balecli
can he supplied for either kit at a Dont of £1,7.3.
ALUMINIUM CHASSIS. Substantially ruade of bright Omens
four sides, lltiu. s Sin. x 2 'in., 7 -; 12iu. s Uin. s 7í1n., 7 9:
x lita., 8,8; 20in. a Sin. s _lin.. 10;8; 221n. a 10in. a 2Itu., 13 ei
METERS. .111 meters are by the best makers aunt are enutvirs.
baóelite cases. Prices are about one- quarter ut origin :el cost.
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tor Bargains in ex- Services Electronic Equipment
101481. \ Ill It r Icl11av1:It
For
\ elves, 2 SP41s, 4/EF39s. EF34, EK32, 635.
et; eu,
P41. plu' 7473 Voltage Stabiliser. Screened R.F. unit. S.M.
Tuning Dial. 4 Tuned R.F. Circuits. " S " Metef'. BFO, Attenuee

111

ator 250. 60. 15 mw. 000 ohms phone output. Circuit. Power
Input required. 210v. 55nrt. H.T., 6.3 v, L.T. Suitable for
conversnen. Rai k Mtg. enclosed chassis, finish grey. 19in. x
101in. x ll in. Tested and guaranteed working before-despatch.
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each

BRAND NEW
Half-wave DIPOLE AERIAL with reflector. f5r appl'ox. 6
metres. size Eft. 3in. x 4ít. 111in. x 9ft.7in., with 39ft. of co -axial
feeder and co -axial plug.
Ot'R PRICE 21
Carriage Paid.
4)N1.1'

tl'IL'.

/.

AVAILABLE AND BRAND NEW
WIII :A'rSTONE BRIDGE. Resistance and Continuity Test

Set at 421-: plus 8;- Carriage and Packing.
EX-U.S. NAVY. AN -APA -1 Cathode Ray Indicator and Repeater Amplifier Unit at 90' -. plus 748 Carriage End Packing.
Plus 1,000'0 of items, Condensers, Resistors, etc.
CIRCUITS now' available, T1154Tx. 213. RI116Rx, 2 3. R1155Rx
1 3. R1155 Power Unit, Bch MCRIRx, 219. F ;1124Rx, R112.5Iix
and Power Unit, 19. R1224Rx, 13. American I.F.F. ARK
Ile Tx, 1 9. A1134 Amp. 1 3. All Post Free.
STAFF' " HAMS " GM3ASM, GM3BL.
please print name and address
Send now for new illustrated lists
;

CLYDESDALE SUPPLY CO., LTD.

,2, Bridge Street, Glasgow, C.5 'Phone South 270619
Visit our branches in Scotland, England and Northern Ireland
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n
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SIGNAL GENERATOR TYPE 33, consists of a battery driven Gems r,
kith iw separate unit for approx. l-metre and 5 I,I,.,,' !'\
/foment " Triodes and IIneluce,Cttvo CVd 0'111:;:,)
..
Contained in a read,
quant. ty of C.Ii.F. Tuning Gear.
sin. o Min. Price 301,
OUTPUT TESTER TYPE 9, consists of et unit iacorpma line t see,alate
Diode Detectors and a 7-valve Amplifier, each dinde kith ite se-nu-ate
t'. H. F. Tuning System. A retractable ¡Min, aerial is Iìn.,i :enta
II.l'.'Time _
\ "plate (RL.23) Valves, :1D.I. Diodes and a Large qualities ,,f
_,..
l'i it
1ear io tnchnded. Contained In a teak coat size 1 -,in. x o..
70 -, or mince three 111.23 \ah es 15, -.
I

_5

1

_

ALL POST ORDERS TO 167, LOWER CLAPTON R')AD,
Amherst 4723
LONDON, E.5. ' Phone
ALL CALLERS TO 169, FLEET STREET, LONDON, E.C.4
'Phone Central 2833.
7ertns of business: cash
Send 21d. stamp for our list.
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Instruments
available from
stock :

Aver'

eedre:cae

VALVE TESTER
TEST BRIDGE
D.C. AVOMINOR

The Model 7 Universal AvoMeter is the world's most
widely used combination electrical testing instrument. Fully descriptive literature available from the
Sole Proprietors and Manufacturers

ea.4u1-uz9

Ad-mina-46

The AUTOMATIC COIL WINDER & ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT
Co., Ltd.,
Winder House, Douglas Street, London, S.W.I.
'P.hatie
VICtoria 3404 -9.
:

THE BURGOYNE

`SEVEN -SECOND'
SOLDER GUN
The Sensation of Radiolympia
and NOW Available to YOU !
Just the tool you've been eager to possess ever since you saw it demonstrated at
Olympia. And no wonder for instead of waiting best part of a quarter of an hour for
an iron to heat up, and then waiting for it to cool off before putting it away, you
;

JUST PLUG INTO A.C. MAINS,
COUNT SEVEN -AND SOLDER

!

All the time you press the button the bit remains at soldering heat.
When you release your
pressure it COOLS OFF INSTANTLY. Thus there's no risk of burning anything while
you put the iron down for a minute. No risk of shock-no element to burn
Carr.
out-saves time, fuel and money. But supplies for the home market are
limited, so MAKE SURE OF YOURS BY ORDERING NOW !
Paid

1111o1101
MAIL ORDER SUPPLY

CO.

(Dept. PW), 24, New Road, London, E.1.
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Pracifkl Kir©

EVERY MONTH
VOL. XXIV. No. 499. FEBRUARY, 1943

COMMENTS OF THE MONTH

16th YEAR
OF ISSUE

Cánd PRACTICAL TELEVISION

ôimt F.J.ctiI

BY THE EDITOR

-

A Recording Development
Several hours performance could be
1 a paper on the Development of Sound ing of motors.
of celluloid occupying no more
a
coil
on
recorded
Fisk
Ernest
Sir
Recording and Production
record. Excellent though the
12in.
a
than
space
attaiuurent
for
the
dealt with transient pulses
although wo agree that it will
is
and
method
disc
eXplaiucd
He
of the highest standard of fidelity.
we feel that it is going too far
vanish,
entirely
not
irregular
these
of
how the frequency distribution
will ever replace it.
nothing
that
to
say
tonal
the
determines
iron- repeating wave -forms
character of a particular sound.
These transient pulses are known to extend well Poor Inspection
ACOLLEAGUE of ours who owns á commercial
up to the top hunt of human hearing and even into
portable receiver recently found it necessary
first
the
for
that
He
stated
the supersonic range.
the mains transformer, which had burnt
replace
to
of
frequencies
science
sound
time in the history of
to the manufacturers for a replacement,
He
sent
Out.
being
now
were
second
up to 20,000 cycles per
the type number. With comquoting
correctly
development
This
records.
recorded on gramophone
the new transformer arrived.
celerity
mendable
of
future
tine
on
bearing
will have an important
" passed and checked " it
marked
was
it
Although
television recording.
and had our friend not
connected,
wrongly
had
been
of
science
the
in
development
This important
its installation in
'knowledge
technical
possessed
every
that
means
reproduction
and
aid
recording
soi
have caused' considerable
would
receiver
the
by
detectable
characteristic
tonal
every
and
note
the human ear in an original performance can now damage.
Many factories adopt what is known as " batch
be heard with equal fidelity off a gramophone record.
" -that is to say, only one component
The upper frequency response limit of the lnuuau inspectionhundred
submitted for test. This may
ear is a factor which varies enormously with the out of a enough inisthe
case of certain components,
individual and according to age. Few people can be good
parts, but certainly is not good
detect frequencies above 15,000 cycles per second. such as mechanical
transformers or condensers.
le ulacle an important statement concerning the enough for valves,
of inspection in the radio industry
accu.satiella sometimes made that the gramophone The standard
There are many
usefully be raised.
industry is holding back development of sound could
recording methods on filet and tape, etc., fn order complaints.
Broadcasting in Schools
to protect their investment in the
IN a letter sent to local Educadisc luanufacturing business. He e+
t
Editorial and Advertisement Offices
tion Authorities in England
revealed that the biggest comPractical Wireless," George Newnes. Ltd., I
by the School Broadcasting CounTower House, Southampton Street,.Strand, j
panies here and in America are
Temple Bar 9363.
W.C.2. 'Phone
cil for the United Kingdom it is
spending large sums in research
j stated that the biggest weakness
Newnes, Rand, London.
Telegrams
and development in connection
Registered at the G.P.O. for transmission by
in the school broadcasting service
Canadian Magarine Pont.
with these new systems, alai
The Editor will be pleased to consider
is the quality of the reception in
although he thought that for
articles of a practical nature suitable i
the schools.
for
certain purposes they would
;
on
one
written.
should be written..
The object of the letter is to
become universally employed he
side of the paper only and should con- j
improve the quality of the receptain the naine and address of the sender.
did not think they would ever
Whilst the Editor does not hold himself i
tion, for the use of school broadevery effort
take the place of the disc record,
responsible
bemade to returntheca if
casting can be fully justified only
having regard to the ease with
and addressed envelope is enclosed.
when its reception is natural and
correspondence intended for the.
.411
which the latter could be mass Editor.
:
The
be
addressed
Editor should
undistorted and can be heard by
On this point we
proc aced.
Practical Wireless," George Newnes,
the whole class without strain.
Ltd., Tower House, Southampton
disagree with him.
j Good reception in schools depends
Street, Strand. W.C2.
Owing to the rapid progress to the i
A gramophone using a photoj
to
our
and
apparatus
design of wireless
on awareness of the special
electric cell and a strip of celluloid
efforts to keep our readers in touch ji
problems of school reception, the
developments, we give
latest
with
the
was
track
containing a sound
no warranty that apparatus described t
choice of suitable apparatus, the
of
the
subject
is
not
to our columns
shown. at one of the exhibitions
i
method of installing the apparatus
letters patent.
very
was
It
some years ago.
Copyright in all drawings, photo- jj
and efficient maintenance.
in
published
articles
and
;
graphs
speaking,
successful scientifically
Practical Wireless " is specifically s
The method of installing
sold
to
countries
were
of
them
the
throughout
and a few
reserved
is as important as its
apparatus
to the Berne Convention and j
signatory
was,
The
companypublic.
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I
; the U.S.A. Reproductions or imitations
The Council have,
selection.
i
expressly
therefore
are
the
and
;
of
any
of
these
Nought
out,
however,
Wireless'
to give
Practical
arranged
forbidden.
therefore,
killed."
"
invention
incorporates " Amateur Wireless."
.J.C.
demonstrations.
There were no needles or wind.
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ROUND THE

F WIRELESS

Blood Donors

appeal for blood donors after the Southern
Railway .accident at South Croydon recently
met with an imihediate response from the Mullard
Radio Valve Co., Ltd., of Mitcham, Surrey. It
occasioned a letter of thanks from Dr. Murphy
himself, the director of the National Blood Transfusion Service.
In it he said : " I should be }very grateful if you
would convey to each donor who carne forward on
Saturday my thanks for their donation of blood
and, in the case of some, for bringing new potential
donors along with them."
V

THE

Radio Telephones

Move

radio telephone services, which used to he
operated from the International Exchange
at Faraday Building, were recently transferred to
the Wood Street Building, E.C.1.
Since the end of the war the traffic from this
country to the Continent of Europe has increased
to such an extent that it has become necessary
to transfer out of Faraday Building, Queen Victoria
Street, the radio telephone service to the Empire,
the United States of America and South America.
-

Radio for Fishermen

ANGLERS fishing off Long Island, New York,

report their catches to each other across the
bays and inlets.
I-f there are any hungry fish in the placo their
location is reported on the new two -way communication units and everybody catches more. All this
takes place on the 2,100 to 2,738 k/c band.

Radio Taxi Service

LONDON 8 first radio -taxi system, providing
two -way communication between driver and a
booking office recently came into operation. It is
estimated that by being able to call and re- direct
a cab 50 per cent. " dead mileage " petrol will be

saved. There are 12 cabs belong to Cosycars,
of Streatham, and preliminary reports show that
the scheme works very well up to a range of 15
miles.
Radioed Royal Wedding Pictures
largest volume of traffic in the 21 years'
history of phototelegraphy was stimulated by
world interest in the Royal Wedding on November
20th. During the 32 hours between 4 p.m. on
November 19th and midnight, November 20th21st, Cable & Wireless, Ltd., who trebled the staff
of their facsimile room at Electra House for the
occasion, received 271 photographs from overseas
press correspondents in London. Fifteen of these
were cancelled after transmission-49 before trans mission-to make way for better pictures filed later.
In all, Cable & Wireless transmitted 222 pictures to
15 countries
77 went to New York, 73 to
Australasia, 33 to Capetown, 12 to Stockholm, eight
to Buenos Aires, and smaller numbers to Bombay,
Bermuda (the latter inaugurating the new London Bermuda service), Cairo, Colombo, Malta, Montreal,
Rome and Vienna. Wedding pictures received via
Colombo were the first phototelegrams ever received
in Wellington, New Zealand.

THE

:

Lecture on " Industrial Radiology "
RECENTLY, Mr. R. H. Cooke,

M.S.R., of the Industrial X -Ray
Dept., Philips Electrical, Ltd.,
gave a lecture to members of the
Institute of Electronics on " Industrial Radiology." The lecture,
held in the rooms of the Royal
Society of Arts, was illustrated by
slides and surveyed the uses of
X -rays in industry and their various
applications.
Mr. Cooke began his address by
discussing the historical aspect of
the discovery of X -rays. He then
proceeded to trace the origin and
propagation of these rays and the
consequent development of the
X -ray tube. Next, he dealt with
the various' types of industrial
X -ray apparatus in use at the
moment, at the same time giving
a full description of the many
factors involved in industrial
radiology, such as the processing of
the X -ray fihn.
In conclusion, Mr. Cooke gave
,ome interesting examples of how
X -rays are being utilised by an ever increasing number of industries.
-

Col. Sir Stanley Angwin, K.B.E., making the opening speech at the
Amateur Radio Exhibition. Also in the picture are S. K. Lewer,
of the R.S.G.B., John Claricoats, and H. Freeman,

knt

Exhibition Organiser.
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The Radio Industries Club
J7OLLO«'I N(, the success of the Radio Industries
Ball, Ir.'l,l at the Royal Albert Hall on
October 3n I. he coinmitt 'e of the Radio Industries
Club at ti.'ir last meeting decided that a Radio
i

Broadcast Receiving

Licences

THE

following statement shows the approximate
numbers of licences issued during the year
ended October 31st, 1947.
Region

London Postal
Hone Counties
Midland
- .
North Eastern ..
North Western
South Western
Welsh and Border
Total England and Wales

Number
2,06.2,000

1,443,000
1,563.000
1,696.000
1.444.1100

948,000
624,000

9,780,000

Scotland
Northern Ireland

1,045,000
170,000

..

10,998,000

Grand Total

The above total includes 27,850 television
licences -an increase of 2,800 over the previous
month.
In spite of the steady increase in the number of
licences, the Post Office is constantly detecting
unlicensed sets, and during October, 1947, there
were 626 prosecutions.
The requirement that each separate family or
household using wireless apparatus in a house, part
of a house sir fiat should have a licence applies not
only to those who have bought their own sets, but
also to those using sets which are rented or hired.
offie'e, in Streatham,
Cars can be called and re- routed without
returning to their H.Q.

At the radio-taxi booking
London.

Industries Ball should be made an annual event
to ho Kehl under the auspices of the club, the
date and place to be varied according to circumstances.

Australian Amateur F.M.

AMATEURS in Australia have been granted
permission to employ frequency inodnlatinn
for transmissions between 27.185 and 27.455 Mc :s,
on 50 Mils and above. Pulse transmission is
permitted on, and above, 166 Me/s.

20 Years on Radio

DONALD PEERS, well known to

thea-re
radio listeners and
audiences in London and the provinces
as the cavalier of songs, celebrated -20I
years of broadcasting when he sang in
Music Hall on December 20th. His
rich baritone voice was first heard by
cat's whisker tiddlers in 1927, when the
broadcast from 2L0 on December 17t1í
of that year. Since then his signature
tune, " By a shady nook, by a
babbling brook," has become a
4
national ballad.
For the future, Donald Peers, whose
name sul,I over half a million gramophone records in 12 months, lias made
it his policy to sing " particularly
pleasing " songs. By that he m ?ass
songs to suit family audiences and
numbers easily understood. It is for
this type of singing that he has
already earned a well - deserved
reputation.,

" Kongress " Radio .receivers are now being mass produced in
Czechoslovakia. Note the chassis cradle for easy handling.
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Novel Battery Circuits -1
How Economies May be Effected Without Sacrificing Efficiency.

THE experimenter who, because of location or
'
for other reasons, lias to derive the power
supply for his receivers from batteries is at
a great disadvantage as compared with the more
fortunate mains user, and because of this is always
ready to consider using circuits which could be
' called battery savers, provided this latter is not
-achieved at the expense of efficiency.
An unfortunate use of the word " freak " in
describing circuits which are somewhat out of the
ordinary tends to give the impression that such
circuits are tricky, unstable or generally inefficient,
and, although there may have been some justification for this belief with the older types of circuit,
nowadays, with modern valves and components,
these uncommon circuits can
be made to give excellent
results.
In this article,
therefore, it is hoped to show
just how efficient these
" freak " circuits can be with
proper design and, although
the four circuits shown are
" paper " designs only and
are intended as a basis for
further experiments, there is
little likelihood of trouble
being experienced by constructors who build receivers
around any of these circuits.
The increasing popularity
of all -dry receivers has led
valve manufacturers to devote considerable time and
energy to the design of
efficient and economic 1.4volt valves. One such valve,
the American 1D8GT, is a
good example of. what has
so far been accomplished.
This particular valve is one
of the three -in-one type having the functions of diode,
triode and output pentode
and takes a filament current
of 100 milliamps, with a total
H.T. consumption of about
6.5 milliamps at 30 volts.
One-valve Reflex
By disregarding the diode
section and using the triode
and pentode sections only we
can design a most efficient
one -valve reflex receiver, as
shown in Fig. 1. Apart frein
the use of a single valve
instead of the more usualtwo, the circuit follows normal reflex practice. However, for the sake of those
who are not conversant with

By C.

SUMMERFORD

this type of circuit wo will briefly trace the signal
through the whole receiver.
R.F. signals are applied to the grid of the pentode
section (which acts as an R.F. amplifier of slightly
lower efficiency than would he the case were a
normal R.F. valve used) and after amplification
are taken from the pentode anode circuit and
transferred by choke-capacity coupling to the grid
circuit of the triodo section, which is used as a
grid -leak, detector."
So far the circuit has followed normal practice.
but -now comes the more unusual part. Instead
of using a further valve for amplifying the rectified
signals appearing at the detector anode, use is
made of the pentode section again for carrying out
H.T.

t

O

90v.

Sç\

R6

e

e---0

L.T+ /.5 Y

Fig. i. -An efficient one -valve reflex receiver.
SUGGESTED COMPONENTS Fig. 1.
R1-1 meg., watt.
Cl, C6-.003 kF.
R2- 20,000 ohms, z watt.
C2,C4-.1 pF.
R3, R6- 50,000 ohms, z watt.
C3-.0002 /,F.
R4-850 ohms, } watt.
C5-10 0F. elec.
R5 -5,000 ohms, Is watt.
VCl, VC2-.0005 hco-gang.
VR1-50,000 ohms. potentiometer.
VC3-.0005 preset.
T1-1 : 4 parafeed transformer.
VC4-.0003 diff.
T2 -To suit speaker.

V1-American 1D8GT.
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this function. Thus we have the pentode section
of the valve being used as R.F. amplifier and ,output
valve, with the triode section as detector. Coupling
between detector and output stage is by parafeed
transformer, the normal grid connection of the
transformer being taken to the junction of the
aerial tuning coil and isolating condenser. 'As this
condenser is virtually in shunt with the secondary
of Ti it should not be larger than about .003 pF.
or reproduction will be rather lacking in top
response.
However, the actual capacity is rather dependent
on personal taste-and on the type of loudspeaker
used -and if different values are tried until the
desired response is obtained no filter will be
needed across the primary òf the output transformer. Actually, the figure given above is about
the right capacity in most cases. C6, which is
used in conjunction with R5, is inserted to maintain
reasonably accurate ganging and should be of the
same capacity as Cl.
Working under maximum ,conditions, i.e., with
90 volts H.T. on anode and screen, the pentode

A.F. amplifier gives an output of approximately
200 milliwatti.
By inserting a resistor (R4) in the H.T. negative
circuit automatic bias is provided for the pentode
section. R4 should be shunted with an electrolytic
of not less than 10 /LP. in order to prevent negative
feedback taking place at audio frequencies.
-

Additional L.F. Stage
A similar circuit is shown in the diagram of
Fig. 2, but with the addition of a triodo A.F.

amplifier between detector and output.
Suitable valves for this extra stage are the
American 1E4G or 1E4: As, however, neither of
these valves is very easily acquired at the moment,
it is suggested that a 1H5G is used instead. This
valve is really a diode triode, the triode portion of
which is of much higher impedance than the above mentioned types. Notwithstanding this, no
trouble should be experienced, provided the anode
circuit is adequately decoupled.
The stage may discriminate somewhat in favouw
of the higher audio frequencies, clue partly to the
HT,-/-

90 V.

G

T/

ISM

LT

SS

LJ. + /SV,

Ganged-- Fig. 2. -The arrangement of Fig. i with an additional stage and àuto-boas.

-.5

ADDITIONAL COMPONENTS REQUIRED Fig. 2

meg. potentiometer.
R5- 50,000 ohms, watt.
R6- 20,000 ohms, 4 watt.
V2 lE4(/ R7
-350 ohms, 4 watt.
. R8 -400 ohms. I watt.
VR1

R5- 100,000 ohms, 1 watt.
R6- 50,000 ohms, 4 watt.
t R7 plus R8 -800 ohms, 4 watt.

V2 IHSÇ <

C4-.01

C5-2

1,F,

,iF.
C-10 uF elec.
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high valve impedance and partly to the high value
anode load resistor used. Correct balance can,
however, be restored by increasing the capacity of
Cl. It should he borne in mind that an increase
in the capacity of Cl also entails a similar increase
in the capacity of C8, otherwise accurate ganging
will not be obtained. The remainder of the
circuit is self explanatory.
.

Three -valve Superhet
Use is made yet again of the 1D8GT in the
circuit shown in Fig. 3, but this time in a more
normal manner, i.e., as detector, A.V.C. and output
valve. The one other valve used in this circuit
is a Cosser 1A7VG frequency changer.
In a recent article it was shown how the normal
I.F. valve in a superhet receiver could be dispensed
with by using a regenerative leaky grid detector
in place of the more usual diode. As the saving
both in initial expense and in H.T. and L.T.
consumption is fairly considerable, use 'has again
been made of this 5 -i(m hrre.

February, 1948

Taking the circuit in more detail: From the
aerial to the anode of the frequency changer normal
superhet practice is followed, but in place of the
usual two winding I.F. transformer coupling the
frequency changer to the following stage is a
three winding type such as the Bulgin C51. By
using the third winding as an ordinary reaction
coil and controlling regeneration with a variable
condenser of .0005 ,uF. an enormous increase in
I.F. gain may be obtained -so much so that the
absence of the normal I.F. amplifier is not noticed.
A condenser of .0003 ltF. is connected between the
detector anode and diode to provide an I.F. signal
at the diode anode for A.V.C. purposes. A.V.C.
is of the simple undelayed variety and is applied
to the input grid of the frequency changer via the
tuned circuit. The controlling of one valve only
by A.V.C. is hardly adequate, however, but by
Aturning the earthy end of the detector _grid leak
to the A.V.C. line we can obtain not only excellent
A.V.C. but automatic selectivity also.
(To be continued.)

----Ganged Fig.

Vl- Cosser

147VC.
1D8CT.

V2- American

3.-A

VC1, VC2-.0005 two-gang.
VC3 -.0005 mica diel. variable.
TC1, TC2-M. and L.W. padders.

Cl, C8-.05 tiF.
C2, £3, C6-.1 t<F.
C4, C5 -.0002 ,tF.

superhet circuit with only two valves.
COMPONENTS REQUIRED
C7 -10 RE electrolytic.
IFT- Bulgin C51.

-1
T2 -To
T1

:

4 parafeed transformer

suit

speaker.

R1- 100,000 ohms.
R2-40,000 ohms.
R3 -5.000 ohms.

www.americanradiohistory.com

R4

-.'. meg.

R5- 75,000 ohms.

R6 -550 ohms.
R7
meg.
R8 -.1_, meg.
R9
meg.

-1
-1

All

resistors

T.

watt type.
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Practical Television Construction -2
Planning the Layout, and

Designing the
By

Power Pack

are Dealt Wiih This Month

W. J. DELANEY (G2FMY)

LAST month w'e dealt with the main features
of a modern television receiver, and we now
comae to the most enportant part, namely,
tho question of layout and construction. The
modern broadcast receiver. is generally built on a
single chassis, but quite a number of manufacturers
adopt a scheme 11111(.11 favoured by home constructors, namely, the separate construction of receiver
and autplitier. In many cases, it is found that it is
even worth while also to separate the mains unit,
as not only does this facilitate modifications in
design from time to time. but also enables one to
carry out servicing tests much more easily. It
has teen shown that the television receiver is a
complicated piece of apparatus, and therefore
when we enure to the question of design, we roust
bear in mind t he facts already covered. There are two
tinte bases to be lined up. a receiver to be adjusted
for the satisfactory reception of the vision signal,
and one,lor the sound, as well as the power supplies.
'l'berc is thus every incentive for the complete
receiver to be built as a series of separate units and,
in fact, this is the principle which is adopted in
many of the, better elass of commercial receivers.
The only drawback from the amateur point of view
is that the actual comitructtoual work seems more
tedious and there is some risk of trouble when it
comes to connecting up the separate units.
Five Units

Experiment has shown that the most satisfactory
scheme fur the Ronne constructor is a five unit
cotnbituttton, the two receivers Icing made up as
one unit., the two time buses separated and the
remaining two units consisting of the actual tube
assembly and the power pack. It might le argued
that if the two receivers are combined, why couthl
not the two timeo bases be similarly combined.
The answer to this is that to econotnice on valves,
and also to simplify operation it is desirable to
build the receiver so that the early valves operate
both on sound and vision frequencies. Tins, to
avoid long leads carrying Il.l''., it is desirable to
have the sound receiver input elo.se to the H.E.
stage(s) which is carrying both frequenies, and
the screening of two radio units is not a ditliult
matter. On the other hand, any leakage of energy
in the time lases may result in difficulty in obtaining
a steady picture, as nothing is worse than line
freclueuies leaking into the frame scanner. 'The
synch. stage or stages can be combined in one of
the time hases, or may follow on the yistmi radio
chassis, and this is not diflicnit to arrange.
H.T. Supply
On the power pack side there are one. or two
points to receive attention. The E.H.T. winding
year/ be carried on the main transformer, but this
will necessitate the purchase of a specially wound
component. On the other hand, a single E.H.T.

transformer is not a very expensive item, and
then standard mains ttau sf,irrt ers may be nosed
for the rest of the unit. If bard valve time bases

are employed some difficulty may he experienced
in feeding the heaters. but simple chokes may
be included in the heater circuit after tests if found
desirable.
The ampldier associated with the tinte bases
may include a large type of power Valve requiring
up to 450 volts H.T., and in View of the heeyy
H.T. current drain it may be found necessary tu
use two rectifying valves in parallel. It is the
writer's opinion after teste that done has to purchase
two rectifiers it is better to make the H.T. unit
in two sections. one delivering, say. 300 or 3:111
volts for the circuits calling for a working voltage.
of '?.30 volts (allowing for the voltage drop through
decoupliug circuits), and one delivering a higher
voltage for the P.A.s. In titis way the current
called for may be split up amongst the two valves,
and better voltage regulation is obtained and certain
risks of interaction are avoided. If the separate
mains transfornure also carry low -voltage heater
windings then the L.'l'..supplies may also be split
up and this will be found an advantage in some
circuits.
Final Layout
Having decided that the final receiver will consist
of five units, the only question that arises is how
they .should be disposed in the final design.
Certain panel controls must be provided, and the
('.11. tube assembly must be arranged more or less
as a ,centre piece. There are controls on the time
bases and also on the radian receivers. But some
of these may be treated as " pre -set " controls and
may quite conveniently ho tucked hway as they
will not be needed once the receiver has been set
up. Opinion differs as to just what should be called
a " panel control." If a good strong signal is
received (and the receiver and aerial system may
be so chosen and designed that a suitable signal is
received). then there should be no need to want
to touch any of the tune base control.> after the
initial setting up. Picture width and height. and
time " hold " controls should stay put if the design
is good, and that leaves only radio controls to
consider. phis the ne>eseary tube contmul. To
safegutud the tube. and to get the best picture
result, the control of bias on the tube must
be a panel control. This is generally labelled
" Brilliance
and should be combined 'with the
on/off switch so that when switching off the picture
inlilurlr, when switching o
is blacked out first.
the control should be turned up only after a
has been allowed for all valves to attain tI
working temperature. Again, control
fitted for the vision and sound f
it is usually found that once th

'
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set up in a certain position there is very little
variation in strength except on the edges of,ethe
reception area, and thus a vision or " volume
control" is not a necessity. On the sound side it
is desirable to turn clown the volume on certain items
and turn it up on others, so that a sound control
is also desirable on the panel. One other control is
found desirable on the panel and that is a focus
eontrol. Rising temperatures in the equipment
do vary the focus and it is found that during a
programme it may he necessary to adjust this, so
that leaves three panel controls, or four on the
binges of the reception area.
Suitable Sockets
Each unit shonI Ise terminated in a multi- socket
or with flexes litb.I with a plug, and the unit which

follows it should be so wired that the two may be
joined easily, without the risk of connecting the
wrong units together. The Belling -Lee multiple
plugs are ideal for the purpose. The sizes of the
units should be such that they fit round one another,
and as the output from the V.F. amplifier-'to the
tube must be short, the " enta " of- the vision
receiver should obviously be near the C.R. tube
base. This means that the input or aerial connector
must be at the opposite end, and this calls for the
unit (in view of its overall size) to run the depth
of the complete receiver, lying by the side of the
tube. The sound receiver can lie along the front
of the C.R. tube chassis, tucked behind the tube
front, and the time bases can then run along the
other side of the complete assembly, with a multiple
connector at the rear, joined to the tubo holder.

Flying Relay Stations
INTERNA'f IONAL air liners have formed their

own chain of flying radio relay stations across
the North Atlantic for an experimental period
of six months, under plans drafted by a technical
working group of the International Air Transport
Association (1.A.T.A.).
The relay system operates on a V.H.F. radio
band during periods when normal H.F. transmission

interrupted by magnetic disturbances.
It is
expected to help increase regularity of service over
one of the most important woitd air routes.
Plans for the C.H.F. relay were completed by
the North Atlantic Communications Working
.Croup of the I.A.T.A. Technical Committee, trade
up of airline experts, which has been studying
improvement in the high standard of communications service on t he North Atlantic in the light
of the last year's experience.
Under normal conditions, the range of H.F.
transmission is great enough, to enable planes to
transmit their regular hourly weather anal position
reports and other operational messages directly to
around stations on either side of the Atlantic. The
range of V.H.F. transmission is much shorter, but
the relay plan will enable aircraft to pass message.;
on from one to another until they come within
range of a ground station.
Beginning at one minute after midnight on
December 15th, crew members of 'scheduled air
liners over the North Atlantic started to maintain
a constant watch on V.H.F. bands to intercept
nte- sages a, - lass them on during periods of H.F.
blackte
notify each other of any changes
fare.
'en.
is

I.A.T.A. group suggestts tale following alterations
to arrangements drafted at the I.C.A.O. Dublin
conference in April, 19 -G
Rearrangement of frequencies so that ground
stations need not handle more than eight
communications channels at one time.
Transfer of weather reports to other than route
frequencies in order to reduce the load on present
circuits.
Broadcast of weather reports by major terminals
to include reports of alternate airports as well, in
order to keep to a minimum
m the number of
stations on the air at any one time.
In order to relieve an overload on channels now
used for the so-called " middle route " from North
America to Europe via Shannon, Eire. the
airlines have informally agreed among themselves
to a distribution of the groups of frequencies each
will use fen' normal operational tnessngcs.
I

:

Consol Beacons
I.C.A.O. was strongly urged to expedite the
building of . Consol radar beacons in Norway,
Northern Ireland, Iceland, the Azores, Newfoirndland and Bermuda, particularly because the
existing North Eastern chain of Loran beacons,
an alternativo radio device, may have to close in
19--49 when radio channels may no longer be
available to them. Use of Consol was agreed upon
by governments taking part in the Dublin

meeting.
The I.A.T.A. group'., arrangements will affect
North Atlantic operations of the following LA.T..A.
member airlines
Aerlinte Eireann (Eire), Air
Franco, American Overseas Airlines, British
Overseas Airways, K.L.M. loyal Dutch Airlines,
Pan-American World Airways, Sabena (Belgium),
Scandinavian Airlines System, Swissair, TransCanada Air Lines, and Trans- World Airline (U.S.).
The working group is headed by W. A. Schrader,
of A.O.A., while its secretary is Stanislav Krejcik,
assistant secretary of .the I.A.T.A. Technical
Committee. Its meetings here were attended by
several observers for I.C.A.O.
:

e

'e

world airline organisation
normally enough I.A.T.A.
air over the ocean at any
completo relay chain. If
ups stationed on the North
i) fill in.
International Civil Aviation
provisions for serving the
ass

the North Atlantic, the
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YDN EVELERICI
By

THERMION

F. J. C. at LP.R.E. Annual Dinner

first annual dinner of the tast itute of Pract ica
Radio Engineers was held at the (brmatfaht
Room in October. But for pressure of space and
early press days I would have recorded this notable
event before, because I feel that this Institute is a
live body of great value to the industry and a forum
for those of kindred radio interests having the
necessary qualifications to meet and to disseminate
their knowledge and experience.. It is a radio
parlianieut and a pool of knowledge.
In his opening remarks, the then president- oleet,
blt. J. F. Tomlin, stated that one of the primary
aims of the Institute was to raise the standard and
status of service engineers. Their efforts have met
with considerable success.
Mr. F. J. ('amm, in proposing,the toast of the
Institute, said that a body with 800 members and
1100 students was already a force with which to
reckon. He expressed the hope that the high
standards already set would be maintained, and
that membership of the Institute would continue
to be recognised as a hall -mark of knowledge

TnI'

and integrity.
The question of apprenticeships was a matter to
which the Institute might give consideration. The
guests included Dr. L. E. C. Hughes. A.C.G.I.,
B.Sc., Ph.D., A.M.LE.F.. and Mr. H. A.
Curtis, F.C.I.S., Secretary of the R:J'.R.A. Mr.
Curtis said that the T.P.B.E. was fulfilling a function
the importance and- value of which was fully
recognised by his Association.
-Mrs. B. A. Sniye- Rnmshy, A.LP.IL.I.., at ,present
the only lady member of the Institute. inade a plea
for more women service engineer, quoting the
wartime activities of women in the Services as
justilication.
The occasion was marked by the election of
Mr. F. J. Canon to an honorary fellowship of the
Institute in recognition of his long and valuable
services to the industry.
I can certainly recommend all readers with the
necessary qualifications to join this Institute which
daily gains in prestige and membership.
:

.

A Note for the Malady Maker

Musical Express has for a long time been
criticising another musical journal whose
policy I facetiously labelled as Alalad3- Making.
In these days' of paper shortage I should have
thought the malady maker could have devoted
some of its space to answering these well -directed
criticisms. Instead, they devoted a leading article
to yours truly, criticising and, of course, disagreeing
with my criticisms of clap -trap drummers. jazz. and
crooning generally. You will remember that I
replied to this criticism. since when the malady maker has remained as silent as it did over the
Musical Express. The managing editor of this latter
journal wrote to thank me for my comments.
T]-lE

A Ballad Singer

I ivas interested to see that Josef Locke,
since his debut with Columbia in August., has
become one of the most popular singers in the
lists. There is something in the way he puts
a, song over that has caught the imagination of
listeners : the secret is indefinable, but certainly
two cardinal ingredients must be a really fine voice
phis a lively microphone personality. Ballad is
Locke's speciality, though he has had experience
in other branches, notably opera. His publie will
find him this month among the Victorians. The
combination " Weatherly- Adams " means fino
examples of those songs, some sacred, which
delighted the drawing -rooms of the end of the last
century. F. E. Weatherly, Oxford tutor, Bristol
lawyer, and highly popular author of many lyrics,
and Stephen Adams, prolific composer of ballads,
have produced two very charming songs for
Josef Locke in " Star of Bethlehem " and " The
Holy City."

The Tele- record
\NY " viewers " were interested when the
B.B.C. gave a repeat programme of the

morning's 'Remembrance Day ceremony at the
Cenotaph ; technicians at Alexandra Palace filmed
the service from the television screen. The method
is, of course, temporary and has its limitations.
We do not agree with a morning newspaper which
that the method made television
elaimefI
" history.',
Guild of Radio Service Engineers

of Radio Service Engineers (G.R.S.E.)
the current issue of their journal, which now
enters its seront) year, deals with the methods,
adopted by some of its members during the power
eut last winter. 'J'he arrangements macle varies
from the staggering of hours to the use of gas -heated
soldering-irons, battery- operated rotary converters,
and the use of battery- operated oscillators to give
a signal when the B.B.C. was off the air.

TI
1

I

E Guild

iii

B.B.C. WEATHER FORECASTS

w"cathcr trill be line in all parts of the 'British Isles, except,
whore it is dull and cloudy, with patches of roue turning to
drizzle or drizzle tanning to rain. Rain in north spreading
south. and rain in south spreading north. visibility will be
good except. in ,wens of fog which are probable bet wren ivrinnd,
Shetlands and Biscay. Temperatures will be higher Or lower
than of late. A ridge of low pressure is stationary over midAtlantic and rapidly approaching our weshva seaboard, with
ridges of high pressure following in its train."1
It's that. or something like it,
Four times every day,
And these oft- repeated forecasts
Steal our programme time away.
We prefer more entertainment,
.
It is that for which we pay.
Weather forecast's deadly boring
When broadcast four times each day.
1"
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Cathode -ray Tube Data
response to our reGeneral Notes on Service Cathode -ray
varied in different models
quest in the December Tubes which are Now on the Market, and
and we therefore do not
issue for data relativo
the actual contacts
to Service eathode -rap Some Circuits in which They May be Used give
for all of the types of
tubes, we have received
It is, however, not
many interesting lists and details from our readers. a difficult matter to base.
traue out the leads if
the
tube
is purchased already fitted in some
Horizontal
*350
piece of apparatus.
In general, the 12-plu
Shift
2Mfl
Horizontal
t
#350
SS

V.

Shift
veatical
Shift -

2Mn

5

V

[_-_-M1
2Mn

25

Mn
Earth

Earth
Inputs
To

Deflector

2-5
Mn

- !//iF

Riates.____e

c'r

2Mn

Dear ctor

2Mn

.51V

To

1W.

Plates -4.-4

Focus

SW.

5Mn
/Mn
1Mn

Input
To Grid
Of CRT_

4V IA.

/reput

;.5

2500v

-

Brilliance

Condenser

-2000

page

58.

be pointed out.
however, that some of

VCR %39
ACR 10

7
0

6

So 0

Al

-1_

_1

C('1:17

2,001)

mas.

43n

\Y'1151-

2,000
max.

25(1-

¡

RIM,
VCR

I

III.)

AC'Itlu

36P4
:4 'Pt

450

1.500

300

IIILS.

approx.

-nu
normal

1211-

130

1,:100

430'

approx.
1

1,500
a

I

-

-.

430
3,000
rox.l

Grid y.
Normal

SOOV

for the 3BP1 are shown here.

PO

o

o

-100

fI

-30

-100

(1

-20

-00

-B

-12

L:

-30

-#5

-45

4

.l

H

C

2 0

--

C

II

lí

-

A4

C

G

H

H

A2

_-

II13'

C

-

A2

C

¡

(1

5

7

-

s

.t=,-

A2

.14

-

The first four tub{te are of the 4v 1a !tea r type{ and the is

0°13

!

5C-P/
38P1

14

51de
11

111

12

1:1

llia.

L.;tI,

14

--1""1

.1.)

li

H

012

I'unr,0.inus

fi

If

1

o l/

3

iß

13aSe
0

ç

°/O

p
_

o

40
VCR 9;
VCR 5/7
VCR 1.Te

Cnt

off

o

So

"//

t.
/2

8

7
0

6

ofl 4
0/0 3

-30

-30

Cohtroi

2.- Supplies

z

Voltage

Brilliance

Condenser

o8

4°
30

the base connections are

Tube
Type

1/1F

2500v

V.

equivalents.

the important material collated
so as to farm a useful list foi
the experimenter, and this will

It should

Mn

circuit for the VCR97 and its

These have been analysed and

he -found on

Grid
Of CR.T
To

6600V.

6170V.

I.- Typical

Fig.

M-

2Mf2

-

-

Y"2

X2

:1i

-

T2

12

Al

]"z

V2

Al

XI

y,

y2

AI

1t!

y i', y" Al
AL
Sl

t

Vt

I

A-t

- -- - T i.-

yl

H

i

-.

two are rated at 6.3v 6a.
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side -contact base has the modulator taken to pin 1
and the heaters to pins 3 and 4. Al is pin 5, A2
pin 6 and A3 pin 10. The coating is generally found
on pin 7, whilst X and Y plates may be found
at various points on the remainder of the con
nections or " top caps."
-
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This - -1,500 can easily be obtained by the use of
a doubler circuit with the junction of the doubler
condensers taken to earth.
A method of obtaining E.H.T. of about -900
Volts, which is ample for such tubes as the VCR139,
is shown in Fig. 3. Here a 250 -0 -250 transformer,

nooC

#

250000 n
16FF

250V

S Mf.

*Shin

250000P.
2Mn

(2Mn

a2

IPF
Input To
I Plates
'

230V,

250V

e

2000000

pF

1

2Mn

5-

Mn

í000V

t Input

63V.

JJ

63V

6

0

To

Plates

l,uF
75000

n

SV..

VCR 139

VAN

yF miC

Fig. 3.- Circuit 3hówin,' method
of obraining E.H.T. for tube.;
such as the VCRI39

t0f2

O3FF
20001?

2Mn

Input

To

ÇRTGrio

volt low- tension heater windings,
the voltages for the tube and
oscilloscope. A voltage multiplying circuit using
900 volts and a
metal rectifiers is used for the
6x5 rectifier is used to supply the normal 250 volts
Circuits
In the illustrations, circuits for the supplies to the H.T. The 6X5 has a high heater to cathode inelectrodes of the VCR97, 139 and 313P1 are given, sulation (350 volt. max.) and is heated by the,
The 50P1 can be used in a similar circuit to the same supply as is used to heat the rest of the valves.
3BP1, except that it requires a voltage of 3,000 The 5 volt winding is used to heat the cathode -ray
volts (+1,500 to earth) on its third anode. which tube heater, and is taken to it via a 1 ohm resistor,
is brought out to a clip on the side of the bulb. which will drop 1 Volt and give 4 volts on the
heater. The metal rectifiers in this gircuit may be
of the special type for scope power supplies
HT+ 250V. either
or else may be of the ordinary
receiver type connected in
ßL
250000n
series. They must each be
3
VvVN
able to withstand the peak
inverse voltage across the
-_=
7 "
500 volt (250 +250) winding
a
2
.005p r
of the transform ti r. Of course,
the E.H.T. smoothing con densers must be of ample
00IFF
3/8"
OOSYF
rating.

It may be stated as a more or loss general rule that
all tubes except the VCR97 have short or medium
afterglow, the 97 having a long afterglow.

«ith

tí.3

volt and

5

is used to supply all

-i

-

.

r3'e

I

2000V

.005/./F

50000
n

LI

I-1F Choke

/00

Turns

34 SWG CSC
L2 800 Turns
.I,uF

Fig.

4.-Another

1F
scheme

lNF

for obtaining E.H T.

E.H.T. Supplies
A method of obtaining high
voltage, to s. current supplies
This
is shown in 'Fig. 4.
method, very popular i n
America, utilises a high frequency alternating current
generated by the oscillator
valve, a 6V6 or thee power
valve, to induce a high voltage
across a secondary cpil wound

-

2000V

36 S.W.G. D.S.C.
In Four Phi s
L3 80 Turns
30SWG £SC,

by means of

er

oscillator.
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Ex-Service Cathode-my Tube Data
..

C1IthOde

11.111.)

NAVAL

Type

Base

1

L

NCI (W.3o6)

Br. 9-pin

NC2 (W.307)

8

NC3 (W.3o8)

Br. 9-pin

7 (NV.1308)

40

4.0

x'.

o.6

1.2

71

4.o

except

52-pin spigot

638

As NC2

12-pin spigot

'

x.i

I

I

12

ARMY

contact

X

E.E.

0.5

6o

1.5

450

.8

120

E.E.

x

79

4.0

1

295

4.o

I.0

.

x
I

.

x

1

---

\

Colour

Di.uu.

So

Green

1.5

Green

5

150

Green

2.5

E.E.

3

600

675

E.E.

3.4

35o

25o

E.E.

6

1,425

114

'

4:0

x

.

GAS/E.E.;

1

432

r.o

4.o

16o

----

Blue/Grn.:

I

.u.

1

White

.

1,270 INVhite/Grn

5

4.5

2.0

350

390

Blue

5.o

625

1,175

Green

Iiiiiit..

E.E.

.

'

3BPI
5CPI
R.A.F.

-

Diam.

in.ni.

o.9

E.E.

4.0

Goo

675

White

xio

ZC.o697

495

136

4.0

0.9

E.E.

.4.0

600

675

White

iio

4.0

1.2

E.E.

3.o

870

500 White/GM

4.0

1.1

1.o

x70

270

Green

- -

205

(Equivalent

R.A. F.

70

,E.E...,

V CR r 39IA.)

ZC.1955

62o

295

4.0

1.o

E.E.

5.o

65o

65o

Green

ZC.3596

431

160

4.0

1.o

E.E.

5 o

620

1,160

Green

6.3

o.6

6.3

o.6

-

- - -

,

,

V.C.R.84 (roE/Da)

12-pin spigot

077

295

4.0

V.C.R.85 (DoE/Ii)

i2-pin spigot

66o

295

V.C.R.86 (roE,/x2)

As V.C.R.84

520

16o

4.9
4.o

V.C.R.87 (ioE/13)

12-pin contact
base
512

260

4.0

i

V.C.R.97 (20E/222)

r2-pin contact 435

16o

4.0

1.0

E.E.

V.C.R./i2 (ioE/171)

7-clip base

495

135

4.0

2.0

E.E.

V.C.R.i3i

As V.C.R.87

585

300

4.0

I .I

E.E.

V.C.R./38 (IoE/4o71

As V.C.R.97

340

-

E.E./NI

4

800

500

1.o

EE.,

6

1,345

1,250

I .0

E.E.

5

900

700

3.5

900

75o

2.5

600

1,140

3

870

500 Grn/White

4

950

95o

Green

.1

.,

M

E.E.r.fl
I

11

.

Green

,

90

4.0

1.1

E.E.

2

360

78o

Green

V.C.R.I39A (10E/466) bo-pin spigot

205

70

4.0

1. i

l',.E.

I

170

170

Green

V.C.R./4o (ioE/420)

587

306

4.o

1.2

M.M.

5

585

300

4.0

I.'

ILE:

II-pin contact 370

90

4.o

1

i

E.E.

90

4.0

V.C.R.514 (10E/658)

As V.C.R.87

V.C.R.515 (ioE/13026)1 EMI
.r.,
8-pin

r))...)

.

.

384

1

.

1.05i

220
120

Sin.

3

,

1

-

55

,

3in.

{.

I

x

I 10

,

.

V.C.R.5I 1 (10E/586)

5

4.0

ZC.3I4 I
,

12

Red

136

ACR TO

ACRI3

3

495

ZC.308i

ACRxz

4.5

ZC.o123

ACR8
,

5

1

Green

Voc. No.

ACRI

-

:-0.1211

y.

except for flu orescent screen.

380

1

Kv.

,

lam. / y.

GAS/ E

As NrC5 to wider specifileation test

NC12 (W.3128)

Sensitivity

A3

inax.

.for ilulorescf;Int screen.

136

:

Focus
and
deflect

1

4.0

495
354

NCio (W.i85x)

ACR2

205

12-pin spigot

4NC8 (W.192o)

NC9 (W.1921)

(A.)

136

As N,C2

I

(V.)

x6o

6-clin base

NC6 (W.13o7)

!

.lh

pin bayonetl 414

NC4 (W.Io7o)
NC 5 (W.ro71)

D

'

VII

- - -

6

1,000

2

380

1,000

Diarn.

in.

12
12
6
6
6
5

12

2f
12
12

-..-

'

E.E.

1

..1.2

4
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Anti- static Aerials
Some New

Ideas in Interference Elimination.
By G.

view is expressed

R.

WILDING
ire aerial B and the voltage
induced in aerial C.now that they are at different
distances from the transmitter, provided that this

that the the voltage induced

FREQUENTLY the
present high technical development of radio
design affords little scope for serious experiment and research by the amateur radio technician
unequipped with elaborate apparatus. This view
is, I maintain, quite wrong, for investigation into
methods of combating radio interference at least,
requires no special apparatus or laboratory standard
equipment.
If any projected anti -static device will in any way

distance is not a wavelength or multiple of the wavelength radiated by the transmitting aerial.

Instead of their individual E.M.F.s rising and
C
falling together, the voltages induced in aerial B.
would lag behind the voltages induced in aerial
However, if a second transmitter D is now placed
equidistant between the two receiving aerials on a
X

x

1
Fig.

-

I

Transmitter

-Diagrane to explain the reception of a signal
on two aerials.

materially reduce radio interference without sensibly
affecting signal strength, the simplest of testa will
prove it. Furthermore, in no field of radio experiment will any degree of success be more valuable,
so it is the aim of this short article to indicate
fresh fields of experiment for the amateur radio
enthusiast.
Principles
First, a word about contemporary anti-static
aerials. These almost universally comprise a mast
or aerial proper, mounted as high as possible, and
in as interference -free an area as possible, connected
to the receiver by a screws(' down -lead to prevent
static being picked -up from adjacent electric wiring,
etc.
But in the typos of aerial to be described, an
entirely different principle is employed, and to make
their functioning quite clear I must revert to basic
radio theory.
Consider a transmitting aerial A. and a receiving
aerial B, as in Fig. 1. Now, according to the electrical height of the aerial A, and the field strength of
the transmitter, a voltage will be induced in it,
which we will assume to be 50 mV.
Assume now that an identical receiving aerial C
an equal distance
is erected by the side of aerial B
from the transmitter. Obviously this aerial C will
have a voltage induced in it, equal to, arid in phase
with, that of aerial B. But consider what happens
when this second aerial is placed behind the first
aerial.
As it would be slightly farther away from the
transmitter, it will have a correspondingly smaller
E.M.F. induced in it, but this would be immeasurable
and in any case doesn't concern us. What does
concern us, however, is the phase difference between

Fig. z. -This diagram shows the two aerials on one
building.
line XY, the E.M.F.s induced in them by this
transmitter will be equal and in phase.

Phase Differences
Therein lies the germ of the idea, for if we feed
the two receiving aerials to a centre -tapped coil as
in Fig. 2 the equal voltages induced by transmitter
D will cancel out and leave only the voltage difference
between the E.M.F. induced in the two receiving
aerials by the transmitter A.
This means that our aerial system will receive
signals from A of any other transmitter not equiAerial C

Aerial 8

M.W. Coil
To

On Set

3.- Co uptheling
two

Fig. 4.-Another antistatic aerial idea.
arrangement for
aerials.
distant from it, but will not receive D or any other
transmitter situate on the line XY.
If we now draw Fig. 1 in practical fashion,
transmitter A becomds any broadcasting station,
aerials B and C comprise the listener's anti -static

Fig

.
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aerial array, and transmitter D becomes the strong
zone of static emanating from the household mains
wiring and local electrical machinery.
It will be obvious that this aerial system functions
as, and is in every way identical to, a giant one -turn

might, he advisable in some cases to enclose the coil
completely in an earthed can.
The disposition of the two aerials is the most
important fbature of the idea, and gives great scope
for experiment. The simplest way of testing the
loop or frame aerial, with the advantage that its effectiveness of the aerial system when
erected,
extreme dimensions enable it to be immune from and when the coil tapping or coupling has
been
man -made static radiated from the entire domestic adjusted for minimum static, is to disconnect either
electric wiring.
of the two aerials and noto ifthis produces an increase
In order that complete electrical balance can be in static.
obtained between the two aerials, it is essential to
If it does, of course the aerial system is functiónuse some form of variable coupling between each ing correctly.
half of the aerial coil or alternatively arrange that
A coil unit I have found very effective, and which
the central tapping point can be adjusted.
has the advantage of being easily constructed, is
Ideally, a fixed tapping point with an adjustable shown in Fig. 3, where the coil utilised
can be an
powdered iron :core would enable optimum results 'old two -pin plug -in coil fitted with centre
-tap.
to be obtained most easily, but here experiment
Another aerial designed for minimum static
alone would be the best guide.
pick -up is shown in Fig. 4, where a dual down lead
The aerial leads should be screened, but in many is employed, fed to a coil unit similar to the type
cases it will he found that this is not absolutely required for the first mentioned aerial. With this
necessary, but an electrostatic screen between the scheme the static picked up by each down lead is
two halves of the coil will be found am advantage. cancelled out by the coil leaving only the E.M.F.s
This screen should, of course, be earthed, and it induced in the aerial itself.

A Bandspread Receiver
A Simple Set with an Efficient Tuning Device.
By R. M. S. HALL
MANY of the new broadcast receivers use (500pF) tuning condenser. With a normal (16-S0
bandspread tuning on several short -wave m., 200- 550m.) S.W. and M.W. coil this scheme
bands. -The normal electrical bandspread works quite well.
uses a small variable condenser or condensers in
The size of the hand-determining trimmers
parallel with the main tuning condenser(s), thus (TCI /2/3) varies with the band to be spread, but
enabling any part of the band to be spread. It is the approximate size Jan be easily found from the

not proposed to discuss this further as many
articles have been. written on this particular type
of bandspread. In my case I was faced with the
problem of providing easy short -wave tuning on a
BC receiver just being constructed.
There were several methods open
1. To have a high ratio SM drive.
2. To spread the whole band.
3. To employ several spread bands.
It was decided to use a combination of the first
and third, thus avoiding calibration troubles.

fact that the ratio of the wavelengths, is equal to
the ratio of the square roots of the tuning capacitances, remembering that a normal coil. tunes to
51 -2 in. with 500 pF (.b005,uF) in circuit.
Example 16-metre band, 47pF, so use a 50pF
trimmer.
The selectivity of the set was found to be, quite
good, using high -mu coils and a regenerative
detector. The line -up was :
RF buffer-stage, EF50, Mullard.
Regenerative riet., EFSO,
:

:

-

HT-F

Final Arrangement
This is the scheme adopted To use a small
(75pF) variable condenser ganged to the main
:

L2
(=>

HT

tp
0

Anode

RF.

0
0
0

bp

Circuit of the Bandspread Receiver described above.
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Mullard.

Output pentode
EL32, Mullard.

In the diagram, Sl,

83 are ganged.

(3W),
S2 and

In position 1 of these
switches, M.W. coil is used,
tuning by Cl, S.W.. coil
shorted.
In position 2, S.V. coil is
used, tuning by ('2, M.W.
coil shorted.
In position 3, S.W. coil is
used, tuning by C2, M.W.
coil shorted.
In position 4, S.W. coil k
used, timing by C2, M.W.
coil shorted.
Thus any number of bands
may be spread to cover the
frequencies of most interest
to you.
.
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GOODS GUARANTEED NEW
AND UNUSED.
TEST INSTRUMENTS- -The entire range
on
of Taylor instruments now available and
Hire Purchase. S.A.E. for Catalogue
Terms.
VALVES, -Huge stocks of English18. and
24,
American types, including 3Q5,
25AG. 42, 43, 80. etc.
enthusiasts.
-Fl
"
"
Hi
SPEAKERS. -For double cone, £8 8s.
Goodman 12in,
Wharfdale 12in., £6 15s. All makes in
stock from 2;ín. to 15in.
Connoisseur
famous
PICKUPS.-The
Lightweight, complete with transformer,
£4 5s. Rothermel crystal Metal arm,
£2 12e. 6d. Moulded, £2 16s. 3d.
Rothermel
NEEDLES.
SAPPHIRE
Straight. 12' -. Trailer, 16/ Ministyle.
Sapphox Straight, Trailer, and
16' -.
Ministyle. 14:-.
C'OII.S. -R.F. iron cored. " HI-Q." L.M.S..
As. H.F.. and Osc.. 31- each. Wearite
Matched pairs
P " coils. 3/- each.
T.R.F., 8,9 pair.
78 r.p.m.,
STROBOSCOPES.-Single speed,
50 cycle.. 6d. each, ß1d., post free.
or C.W.O.
Under 201- C.W.O. only. C.O.D.
please
over 20' -. When ordering C.W.O.postage.
allow sufficient for packing and
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FOR QUALITY RADIO
COILS.-Permeability tuned

ALL

-,

'

MODERN ELECTRICS LTD.

164, Charing Cross Road, London, W.C.2
Tel : TEMDIe Bar 7587

LASKY'S RADIO

Constructor,
Everything for theEnHome
thuslast, Ex pertAma(cur Radio
men trr and Serviceman. We have your
requirements in our huge stork.
British, American and
RADIO VALVES.A.C,ID.C,.
Battery, Glass,
Continental, A.C.,

superhet coils wound on high Wave -range
quality formers.

MODERN

coverage 700 -2,000

PICK -UPS

Moving Coil Types

2 0 0 -5 5 0 m.,

16 -50

m.,

m.,

with

iron -dust cores and fixing nuts,

:-

31-

each.

COIL PACKS. -Type

B

cover-

200550 m. Type J covering 16 -50
m., 200 -550 m., 700 -2,000 m.
13 -35

m.,

34 -100 m.,

for the highest fidelity. Both the following
give approximately .03 volts output and,
therefore, pre -amplification is normally

ing

needed:

Permeability tuned. Angle or
flat plate mounting. Complete
with suggested circuits. -Really
efficient packs, 361- each.
For complete range of Products,
including : -HiQ Superhet Coils.

-

WILKINS & WRIGHT TYPE " N
MOVING COIL

"

For use with standard miniature needles,
miniature thorns or sapphires. Adjustable
needle pressure. Complete with equalizing
,.. £7 13 4
...
...
transformer

LEXINGTON" SENIOR" MOVING -

COIL PICK -UP
Incorporating ingenious semi -automatic insertion and rejection of Lexington sapphire
... price £7 6 9
...
needles ...
Lexington input Transformer (shielded),
£1

Lightweight
Armature Type

13

2

Air core covering

London, N3.

:-

giving extremely good reproduction with a
reasonable output. Can normally be used

with most existing amplifiers and radio
receivers ; output approximately .5 volts
In common
from transformer secondary.
with most modern pick -ups, the Connoisseur
UX.
characteristics
"
Loctal,
velocity
Octal,
constant
has
"
Miniature.
Bantham,
C.O.D. Our and therefore bass -compensation is needed.
Send us your enquiries. Order
technical department will be pleased to

12 -2,000 m.

Transformers, 465 kcls. TRF
Coils. Complete Tuning Hearts
Price
and other components.
list on application.
224, Hornsey Road, Holloway,
I.F.

YOU

can become
a first-class
'

RADIO
ENGINEER

advise you on substitutes for unobtainable (CONNOISSEUR LIGHTWEIGHT
ARMATURE TYPE
or obsolete types.
Mains 4v. and 6v. Response substantially level from 200 to
TRANSFORMERS.
-ratio,
output, heavy duty, push -pull. multi
Uses standard miniature
6v., midget output. miniature intervalve, 8,500 c.p.s.
I.F.T., iron-cored, air -cored, etc., etc. type, needles. Complete with input transformer,
price £4 4 7
Aerial. H.F.. Ose.. "P"
COILS.
S.. M. and L.
Wearite, L. and M.. T.R.F., etc,
We are specialists in Homeetc..
chokes,
Fi.F,
Superhet,
of all types,
CONDENSERS. Electrolytics
Study Tuition in Radio,
bias,
wet and dry, high and low voltage, block
cardboard,
Television and Mathematics.
paper,
3-gang,
and
SAPPHIRES
2tuning
SAPPHOX
i
de
-ray,
h
filed, cat
Post coupon now for free
etc.. etc.
& Wright type "N,"
with
Wilkins
For
use
Rothermel. B.T.H Acos, Connoisseur and other Pick -ups using
PICK-UPS.
Moving
boaklet and learn how you
Goldring.
Lexington.
Marconi,
141 ...
..,
Desks. miniature needles
coil. Magnetic and Crystal. Playing
can qualify for well -paid
turntables CONNOISSEUR STEEL NEEDLES
Collard Micro- grams. Electric
with pick-up in carrying case.
or profitable
employment
in packets of
needles
miniature
Pullin.
Modern
:
Avo.
types
All
'l'l':ST GEAR.
ten
work.
Taylor, etc., etc. Moving -coil amp./meters,
-time
spare
Micro amp. meters, Voltmeters, Milliamp. WILKINS & WRIGHT "SCRATCH meters,
"
FILTER
unless
All goods offered are new and unused
our usual Useful low -pass filter cutting above 8.5 Kcls, T. & C. RADIO COLLEGE
otherwise stated, and carry
£2 0 0 NORTH ROAD, PARKSTONE, DORSET.
guarantee. Satisfaction or your money
refunded.
We have a very large and varied selection of
ex- Government radio equipment. TRANSWEBB'S RADIO, 14, SOHO ST., - Post in uncealed envelope ld. postage- MITTERS. RECEIVERS, TEST SETS, OXFORD
LONDON, W.I. I Please send me free details of your (
ST.,
METERS. etc., etc.
A VISIT.
I
IT WILL PAY YOU TO PAY USlist
to -day. Note our SHOP HOURS : 9 a.m. to 5.15 p.m. I Horne -Study Mathematics and Radio
Get your name on our mailing
p.m.
Sau. 9 a.m. to
I Courses.
I
Send Id. for our current list and bulletin.
Telephone : GERrard 2089
LASKY'S RADIO
NAME
I
DDINGTON,
370. HARR
W ROA ,
I
ADDRliSS
Hospital)
(Opposite Paddington
Hours: Monday to
t
Rfiî
Tel.: Cunningham 1979. Thursday
Hall-day.
Saturday, 9 a.m. to 6 p.m.

Pick -up Accessories

:-

I

9
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Vuule SORE to get

it at

Send 21d. stamp

PRECISION SHORT WAVE
COMPONENTS.

for up - to -date
Catalogue.

We are NOT
connected with
other Firms of
this name.
:111) )lLl'Nlts.- Cniversil niin ^r. £8.100: No. 7. £19'100;
Sig. Gen., £13
Valve ).r,.i ar. £16100. Deliveries Iron stock.
TAYLOR METERS.-All types now available on hire
ELECTROLVTIC'S.- Dubilier, 8 mfd. 500 v., 4/- (canned.purchase.
4 /6d.) ;
8 -8 mfd. 500 v.. 6/8d.
8 -16 mfd. 500 v., 9.6d. T.M.C., 8 -16 mfd. 450 v.,
7 6d. ; 32 mfd. 450 v., 5 9d. : and many other capacities.
I.P. TRANS.-465 kc s, Wearite midget iron -core. 21/- pr.
Weymouth perm. tuned. 18/9(1. pr. Service cap. tuned (or 110
kas), 15'- pr. Denco, 465 or
or 1.6 mc, 16,6d. pr.
COILS.- T.R.F. Matched -pair110S kc's
-M -L. 6,911, pr.
Weymouth
T.R.F. Matched -pair S -M -L, 9,9d. pr. ; Superhet
S -M-L. 11/8d. pr.
or
:

;

;

)

8x911. pr.
Wearite " P " Coils, complete range, A, BF, Oso..
AF. BFO, 3/- each.
TUNING COND.-Midget thin -gang .000075 mfd. and .0001 mfd..
5/- : .00035 mfd., 12.9d. ; standard size .00035 mfd.. 10/6d. ; .0005
mfd.. 611. less trimmers.,
with trimmers.
COIL PACKS,-Weymb,th s'het SML. 36'6d.: Atkins sihet

SML,'39 /611., incorporates Gram- switch.
FILAMENT TRANS. -Input 200 -230 -250 v., output 5 v.4 -.amp and
6.3 v. 4 amp, both tapped 4 v.. 27.611.
AUTO -TRANS. -Input 200,250 v., output tapped 4 v., 8 v.. 15 v..
24 v., at 3 amp -ideal 6 or 12 v. charger trans. 27/6d.
SELENIUM RECTIFIERS for above. 6 v. 1/ amp. 7 8d. ; 12 v.

amp, 12 6d.: 12 v. 3 amp.
: 12 v. 6 amp,
311,TRANS.-350 -0 -350 v., 80 ma. 4 v. 4 a., 4 v.37,6d.
3 a., or 6.3
4 a.,
v. 3 a.. 30 -. 400 -0 -400 v., 150 ma. 5 v. 21 a., 6.3 v. (C.T.) 3 a.,v. 6.3
(C.T.) 3 a.. 47/6d. Varley 425 -0 -425 v., 150 m'a, 6.3 v. (C.T.) 4 a.. 5 v.v
3 a., 4 v. (C.T.) 4 a..
EX -GOVT. ULTRA MIDGET O'PUT TRANS., 32 -1 and P/ Pull
intervalve Trans.. 2.5 -1 earls halt, lin. a lin., 31- each. Similar
P /Poll inter -valve and 60 -1 OPut Trans., l in. x Din., 3,- each.
L.F. Choke 5 hny., 100 ohm, 150 m /a, 6,9d. Split- stator D. spaced
Transmitting Cond. 150 pf each half, 4.9d. Tannoy Transverse
Carbon Mike Insets, 3' M,Trans., 250 -0 -250 v., 70 m;a, 6 v. 2 a.,
5 v. 3 a.. 19:0d. Trans. 1,000 v. (C.T.), 170 ma, 4 v. (C.T.) 4 a.,
Screened, pr. 35'-.
Over 1,000 other lines. Your enquiry is welcomed.
STERN RADIO LIMITER, 115, FLEET STREET, E.C.4.
CENtral 5814 and 2230.
1

5

,

February, 1948

RASYIART. -Short wave variable condensers with ceramic
end plate and extension spindle for ganging
5pF,
3/9 ' MC15DX 15pF, 4/- VC2OD 20pF, 4/3 ; NC15MC5DX
l5pF, 4.6
TC4S 4OpF b,'3
VCiOX 40pF. 4'VC100X 100pF, 5/5.
DENCO. -Low -loss Maxi -Q plug
-in coils on miniature polystyrene formers with adjustable iron -dust cores. Fit octal
valve bases. Coverage tuned 300 pF -Range 1, 0.170 to 0.6
me,'s. Range 2, 0.55 to 1.8 me s. Range 3, 1.6 to 5.7 mc's. Range
4, 4.4 to 15 mc;s. Range 5, 9.7 to 32 mc's. Coverage tuned
100
pF Range 2, 0,85 to 2.6 me s. Range 3, 2.5 to 7.3 Inc's. Range
4, 7 to 20 me's. Range 5, 15 to 40 mes. Coverage tuned
50 pF
Range 6. 30 to 60 mne's, Range 7, 50 to 90 mers. These coils
are
Supplied in flue types Blue (RF with aerial coupling). Yellow
(det. or mixer coils with coupling or reaction). Green (detector
with primary and reaction,. Red (superhet oscillator coils
White (superhet oscillator coils 1.6 mas). Pleasd
spe ify colour and range when ordering,
Price Ranges 1 to
5 Blue. Yellow, Red and White, 4'- each. Ranges 6 and -7 Blue,
Yellow and Red. 3'6. Ranges 1 to 5 Green, 5r-. Ranges 6 and 7
Green, 4/6. Complete Denco Technical Bulletin No 1, giving
full data on above coils with circuits for superhet and straight
receivers, ere., 3'-. Denco catalogue,
911.
fl -MAX.-Chassis cutters complete with
Key 5,8in.
(Button Base), 10.3 ' l ;in. (Octal), 13r6 Allen
llin.,
13 -6. Cuts a clean hole by drilling a small hole,13'6:
assembling
cutter -and turning Allen Key.
EDDYSTONE.- Manuals No. 5 and No. 6, price 2;7 each post
free. These manuals contain a wealth of constructional details
of short -wave and ultra short-wave receivers. transmitters,
etc.
The above and hundreds of other items by the lending makers are

i

;

;

:

:

:

:

:

listed and illustrated in our neu.' catalogue No. 6, price Od., post
free. Ea -Govt. list 3d.. post free.
Postage extra on orders under £2

BRAND NEW 11X -GOVT.
Vibrator Packs complete with vibrator, BARGAINS
transformer and all
smoothing. Input 12 v. D.C., output 210 v., 70
mA. D.C. Ideal for
car radio, etc., £2/7x6, carriage paid.
Lucas Motor Generators. Input 11 -12 v., output 480 v.. 40 mA.
Will operate on 6 v., with reduced output, £1'15x0. carriage paid.
Co -axial cable. Heavy duty 70 -00 ohms for reception or transmission. Ideal for television. Cut to length per yard Mod.,
per coil of 8 yds. already cut, 5/8, carriage paid.

SOUTHERN RADIO & ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
65, FISHERTON STREET, SA:-ISBURY, WILTS.

Phone: Salisbery

THESE ARE IN STOCK

210+1.

ELASCP

New Publications

Snort -H'un Equipment
o

Radio
E.
I

Engineering,
Vol. 1
K. Sandman.

Price 451 -, postage 9d.

Frequency

Modula -I

tion Engineering
Christopher E. Tibbs.

r

Price 281 -, postage 8d.
I

We have the finest stock of British and American
Radio Books. Complete list on application. '

THE MODERN BOOK COMPANY
(Dept. P.16), 19 -21, Praed St., London, W.2.

MIDLAND RADIO COIL
PRODUCTS

Introducing the NEW IQIT3 Tuning Heart.

A complete frequency changer stage for a 5 valve ACIDC
superhet, assembled and aligned on a full -size chassis for a
complete RX. The FIC stage is wired and requires only
the valve to complete, the chassis is fitted with 2 gang, dial,
drive, IFT, wavechange switch. Complete with instructions,
but less valve, £3 15s. Od.
Quality wood cabinets for the IQIT3 in brown, blue or green
with dial and L.S. holes cut, 2216 plus If- post.
10 watt all push -pull amplifiers, 5 valves, twin inputs and
tone control multi match output transformer, complete with
valves, tried and tested. In chassis, from £8 8s. Od. In
two -colour case of beautiful appearance, £12. 20 watt job
in case, £I8.
Send 3d. stamp for details of our range of coil packs, coils,
tuning hearts, microphones, amplifiers, etc.

MIDLAND
19,

RADIO COIL PRODUCTS,
Newcomen Road, Wellingborough.

Noted for over 15 years for
Short -Wave Receivers and Kits of quality
One Valve Kit, Model " C "
..
Price 20;E "
Two
43,'These kits are complete with all components;
accessories, and full instructions.
Before ordering send stamped, addressed envelope
for descriptive catalogue.
Note new sole address
"H.A.C." SHORTWAVE PRODUCTS
(Dept. TH) 616 New Bond Street, London, W,1

:-

COVENTRY RADIO
COMPONENT SPECIALISTS SINCE 1925

NOW

READY,

1948

LIST

RADIO

OF

COMPONENTS. Details of a thousand
from a Washer to Complete Kits

-

items

Price 3d. Post Paid.
PROMPT SERVICE, SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

COVENTRY RADIO
DUNSTABLE
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The Quantum Box.

A Useful Addition to the Service Workshop or Experimenter's Workbench
By JAMES LAIRD

on six screws bolted to the panel, and soldered .to
the screw ends. To go into details of construction
is quite unnecessary as the diagrams explain
everything. A unit of this description, or one of
even greater accuracy, will become a necessity to

these days of supply difficulties, here is a
most useful piece of apparatus, which I
IN have named the Quantum Box. It contains,
always to hand. 36 different condensers and
resistances. As is well known,_ routine testing
reveals a large number of condenser and resistance
faults. When these are suspected, the Quantum
Box almost invariably picks out the faulty one.
It is invaluable as a substitution in condenser or
resistance open circuits and, by moving one prod
only, correct values can be ascertained. With a
unit such as this speedy service is assured, and in
the majority of cases better performance is
obtained. Of course, the moro accurate the components, the better the unit. Condensers and
resistances with a tolerance of one or even the half
of one per cent. cost money, and the serious
experimenter would doubtless require them, but
for ordinary use my choice is quite adequate.

the workshop and to

the serious electronic
worker in the near
future, as the modern

trend seems to be for
greater accuracy and
precision. The beauty
of this instrument lies

Both Sides a ends

Method of
su?f orting

in

its absence of
complicated switching,
and also in having only
one prod to change.

t

us-l-ars

.

-Y8 Par../.

Using the Box
Ip use, especially when searching for the causo
of hum in a set, always short the prods of the
Construction
and after each test in order to
The construction is quite simple and straight- Quantum Box before
condensers. Failure to do this
forward, and should not present any great diffi- discharge internal
or even a nasty shock. If
culties even to a beginner. Heavy' wire should be will result in fireworks
to fix a crocodile clip on the négative
used (18 s.w.g.). and all joints well and truly it is decided is very handy, and clip it to the chassis
soldered. A heavy wire is run round, near the prod, which shorting the other prod to the chassis
edges of the underside of the panel, and all negatives of set, then The 50, 16, 8 and 4 1 F condensers in
and one prod are soldered to it. It is supported will suffice.
the box are electrolyties, there1
fore their proper p.olarity must
always be observed. The nineCAPACITY.
pin valve- holders used have a
SOpF
500 p5
ring on the underside of each
/6 /00
socket; which holds the tips of
"

8 -

the sockets together, and thereby ensures good contact, even
with the thinnest of prod plugs.

50
/0

2-

LIST OF PARTS
Panel, 91in. x 43in. x lin.
4 Valve holders, 9 pin (British).

,RF

0005./.F

1

5

000/.

a

.005.

00/.

Resistances

Condensers

05

50 v.w.
500 .,

50
16

RESISTANCE

250
500
1,000

8

4

50..

2

I

/00. -

.1

/50

250:
11

-éré
/0000"
/5,000.

-

I

<"?..--1
©

25000.

,00000 n

o

25E1000

0
p

500000.

/Ain

-

.005
.0001

.0005

OP

,

10pF.

Load

<y?
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5,000 ,
10,000
25,000
50,000 ,
100,000 ,,
500,000
1 megohm.
2 megohms.

.

150 ohms.
350

3,000
15,000
250,000
The diagram shows the layout and
method of wiring the Quantum Box,
whilst a list of the parts required is
50 pF.
100 pF.

500 pF.

F.xd

50 ohms.
100

given above.

A
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Radio Amateurs' Examinations
The

1947

Test

Paper and

a

Report on the Results which were Obtained

IY order that prospective transmitting amateurs requirement. Illustrate your answer by a diagram
may gain some idea

of the standard required and explain how the apparatus is used. (20 marks.)
by the G.P.O. examinations, we again give
the full Test Paper which was set last year. The City
and Guilds of London Institute have reported on Report on the Papers
The following general report is given on the
this examination and their report follows the Paper.
papers as a whole and is not necessarily applicable
1947 Radio Amateurs' Examination :
to the work from individual schools.
Candidates should attempt as many questions as
possible. Use should be made of diagrams where
Year No. of No. of
No. of
Percentage
applicable. The tnaxiuzivn possible marks obtainable
Cands.
Passes
Failures
of Failures
is mixed to each question.
I. An alternating voltage of 10 volts at a
12o
206
1947
63
326
1946
frequency of 100 Mc¡s is applied to a circuit consist (Nov.)
216
150
66
30.5
n
1946
ing of the following elements connected in series
(May)
1S2
145
37
22.2
(i) an inductance of 10 micro -Henrys,
(ii) a capacitance of 10 pico- farads,
The report on the last examination cormnented
(iii) a resistance of 10 ohms.
on the falling -off in the percentage of entrants
(a) What current flows through the circuit ?
obtaining a pass and suggested that a number of
(5 marks.)
persons had. sat for the examination without
(b) What voltage appears across the inductance
adequate preparation. The tendency then noted
(5 marks.) has become accentuated in the 1947 examination,
2. What is meant- by the " selectivity " of a the percentage of passes having fallen to- 37, and the
tuned circuit ? On what circuit constants does it majority of the entries were of an extremely low
depend ?
standard. From the phraseology and vocabulary
Why is this quality necessary in a receiver ?
used, and the general way in which the answers
(10 marks.) were given, it is apparent that a large number of
3. What is understood by the term " C.W." entrants, unused to sitting fór examinations, had
and what special method is needed to detect C.W. received little or no coaching for the Radio
signals ?
Describe a circuit arrangement which Amateurs' Examination. The use of abbreviated
could be used for this purpose, illustrating your and corrupt English, such as is commonly used by
answer by_a diagram.
(10 marks.) amateur radio operators, is to be deprecated for
4. What is meant by modulation ? Describe a examination purposes. Some of the answers were
method of modulating a typical' low -power R.N. ofa flippant nature, and on the whole there appeared
amplifier.
(10 marks.) to be a tendency to treat the examination as a not
very serious matter. Confidential notes to the
5. What are the relative advantages and dis- Examiner, regretting ignorance, do not give
a g'oocl
advantages of a variable- frequency master oscillator impression. A report on the questions follows :
over a crystal -controlled oscillator for use in an
Question 1 (calerclotio+)
Comparatively few
amateur transmitter ?
Describe a variable - candidates
-attempted this question ; of those who
frequency oscillator of good frequency- stability.
did, less than half did so correctly.
(15 marks.)
'

:

:

Describe, with the aid of a diagram, the
circuit arrangement of a low -power crystal-controlled
transmitter for the 58.5 to 60 Mc /s frequency band.
(15 marks.)
7. Describe FOUR types of aerial commonly
used for amateur transmission and how they may be
coupled to the transmitter. What are their relative
advantages and disadvantages ?
(10 marks.)
8. Condition 8 of the Postmaster- General's
licence to establish an amateur wireless station
6.

Question 2 (selectivity) )
well d one bby
Question :3 (" C.W. ") )) Fairly
y we
Question 4 (nmdemlation) the better.candida,tes.
Question 5 (master oscillators) : The essential
points in the design ofa variable frequency oscillator
of good frequency -stability were not at all well

understood.

Question ti (the transmitter) : -luny incorrect
answers were given concerning the required frequency of the crystal and the methods of multiplication suggested to obtain the required final
frequency showed little regard to efficient operation.
stipulates :
Where the sending apparatus is not crystal Quest-ion 7 (aerials) : Not well done,' in particontrolled there should be kept at the cular the methods of coupling to the transmitter
station
a reliable frequency Meter of the were dismissed very briefly.
pinzo- electric crystal type or other type
Question 8 (frequency meter) :
Very
approved by the Postmaster -General, for done by the. comparatively few entrantspoorly
wile
measuring the frequency to an accuracy of attempted the question. They seemed to have
not less than -- 0.1 per cent."
hazy idea of what a frequency meter of the piezn-Describo an apparatus to meet the foregoing electric type really is, and of how to use it.

...
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Practical Hints

approximate length required. The
stouter gauge wire is then eut to
this length plus about 12M. extra.
Every Reader of " PRACTICAL WIREportable sets, i have found
A hole is then drilled in the coil
LESS " must have originated some little
that the handiest littlo gadget to
dodge which would interest other readers.
former for the top end of the
We pay half -aWhy not pass it on to os
use in these confined .spaces is the
guinea for every hint published on this
winding, and a slot cut in one of
page.
Turn that idea of yours to account
metal contact fitted to American
the ribs at the approximate end of
iby sending it in to as addressed to the
octal holders.
Editor, "PRACTICAL WIRELESS," George
the winding. This distance is calNewness Ltd., Tower House. Southampton
spare
tags
I always remove any
Put your name
'Street, Strand, W.C.E.
culated from wire gauge tables,
Please
note
on
every
item.
and
address
at
and
have,
from my.' hullers
giving spacing for various nwnbers
that every notion sent in must be original.
as
them
various time:, used
Mark envelopes Practical Hints."
of turns at spacing of one diameter
follows :
of wire. The slot is cut right down
NOTICE
SPECIAL
to the bottom of the rib. The
1. For anchoring ends of frame
All hints must be ac comnanied by the
stout wire is then passed through
aerial.
ronpon cut from pa.,e w of cover.
the top hole and out through the
2. For making small resistanceusual bottom hole of the .former,
condenser panels.
3. For~ spade terminals for small variable con- and is soldered to the appropriate pin. Then the other
densers- where soldering is sometimes very-'diflicult. end is fixed in a vice and the wire pulled taut..
The coil former is then rotated in the two hands,
the person moving slowly towards the vice as the
winding proceeds. When the turns are completed,
and this should bring the wire to the slot, the wire
is allowed to enter this slot, and keeping the wire
taut all the time the coil former is twisted to bend
the wire. This takes the wire parallel with the rib,
but at the bottom. Still keeping a tension on the
wire, this is turned once round the appropriate
pin for the end of this winding. Only then is the

Handy Connector
HAVING made several midget

THAT DODGE OF YOURS

!

P

II

SLOT CUT IN RIB

STOUT GAUGE WIRE
GRIPPED IN VICE,AND
PULLED TAUT WHEN
WINDING
Spade terminais for son
opere so /der,

c,enseis

FIG.1

9,s ofen

START OF THE

WINDING GOES TO
PIN FROM INSIDE?

SLOT CUT
As a ve/ve holder.

IN RIB

These holes enlarged
to tir valve pins

Useful aids made from valveholder tags.

For an angle bracket for shelves-or anything
else that requires holding.
5. For a valveholder.
Other readers who make their own sets may be
able to think out still further uses for these handy
little pieces of metal.-J. BRowN (Heaton, Bradford).

FORMER IS
TWISTED TO

4.

Short -wave Coil-making Hint
WHEN it is desired to wind 4- or 6 -pin shortwave coils with fairly heavy gauge wire for,

WITH WIRE STILL
TAUT. COIL

FIG. 2

FIG.3

BEND WIRE,AND
THE END TURNED
ROUND PIN
SURPLUS WIRE IS THEN
CUT OFF, AND TWISTED
END SOLDERED.

Effective coil-winding hint.

tension on the wire relaxed, and after soldering to
the pin the surplus wire is cut off carefully, using a
say, the grid windings, certain snags arise. It small metal saw.
This procedure gives a very rigid coil on plain
is all right fixing the start of the winding through a
whaling
hole to ono of 'the pins. When the end of the ribbed formers. Where a reaction or otherlength
of
winding is arrived at, however, it is next to carrying H.T. is wound on the remaining
be
impossible to pass this end through a similar hole, ribbing. at this encl, a strip of mica shouldruns
inserted just over the thicker wire where it
without all the turns loosening.
The author has made many coils with quite parallel with the rib. If the slot is to be full depth
thick gauge tinned wire, in the following manner : of the rib, however, there should be ample clearance
A light gauge wire is first wound round to get the without it. -R. L. G. (Chelmsford, Essex).
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alternative circuits can be utilised to
provide the opposite voltage phases necessary
for push -pull output stages. Most of them
are adaptable for battery or mains valves. The
circuits included in Figs. 1 to 8 are a basis to the
A Further Explanation
majority of modern push -pull amplifiers. Whatever
his range of components, the experimenter or
By R.
constructor should readily find one circuit suitable
to his requirements and available " spares."
Q.P.P. output stage if the equipment is battery
The push -pull transformer coupling shown in operated. Again, parallel food may be employed
Fig. 1 is probably best known. The circuit uses for the transformer primary, provided the valve
battery valves, although mains typés only require
the addition of suitable bias resistors and condensers.
The transformer has a centre -tapped, secondary,
its ratio 'being determined by the operating
conditions of the output valves. The anode
circuit of V1 is shown decoupled., the H.T. current
of the valve passing through the transformer
primary. When a midget transformer_ is used it
should be parallel fed to prevent core saturation.
:\

Pus -pull

P_i

The essential modification is given in Fig. 2.
Typical transformer ratios under different
output conditions are : Class B, 1.5 : 1 ; Class A,
: 2 ;
Q.Y.P., 1 : 8 ; and about 1 : 4 for Class AB2.
Parallel feed is usually preferable for " quality "
amplifiers where the two output valves are operating
under Class A conditions.

j

Using Standard Transformer
Fig. 3 provides an alternative to Fig. 1. A
normal interval-e transformer replaces the centretapped push -pull component. The circuit offers a
useful standby if a suitable centre-tapped push -pull
transformer is not to hand. The only additions
are the resistors R2 and -R3. Each must be of
similar value, not exceeding 500,000 ohms and
preferably in the region of 250,000 ohms. Class A

operation is usual with this arrangement. However,
with a 1 5 transformer, there is no objection to a
:

Fig. 4.Basic _circuit for inclusion of a centretapped L.F. choke.
.

Vi is not overloaded duo to the volts drop across
the inserted anode load resistor.
The centre- tapped choke shown in Fig. 4 is of
practical value, although less
adaptable than the transformer
HT
when connected as an intervalve
'unit. It is most suitable for
Class A, but can bo used for

t

200001
P -P /ntervalve
Transformer
V

HTt

ï0001

e

P-P Inter-valve
Transfo/mer

l

HT!

i

r.-

Fig.
Connections for
push -pull transformer.

Fg.
-NWT

A.
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say, .5 1tF, several alternatives might be tried
for C. A smaller capacity will usually reduce the
bass response of the circuit, while a critical value,
depending on the inductance of the choke, will
even produce a restricted bass boost. A ',highiodern Amplifier Design
inductance choke should he used for maximum
.UMBARD
stage gain, otherwise there will be a noticeable
bass attenuation, especially if the value of RI
Q.P.P. if adequate L. F. drive i.- ' available' exceeds
50,000 ohms.
without overloading Vl. Unlike a transformer,
a centre-tapped choke does not provide any voltage Phase -splitting Valve
The use of a valve for phase splitting, as in
HT,'
Fig. 5, is applicable to mains receivers or amplifiers
utilising indirectly -heated valves. A 'triode is
usual, although a pentode connected 'as a triode,
with suppressor and screen grids strapped to
anode, can be substituted. The valve performs
its duty purely as a phase-splitter, there being no
gain as in a normal amplifier 'stage. It must be
able to handle a signal at L.F. sufficient to drive
the grids of the output valves at full swing during
maximum volume. Standard component values
have been introduced in Fig. 5 for guidance.
Push -pull Class A output is used. This, with the
phase -splitter, provides an ideal combination for a
mains " quality " amplifier.
The method illustrated in Fig. 0 can be used
without variation on either mains or battery
equipment. The circuit relies on the upper. output
valve V2 to provide this opposite phase necessary
to drive V3. Component values are given. In most
instances they will be the same for mains valves,
with the addition pf the necessary bias comFig. 5.- Phase -splitting valve with principal
ponents. Reasonable volume and quality may be
component values.
expected with mains valves, and a pair of triodes
in the output stage. But for battery operation
step -up to the individual output valves. The the circuit has its limitations. Economy of H.T.
value of the resistor Rl is between two and three current necessitates Q.P.P. operation. Only under
times- the anodo impedance of V1. Starting at, favourable conditions of H.T. can sufficient L.F.
drive be obtained to load the output stage without
HT

.se Splitting

B

'ternative circuit, using normal inter -valve transformer.

-

-"

Phase splitting" for push-pull, when the
Fig. 6.
required input for V3 is taken from the output of V2.
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overloading VI. Besides, although economical in
components, the circuit suffers from the fact that
distortion in the anode circuit of valve V2 is fed
back to the grid circuit of V3, and so to the output
and loudspeaker.

dent, there is no reason why the circuit should not
be used with battery valves and Q.P.P. output.

A word about the potential divider in Figs. 6
and 7. Once set, this should not need readjustment.
A graded volume control is ideal for the purpose.

>

Paraphase Circuit
A more satisfactory version of the "paraphase "
'circuit is given in Fig. 7. A separate triode valve
V2 is employed to feed

HTt

300

V

the grid of the output
valve V4. The potential
divider also comprises the

j

//put
es

r

n4 CI

Crystal.
Pick-up
Volume

Control

sMfl

002pFr

( Tone

Compensator)

HT-

7

Chassis And

Earth

8.-Thin-channel amplifier circuit, using
"strapped" tetrodes as output triodes. Typical
circuit for crystal pick -up is also shown.

Fig.

The end of the carbon track, where resistance
variation is loaf, is best connected to " a." The
position for the slider of the control will be found
at a setting near the end corresponding to point
Correct setting will ensure that the grid of

anode load of VI. Principal component values are
indicated. It may be more convenient in practice
to substitute V1 and V2 by a single double- triode
valve. Provided the L.F. signal from VI -is sufïi-

Input

P-

HTt
Input

25 Mfl
Volume Control

Fig. 9.Connections for input transformer and
volume control.

Fug.

7.-

The " paraphase

"

circuit.

each output valve is being equally fed, the signal
to each valve having the same peak L.F. volts.
The circuit shown in Fig. 8 has two input
channels with separate valves, or a double -triode,
to feed the matched output pair V3 and V4.
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Test Instrument Design-2
This Month

Signal Generators and Beat Frequency Oscillators
By

P.

are Dealt With

TOOKE

E.

THE oscillator is the heart of a Signal Generator. incorporated, a variable gain control can be put
On this depends whether it has any useful on the screen to adjust modulation. It is very
purpose or is just another " maybe." In useful to bring out the modulation frequency to
an article such as this, to attempt to describe an the front panel for checking L.F. stages of sets.
instrument suitable for all tastes is impossible, so etc., H.T. on the Colpitts valve should be Switched
it is intended to run stage by stage through an to allow pure C.W. output when desired. The
modulated output from the buffer can now go straight
average circuit.
Fig. 1 shows the completed circuit, excluding to the attenuator, or if it is to be measured, an R.F.
minor modifications which are explained in the text. meter stage will have to be put in.
The oscillator comes first. This was dealt with
last month. Nevertheless a few points are worth
noting. An E.C.O. circuit is shown with a modulated
buffer stage. The triodo circuit hardly needs any
explanation. The range should be kept within I
100 kc;s to 5 life /s,-for an- all -rango job. This should
he broken up into about five ranges. Coils on the

Mput
From
Osc.

} 4ttenuator

RFS¢_

Gain

R.F. Meter
shows an R.F. meter, using a diode
Fig.
rectifier feeding a D.C. voltmeter. Of course, if one
has a thermo-couple meter available, this is ideal.
However, not everyone is lucky enough to possess
one ; and if they do, it is generally too versatile all
instrument to " tie up " on a piece of gear. On
most commercial instruments the diode circuit
is used, however, and it serves very well. The diode
rectifies the output from the buffer, and feeds the
resultant D.C. voltage into the meter. The metor
should be calibrated at 1 volt with the modulation
off. This should bo done with a reliable valve
voltmeter, then the modulation checked at 40
per cent., and this noted on the scale. Then all
that is necessary is to adjust to the R.F. level with
the " mod." off ; and then with the " mod." on,
adjust the audio gain control, till the meter reads
°_

Buffer

H.T -!-

Stage

Output
r_ --T-,

H-ivri

1
1

1g. 2.-An R.F. meter and
rectifier circuit showing modi-

l

fication of buffer stage for
R.F. gain control.

kD

L.F. side should, if possible,
be Litz wound. To give a
good " Q," further inductance
can be given by means of iron
dust cores; but these should
1,e sealed when set. Notice the
lecoupling on the plate
circuit. The buffer is loosely coupled
through about ,0001 ItF capacity ; the
output from the buffer should be about
volt, so the coupling may have to be
increased for the L.F. ranges.
Modulation is injected on the screen
et' the buffer. 'rho modulation oscillator
is a Colpitts circuit, using a small choke,
and has a frequency of approximately 400
ejs., modulation is at a depth of 40 per
if no means of checking is
cent.
1

o

Outil st

II
Fig.

i. -A

signal generator using an E.C. oscillator.
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Most serviceto the modulation calibration.
men will put these calibrations in for a few shillings
if a valve voltmeter is not available.
The attenuator is not very elaborate. A pot meter slider, feeding a fixed, switch-tapped
" bleeder " 'network. The slide wire should be equal
to one resistance of the bleeder; and each tap of
the bleeder should be a one tenth of the last. The

resistance used should be wire wound, non -inductive
if possible, and the whole circuit screened to prevent
any stray pick up. The output lead should be coaxial ; and matched, if possible, to the attenuator
impedence.
Construction

A few tips on construction. The buffer and
oscillator stages should be screened, preferably
completely canned with coils, switching, etc. If one
is anything of a mechanic a coil turret should be
attempted. This is by far the best method of coil
switching as the coils are right on the contacts
with a minimum length of lead.
- A good dial is an investment. This is really worth
while, as the accuracy of the calibration staying
constant relies only on the dial and oscillation. If
the dial has back -lash, or it slips, all the good work
put' into the oscillator to ensure stability is of no
avail.
Calibration of all gear is probably the amateur's
nurRber one bugbear. Failing the possession of a

February, 1948

Multi-vibrator or sub standard, a good reliable
signal generator should be begged or borrowed.
After setting mod. and R.F. gain controls (if you
have incorporated these refinements), the standard
generator should be used to beat against yours, using
a radio for mixing and demodulation. The beat note
should be zeroed,-or as near as possible, and the dial
marked. Checks should be made at about three or
four positions on each range. Be very careful that
you beat the fundamentals and not a harmonic.
Otherwise, it will take a few hours to unscramble it.
After all trimmers are set they should he sealed
and the instrument put in a case. If a wooden one
is used, line it with foil and earth it to chassis.

.

Beat Frequency Oscillator
So much for the Signal Generators. Now for the
next most used test instrument, the Beat Frequency.
Oscillator ; or B F.O. This very useful piece of
apparatus is, as its name implies, two oscillators,
one with a fixed frequency and the other slightly
variable, the outputs of which are fed into a mixer
stage and the resultant beat note demodulated.
This is then fed as an audio note into the output.
This piece of apparatus is very useful for checking
receiver audio stages and amplifiers. Super frequency
checks in conjunction with a frequency sub standard
can also be made. With it curves can be drawn for
transformers, etc., and to anybody interested in
audio work of any sort it is essential.
H.T

+

1

AtMUM

Audio

Output

Fig. 3. -This circuit shows a Beat Frequency Oscillator with Franklin oscillators, and a cathode-ray zero indicator.

.
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The one described here uses two Franklin Cathode -ray Indicator
oscillators. A mixer and diode demodulator, zero
The Magic Eye," or, to give it its proper name,
heat can be checked on -a " Magic Eye `' dr meter. the Cathode Ray Indicator, is worked, as can be
Fig. 3 shows the circuit with " Magic Eye " seen from Fig. 3, from the detected audio-frequency
check.
and shows zero beat by opening after the flutter gets
The Franklin oscillators should be of about 100 slower and slower as the beat note decreases. An A.C.
Kc,'s frequency.
One should be swung with a meter works the same way, but is rather expensive.
.0005 ¡tF condenser, the other has a fixed
A double cheek can be made by leading out a
capacity, plus a small trimmer, used for -' set zero mains, 50 c/s note from a winding of the transformer
check."
and beating this in with the output, so giving a
beat check at 50 c /s. So much for the B.F.O. design.
Screening
Adjustment is simple : the adjustable oscillator
Both oscillators should be completely screened condenser is fully opened. The trimmer check is
from each other and the fixed one set so that it set at half way. Then the capacities on the oscillators
gives zero beat when the trimmer capacity is half are set to give zero beat and then sealed. Calibraway in and the main condenser fully in or out. tion is very tricky and not advisable unless you
The outputs from these oscillators are fed into the have an oscilloscope. Then it is done by checking
mixer stage, a pentode, one on the grid, and the the number of wave forms against a set time base.
other on the suppressor. The resultant beat note Unless one has the advantage of a " scope " I would
is taken from the plate and demodulated by a diode, give the advice : Leave the calibrating to a servicethen with " Magic Eye " cheek and gain -control the man who Am.
instrument is finished.
(To be continued.)

A Regenerative Píe-selector
A Useful Accessory for the Battery Short-wave Superhet.

By T.

HARPER

THE pre -selector described here wit increase receiver chassis.

A screened lead should be used
considerably the sensitivity and selectivity for connection to the aerial terminal of the
of a battery -operated short -wave superhet receiver.
receiver, and can be recoimnendecl to DX enthusiasts for pulling in weak stations on 20 metres. Operation
A INSGT /G valve is used in an electron -coupled
In using the unit for the first time, tune in a
circuit. A separate feed -back winding is used, as moderate strength signal on the receiver, then
this is easier to adjust for proper operation than transfer the aerial to the pre -selector and connect
a tapping on the grid coil. The filament choke is the output lead to the receiver aerial terminal.
home -made, consisting of about 60 turns of 26 or Tune the pre -selector to resonance, as shown by an
28 s.w.g. enamelled wire on a iin. diameter increase in signal strength, and advance the regenerapaxolin former, the ends of the winding being tion control to about half way. Reduce the
anchored to sòldering tags screwed to the former. capacity of the aerial series condenser until oscillaThe exact size is not critical, sufficient turns being tion is obtained, as shown, by a strong carrier which
used to obtain reaction while
keeping the resistance low,
HT*
so as not to reduce the
90
e HF Choke
filament voltage.
Air
Trimmer
25»pF
0

Tuning

Band - spread is used to
snake tuning easy, though it
can be omitted if desired,
but a good slow-motion drive
should be fitted as tuning
is fairly sharp. While the
original model was built on
a small chassis, 5in. x 3 &in.
x 1in., an increase in size
would be preferable to allow
more room underneath the
chassis to mount the band set condenser. Power supply
is obtained from the receiver, if it uses 1.4 volt
valves, the leads from the
pre -selector ending in a
4 -pin UX plug to fit a
valveholder mounted on the

V.

i

Screened

or 3 -30ppF
Ceramic Stamp Type

Flex

Output

000/-0003

000025pF

Band-Spread

,

PF

Tog

000/5

0

/IF

-"-r

e

Band -Set

ó0

ó

Filament
Choke

Top

)

-%. 4

Top

Cap

Bottom

w
'T

\

3

0

r1

6

cT*
V.
/5 O
L T-

.0

p

HTO

25000 n
Reaction

--

v'
Underside of
/ OvO 8

-a/veholder

Fig. r. -- Theoretical circuit of the pre -selector. l
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tends to block the receiver, and check that oscillation is Obtained over all the frequencies covered.
Maximum gain is obtained just below the point of
oscillation and tuning should be-found to be sharp

blocking and not by a fierce howl. The oscillation
is, of course, amplified by the receiver in the same
way as 'an incoming signal. The reaction setting
should hold pretty well over the width of an amateur
Pillar Insulator Anchoring
Output Lead d Lead From
Coupling Condsr.

Under Bolt Head
Fixed Plates

Tag

Filament Choke Mounted
Direct Between Tags On
Switch d Valveho/der.

Screen By-pass Condsr
Mounted Over Valveho /der

000 /5pF

000025
Band - Spread

2s000 n

Band -Set

000/NF

Reaction

Condsr

Control

Earth

riÇi.

o

.:sollm.

o

'1.I

L

Bracket

r+
Valve

a

4erial

i

Coil Holder

-Tag
Strip

HF Choke

Earthing
Tag

Fig.

Top Cap

Trimmer

On Small

Insulated
Bracket.

2.

-Top

Reaction

Band-Set

3- 30 //NF
Flexible Coupler For
Connection To
Slow -Motion Drive

and below chassis wiring diagrams for the pre-selector.

The
and sensitivity considerably increased.
reaction control should be quite smooth in operation, and it may be necessary to experiment with
the reaction winding so that oscillation is shown by
3 decrease in signal strength due to the receiver

band so that it is only necessary to keep the tuning
in step.

'While a 1.4 volt valve is shown, a low consumption 2 -volt R.F. pentode could be substituted
for use with a receiver using 2 -volt valves.

through a small hole in -the screening can of VS
to be pushed in alongside the anode pin of that valve
in the appropriate socket. (The moving vanes of
IHAVE operated one of these receivers for eight the condenser are automatically earthed via the
months on the amateur bands and have been mounting bracket and chassis.)
very much impressed by its fine performance
when properly handled. I am, however, a morse Avoid Short -circuits
enthusiast and have felt myself handicapped to
Care should be taken, before switching on, to
some extent by the fixed frequency B.F.O.
sure that the new lead is not shorted to earth
Recently I determined to remedy the situation make
it is connected to' the high tension positive
by fitting a variable pitch control and, after con- since
If it is found that the whole swing of the
siderable experiment, finally solved the problem to line
condenser does not give a satisfactory pitch variamy complete satisfaction.
tion, the existing B.F.O. trimmer -055 -may
have to he readjusted. This is quite simply achieved,
Components Required
the correct trimmer being found beneath the
The extra control needs only a 100 mmfd.
inspection cover " of L23 underneath the chassis.
variable condenser with a mounting bracket and
The whole of the work involved in this. modiextension spindle while the addition involves no fication may he achieved in a couple of hours withalteration to the original wiring.
out using a soldering iron or (except for the removal
It is necessary to remove the -right -hand aerial of the spare aerial socket and its connection to the
socket. This will leave a panel hole of the right left -hand socket) in any way disturbing the.
size to accommodate the extension spindle hush. original wiring. -(W. T. J.)
The variable condenser can then be mounted on the
right -hand side of the metal cabinet so that it lines
up with the bushed hole but is some 4ins. behind
it. An Eddystone, or similar, extension spindle can
be fitted and the job finished off with a small
instrument knob and scale on the panel.
The only connection necessary for the condenser
By F. J. CAMM
may be made with an Bin. length of single -core
rubber- covered flex. One end is connected to the
8/6, by post 9/fixed vane of the condenser and the other is taken

B.F.O.

for the

R.1116

!

REFRESHER COURSE
IN MATHEMATICS
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Beginner's Guide to Radar -3
In

This Concluding Article Transmitter -receiver Switching
and P.P.I. Presentation are Dealt With

LAST month we saw how it was made possible
to distinguish between enemy and friendly
aircraft and proceeded to a discussion
of some of the more usual types of aerial. One of
the most popular was the stacked half wave with
wire -mesh reflector, and this is illustrated below
in Fig. 7. Amateurs who are familiar with the
Sterba and 8 JK systems will be well acquainted

Aerial

Wire Mesh

Reflector

Mounting

one quarter-wave away from the transmitter
feeders. When the pulse is applied to the aerial,
arcing takes place and the gap is effectively closed.
This means that there is a quarter -wave stub across
the aerial feeders. And it is known that such a
stub offers infinite impedance ; it is, in fact, often
known as a " metallic insulator."
While the gap is closed the receiver is completely
isolated from the transmitter aerial
feeders. Immediately the pulse is
completed and there is no output
from the transmitter, the gap auto_.
matically opens. At the same time,

--.4':'

:

',

pa
\

C

,4
I

,

Aih'1

a

,

\

,,

Feeders
Fig. 7. -A representative form of stacked dipole
aerial array, with wire mesh back reflector. The
whole array is arranged to rotate for directionfinding.

Qe'ia

the impedance of the transmitter
output circuit rises to a value which' is
very high in relation to the input
impedance of the receiver the aerial
therefore feeds straight into the
receiver.
;

Peak and Mean Power
The question of power output from
a radar transmitter is an interesting
one. Instead of being given in terms
of power input to the aerial it may
he stated in terms of either the peak
power in the pulse or the mean power.
The two are vastly different due to the
fact that the time during which the
transmitter is actually transmitting is
only a very small fraction of the total
time.
For example, if two micro second pulses are being generated at
a p.r.f. (pulse recurrence frequency)
f SUil per second, the quiescent period

Reflector

j

er

ï

(Radiator)

(br Parabola)

with this particular form of assembly. The Yagi
aerial is illustrated in Fig. 8 and is somewhat less
efficient, but this is offset by the fact that it is snore
compact. The arrangement of Fig. 7 was used
mainly for coast -watching stations (amongst
other things) and the Yagi is used principally with
the G.L. and S.L.C.
Transmitter- receiver Switching
It has been stated already that the same aerial
array is often, used for both transmission and
reception. Obviously, it is èssential that the
receiver should be disconnected each time the
transmitter pulses, for otherwise the receiver would
be damaged. This requirement can be net mom
easily than may at first appear. The method is
shown in simplified form at Fig. 9, where it will
be seen that a spark gap is connected across the
feed lines to the receiver at a point which is exactly

Fee ders
Fig. 8. -The Yagi type of directional aerial has
a reflector, which is slightly longer than the aerial
itself, or which consists of a parabola and any
number of directors, which are slightly shorter than
the aerial. The narrowness of the beam angle is
governed by the number of directors. All elements
are spaced by one -half wavelength.
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between the pulses is 2,000 micro -seconds the
ratio between the " working " and " resting "
times is therefore 1 1,000. This means that if
the peak power were 200 kW. -by no means an
unusual figure -the average power would be only
200 watts.
An advantage accruing from this is that relatively
;

:

just visible. But when the aerial picks up an echo
the detected output from the receiver causes a
bright spot to appear on the trace at a distance from

the centre of the tube to correspond with the distance
of the aircraft from the aerials. As the aerial
array is constantly rotating, the bright spot would
appear for only a very short time. To ensure that
the spot remains visible for a sufficient length of
time for plotting to take place, however, the tube
has a fluorescent coating which produces an " afterglow " of about 25 seconds. As the aerial rotates
once in 20 seconds, it will be seen that the bright
spot, which actually resembles a small sausage,
Grid Reference
Lines on Perspex
Screen

Rotating Trace

Fig. 9. ^The method of connecting both transmitter
and receiver to the same aerial is shown here. The
spark gap (normally of the vapour -tube type) arcs
over when the transmitter emits a pulse and so
completes the quarter -wave "metallic insulator."

small valves can be used for the generation of very
high peak powers, because of the long rest periods
between pulses.

Aircratr

Tube

Echoes

P.P.I. Presentation

It has been mentioned that a G.C.I. (ground
used for
control of interception) system may
plotting enemy aircraft after they have crossed the
night
fighters
on
coast inland, and for vectoring our
to the hostile craft. The G.C.I. equipment introduces another form of C.R. tube presentation,
although it should be mentioned that a corresponding system is employed with some coast- watching
radars. This particular presentation is known as
P.P.I. : or plan position indicating. The P.P.I.
tube shows the aircraft on a grid scale corresponding
to a map of the country for a radius of 100 miles or
so of the G.C.I. station.
. This is done by using a special form of C.R. tube
using magnetic instead of electrostatic deflection ;
coils mounted outside the neck of the tube replace
the deflection plates. Bias is applied in the " X "
direction so that the range trace is in the form of a
radius on the screen. In addition, the " Y "
coils are mounted on bearings and arranged to
rotate around the neck of the C.R. tube at the same
speed as the aerial array ; in this case the aerial
rotates through a complete revolution. By this
means the radial trace is caused to rotate, or pivot,
about the centre of the tube. The output from the
receiver is applied to the grid of the C.R. tube to
produce brightness modulation. The tube is
normally biased so' that the radial trace is only

Face

Protractor Ring
tor Bearings
illustration gives a good impression

Fig. io. -This
of the type of presentation obtained on a
(plan position indicator) tube.

P.P.I.

remains visible on the screen as long as the aircraft
is within range:
The general appearance of the screen on a P.P.I.
tube is shown in Fig. 10. The plan position indicator is used in conjunction with a normal range tube,
similar to that already briefly described. In the
case of a G.C.I. station two sets of stacked dipole
aerials are used, one being mounted above the
other.
When receiving, however, the receiver
can he switched from one aerial to the other at high
speed, by using an electronic switch, so that two
blips are obtained for each echo. This is done
when height finding, as already explained. By
comparing the -size of the two blips an accurate
estimation of height can be obtained from the
calibration chart.

NEWNES SUPERHET MANUAL
6/ -, or 6/6 by post from

Tower
GEORGE NEWNES, LTD.
House, Southampton Street, London, W.C.2
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Underneath t le Dipole
Television Pick -ups and Reflections.
TLE VISION can no longer be said to he in

its infancy.
This oft -repeated bromide
might have been true in 1937 or 1938,
but it is now a cliché rarely uttered by regular
viewere.
Television has macle much technical
progress, of course, but I have come to the conclusion
that the most rapid progress has actually been
made not by the research engineers, but by the men
behind the Emitron calneras -the producers, the,
editors, the technicians manipulating the equipment
ami also the performers who regularly disport
themselves in front of the cameras. Every week the
miracle of the entertainment world is performed
by the boys at the Alexandra Palace, and it is
time they had a hearty pat on the back.

By "THE

SCANNER"

Sound seemed to stop progress in this respect for a
few years, and now, especially ill English -made
films, we observe a competent handling of this
composite craft which again places it in the " art "

category. Television has made similar strides, and
though its form may derive from a combination
of sound radio and the motion picture, the most
successful producers are those who ignore the
concepts of either medium.
Television Produeers' Problems
The small screens -of the -home receivers, particularly those smaller than the loin. by 8m. size,

present the television producer with a special set
of problems. Long shots cannot be seen in great
detail, and, therefore, he must arrange his television
Shopping For Entertainment
cameras to make time greatest possible use of mid In .Tito of very strict limitations, both of shots and close -ups. Most of the devices of the
budget and studio space, the B.B.C. manage to put cinema are available to him ; cuts or dissolves
on about 30 hours of varied entertainment, most from shot to shot, travelling ('"tracking ") or
of which has to be specially adapted for the require- panoraming (" panning ") cameras, sound effect
ments of television. Not all the entertainment is of backgroucvl* and so forth. But it has become
universal appeal, of course, and to attempt to satisfy obvious that they must be handled in a very
all tastes all the time would be quite impossible. different manlier. On television, quick cutting
In any case, nobody can afford the timo to allocate from shot to shot, rapid panoramic movements of
more than about five or six hours a week to viewing, camera. or multiple dissolves are to be avoided. In
and this allows fairly reasonable selective " shop- short, the editing technique has td' be modi66d
ping " to be done. Choose the programmes you to a much slower tempo, with emphasis on
think you will like, after referring to The Radio close -ups.
This rule applies not only to studio performances
Times, and deliberately refrain from looking at
others. That's a safe piece of advice for new but also to outside television broadcasts, though in
viewers. There is little risk of television becoming this case long shots are more tolerable. Consider the
the drug that ordinary broadcasting now is in many dignified presentation of the television broadcast
homes. where the loudspeakers bray all day long of the Cenotaph ceremony, in which the many
and -nobody listens to the braying. Music while - television camera angles were utilised with great
you -work is all very well as a superficial background discretion ; changes of viewpoint being made at
to this mechanical age, but its message is of precisely the correct moments, and not too often.
necessity hackneyed and trivial. Television will The prime object of the producer manipulating the
never drop .to this level ; its strength and its controls is to make the " cut " from shot to shot as
weakness lie in the concentration upon which it unnoticeable as possible. He can best do this by
closely relating these changes to the associated
insists.
setmch, speech or music. Thus, on the Cenotaph
ceremony transmission, cuts were made at the ends
New Art Forms
Talk of " new art " probably conjures up in the of the verses of hymns, on precise music beats.
minds of my readers the kindergarten varieties Another notable fact about this excellent outside
of drawings and paintings associated with long broadcast was the remarkable transmission of the
hair, dirty finger-nails and corduroy trousers in the atmosphere of crowd emotion and reaction, which
vicinity of Chelsea or Bloomsbury. But no one will had a most moving effect upon viewers. The same
deny that the cinema is a new art form, with its could not be said of the remarkable film record,
own special way of story telling, in which both photographed from the end of a cathode -ray tube
picture and sound are now separately and distinctly and televised the saute night, nor of the newsreels'
used in punctuative effect. The " talkie " has version of the event.
travelled a long way since the early silent films
and ever since The Singing Fool introduced the use Physical Limitations
Television plays and studio performances present
of sound films. Sound is no longer a mere accompaniment of the words spoken ; music, effect noises the producer with a new set of problems. Limiand commentary each make their contribution to tations of studio space, lack of time for making
wardrobe or make -up changos between scenes,
the final design,
The cinema had progressed a long way before the apart from budget considerations, place restrictions
advent of sound, and many great silent pictures upon the imaginations of the television script
achieved a distinction which put them in a class writers. On television, once a play is started, it has
entirely separate from the ordinary weekly " flick." to play right through there is no second chance
-

;
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Frame." By exploring the smallest detail of every
proposed camera set -up when a production is in the
script stage, they are able to figure out ways and
means of using various technical tricks to reduce the
size and number of the settings which have to
be constructed. For instance, a scene in which a
principal artiste is seen in a railway station giving
up his ticket at the platform barrier may, in fact,
merely comprise a small piece of barrier erected
in front of a ground -glass screen upon which is
projected (from behind) a view of the railway station
with engines and huge crowds well in evidence.
Back-projection of moving backgrounds, such as
the passing scenery viewed from a train or a car,
has been a device used most effectively in films for
many years. Static backgrounds with moving
figures are far more difficult, and the wholesale
substitution of projected backgrounds for
expensively -built settings has required the improvement of many pieces of equipment. Perhaps some of
Independent Frame
Conscious of the acute rise in the costs of produc- these devices will be available for the television
tion, the film people have also become " pre- producers in due course. In the meantime, they will
planning " conscious, and have evolved their own carry on, no doubt, quite happily in their own
special system under the title " Independent independent frame
and very rarely an interval. A film -shot lasting,
perhaps, 20 seconds on the screen occupies possibly
an hour in its making, and many " takes " frequently
have to be made before the film director is satisfied.
With television, everything is " Take One," and
that take may last an hour The film studio
which succeeds in completing the shooting of more
than ten minutes' screen time on a picture in a week
is doing very well the B.B.C. have to produce 30
hours of television entertainment What a contrast,
and what a triumph for the boys at the A.P. Their
professional handling of a complicated technique
must be the envy of the television engineers and
producers of other nations. It is the intuitive use
of the television equivalent of the old -established
Dramatic Control Panel, together with the most
careful pre -planning, that gives the modern
television play its smooth continuity and polish.
!

;

!

!

!

-

Cathode -ray Tube Data

(Concluded from page 57)
on the same former as the oscillator coil. A
half-wave valve rectifier is used. The smoothing
condensers need be only of small capacity because
of the high -frequency, but they must be able to
withstand the voltage across them. A trimmer may
be connected across the anode coil to adjust the
output voltage and regulation of voltage.. The
output of the circuit shown should be about 1,500

Club Notes
THE BIRMINGHAM AND DISTRICT SHORT WAVE SOCIETY
Hon. Sec.: N. slMicc.
annual acct .e of the above society- was held on Monday,
THP7December 1st, MINI the following officers were elected:
Chairman; Mr. T. Burton, G2BON ; treasurer, Mr. L.Hawke.f
G2HK'l' secretary, Mn. N. Shirley : librarian, Mr. R. Moret on
sale and exchange section, Mr. C. Wallis, G3CWV.
As from January 5th, 1948, meetings are held on alternate
Mondays at LSD, Moseley Road, Birmingham 12. Items planned
for future meetings include a demonstration of an all -dry portable
a five metre TX built from ex- Government. equipment,
0
talks on the principles of oscilloscopes and tips for the newly
i

,

;

-v-1,

licensed amateurs.

.

volts, although by suitable modification much BURNHAM AND HIGHBRIDGE AMATEUR RADIO SOCIETY
higher output voltage can be obtained. This Hon. Sec.: A. D. Taylor, GSPG, c/o Y.O. Radio Station,
Highbridge, Somerset.
circuit is much safer than the normal circuit 'THE
above society is now in course of formation and it is
because the condensers have a low capacity and
hoped to hold a first meeting shortly. Interested amtiteas
any heavy loading of the circuit will cause the in the Burnham area of Somerset are requested to communicate
voltage to fall sharply. R.C.A. suggest this with the acting hon. secretary.
RADIO SOCIETY OF HARROW
method for some of their cathode-ray tubes.
Hon. Sec. J. Lavender, G2KA, 29, Crofts Road, Harrow,
Middlesex.
N Tuesday, November 4th, an interesting lecture on magnetic
A.C. /D.C. Television Set
was diveu by Mr. Amos, B.Sc., A.M.I.it.li. of the
It is rather interesting to note that this high - B.B.C.recording
A practical demonstration of a wire recorder, kindly
by Mr. Greasley, GSVQ, then followed.
frequency oscillator method of obtaining the high .loaned for the occasion
Future programmes include a series of " Around the Shacks "
voltage for the cathode -ray tube indicates that it talks
by licensed members, starting off with a description of his
would be possible to make an A.C. /D.C. television gear by the secretary, Mr.Lavender, G2KA. Club membership
now exceeds 70 and meetings are very well attended. Refreshset or oscilloscope.
ments are available. Meetings alternate Tuesdays.
:

LONDON SHORT WAVE CLUB
Hon. See. ; lt. Lisuey, 4, Ongar Road, Fulham,

Our Cover Subject
OUR cover illustration this month shows the
control room of 'an Army radio station in
Canada. Many ox- Servicemen will remember the
various Army and Service radio Mations which
.operated in all parts of the world, and that depicted
is at station CFWH, situated at Whitehorse, Y.T.
and is operated by Canadian Army personnel. All
operations, including announcing, putting programmes on the air, etc., is carried out on a
voluntary basis, and the station is n the air from
7 to 11 o'clock each night, esp6ei lly for the
benefit of the troops at Whitehorse.
-

London

past month has been spent mainly in the renovation and
THEbuilding
of the club transmitter at H.Q, at the " Crown,'
Battersea Park Road. The transmitter is now in the filma
stages of testing and a club licence is being applied for in the
near future. Features at the meetings include morse instrmctiou
and general discussion. Recently a discussion was held ob
centimetre oscillators with a number of members putting forward
some interesting observations.
Now Available.

Metric & Decimal Tables
Dy

F.

J.

CAMM.

3/6, or 4/- by post from
GEORGE NEWNES, LTD., Tower House,
Southampton Street, Strand, London, W.C.2
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PITMAN'S*

" Beautiful "

Radii) Books

!

ta CJcZ.tfS=Éyillg

"

sf

1

UE4COI1Venf ißnal

-they

The Cathode Ray Tube
Handbook

"

1

say

Lewer,' B.Sc. A guide to the basic principles of
construction and operation.
ELECTRONIC
ENGINEERING says : " An excellent survey of the basic
principles of the tube leading to the complete oscillograph,
with a surprising amount of interesting allied information."
Second Edition, 6s. net.
By S. K.

design,

"

O wonder people are talking about the new Extension
Speaker that gives nothing but the truth. No
box " resonance, because this isn't a " box." It's the

Modern Radio
Communication' 2 Vols.

" Bafflette"
by

B.Sc.(Hons.), A.C.G.I., D.I.C., M.I.E.E.,
A model of clear exposition, this work
throws light on all branches of modern radio theory.
The two volumes together provide a complete groundwork for the student of radio engineering. Vol. I, Ninth
Edition, 8s. 6d. net. Vol. II, Fourth Edition, 7s. 6d. net.
By J. H. Reyner,

0

M.Inst.R.E.

itittifidd4tla1

Regd. Design No. 851509

Unique design is the
secret of its fidelity.
Technically perfect,
lovely to look A
at in walnut `B GNS.
veneer,
(Mahogany, £4 10s.)

Thermionic Valves in
Modern Radio Receivers
Witts, A.M.I.E.E. A comprehensive handbook covering every aspect of modern theory and practice
in the application of thermionic valves to radio receivers.
It is a first -class book for all engaged in commercial radio
work, as well as for students and keen amateurs. Second
Edition, IOs. 6d. net.
By Alfred T.

Reputable Retailers have it

RICHARD

ALLAN RADIO

CALEDONIA

ROAD,

Te!.: Batley

'Grams:

123

1

LTD.,

BATLEY, YORKS.

" Acoustics

PITJIAN,

Batley."

Parker St., Kingsway, London, W.C.2

ltv.-ret.--Otr-Mierigsr

CRYSTAL SETS
A charming new model of the Lesdix
Boudoir Crystal Set in bakelite, with
semi -perm. detector mounted on top
;

condenser tuning ; 1716. Headphones 1216
a pair.
Spare crystals, 116 per pair.
MOTORS.
Electradix
Micro Motors for Instrument work and models
tin. x 12in., weight only

volts ;
10
ozs.,
12124
work from dry cells or A.C. Mains through
transformer, laminated fields, ball bearings,
totally enclosed, small vee pulley, centrifugal relay speed governor on shaft removable for second shaft drive. Precision made
ex W.D. stock. Worth 451 -. Price 211 each. Limited stocks.

TERMINALS. Mk. Ill solid

brass double

terminals with nuts and washers, 716
Belling Lee plated or brass 51Heavy insulated Belling, 101- dozen.

MAGNETS.

TIME

After brief, intensely interesting study
-undertaken at home in your spare
time -YOU can secure your proPrepare for
fessional qualification.

YOUR

in Radio.

t

Neons,

230

volts,

ELECTR.1DIR RADIOS
214, Queenstown Road, London, S.W.8
=_= Telephone MACaulay 2159___,

-1

The New Free Guide contains 132
pages of information of the greatest
importance to those seeking such

A.M.Brit.I.R.E., A.M.I.E.E., City
and Guilds Final Radio, P.M.G.

I

I

Radio Amateurs,

Exams.,
London B.Sc. (Eng.),
A.M.I.Mech.E.,1
Draughtsmanship(ali branches),
etc., together with particulars of

I

Matric.,

I
I

our remarkab''e Guarantee of

311,

Electric
magnets.
weight 10 oz., lift on '2 volts 1í1b., 4 volts
31b., 6 volts 41b., new, surplus, 716 each.
Permanent powerful flat bar magnets,
22in. x lin. x 118in., drilled 2 holes each
end, for any pole pieces, 21- pair. The
wonder Midget magnets. Alni perm.
518in. diam., 318ín. thick,
steel disc. ;
with 3116ín. centre hole, 316 each. Large
stock of Horseshoe magnets. Send for
special Magnet Leaflet, " P.W."
Please include postage for mail orders.

--

success compelling qualifications as

;

D.C.

.hare in the post -war boom
Let us show you how

- FREE GUIDE

.'.-

230 volts, 216

Osglin Beehive
postage 9d.

GET A CERTIFICATE I
QUALIFY AT HOME -IN SPARE

I

watt
Neon lar'ps miniature,
each
letter plate Neons
fitting Standard size, 216, postage 9d.

LAMPS.
E.S.

dozen.
dozen.

FIRST -CLASS
RADIO COURSES . .

I

I

A.M.I.P.E.,

I

SUCCESS OR NO FEE!
Write now for your copy of this
It may well
invaluable publication.
prove to be the turning point in your
career.

FOUNDED

1885

- --

NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF,
ENGINEERING

143, HOLBORN
LONDON, E.C.I.

(Dept. 461).

:
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THE CONCERTO
For your Pick -up and Speaker

>

-

the finest record reproducer available because

This

is

Distortion

is only. 1 per cent.
watts, 2 per cent. at 12
watts. (Independently certified figures.)
2. Hum level is negligible.
3. It will take any type of pick-up
-moving coil- moving iron
crystal.
4. Separate Base and Treble
controls with a double bass
boost circuit.
unconditional
5. 12
months
guarantee.
6. 9 valve circuit
triodes plus
Rectifier.
1.

at

I

6

-

-8

I

-OVER

SUCCESSES

Have you Heard

PRICE

£27:10:0

The "Concerto" -the amplifier
that is making itself heard.

AMPLIFIERS

CHARLES

LIMITED
le,

Palace

Gate,

Telephone

:

Kensington, W.8.
Western 3350
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CRYSTAL FICK-UP

1 11/eR.L.

7- FOR 16/1,4 HOME

CONSTRUCTOR

-

We specialise in supplying complete kits
We are all
familiar with shortages
and individual component parts for all
material shortages-but there is one
circuits described in this journal.
shortage that nothing on this earth can put
SPECIAL OFFER. Sin. P.M. Speakers, right-and that is TIME. On every hand,
213 ohm., 1716.
one hears such remarks as " I haven't had
SHORT WAVE COILS, 4-pin, set of the time."
3, covers 12 to 80 metres. Complete with
circuit, 919.
Radio amateurs are no exception
MATCHED PAIR DUAL WAVE
fact, it is true to say that radio amateurs
COILS with circuit diagram, 91-. Single in
build or
lack time more than most
coil with circuit, 416.
modify equipment -erect new aerials
LEE COIL PACK, 3- waveband, complete actually work " on the air "-and the host
with wavechange switch, trimmers and full of other complications which attend a radio
instructions. --How to employ in a Superhet amateur's life.
receiver, £111510.

-to

WEARITE 605E COIL PACK, 521210.
WEARITE CERAMIC SWITCHES.We

or kits of parts
to make pole 12 -way, 2 pole 6 -way, 4 pole
to 6 bank.
3 -way, from
Send 2d. stamp for our Brochure of Kits,
can supply individual parts
I

I

Receivers, Components, etc.
Also details of our Practical How- to- Buildit Books, complete instructions and designs
Peto -Scott

for Amateur Constructors.

HENBEST

BROS.,

LTD.,

26, Green Lanes, London, N.13.
Telephone: BOWES PARK 6289.
ALEC DAVIS (Supplies) LTD.
18 Tottenham Court Road. 1T.1

-

offer for sale the following from stock:
METERS. 2in. 20 amp charging meters with
non -calibrated scale. 6,- : 2in. 12 amp
R.F., 8/6 : 21in. square flange flush mounting, 0 -5 ma. and 0 -1 m /a. 12 8 and 17.6
respectively 2in, plug-in 0 -500 Mira, 25 -:
lin. 0 -550 Mm'a. with luminous scale and
pointer on black dial and locking ring for
fixing, 17/6. 6d. carriage on all.
RECTIFIERS, 12 volt 1 amp, by Westinghouse. 4/ -, plus 61. carriage.
IMPULSE COUNTERS. operating on
24 volts, made with circular scale. plain
over three-quarters of circumference and
red for fourth quarter. "Clicks" 120 times
for one complete revolution and completes
external circuit over red quarter of scale,
5' -, plus 6d. carriage,
VIBRA'T'OR PACKS, 12 volts D.C. input.
210 volts /70.m /a D.C. output. 381, Plus 1/6
carriage.
DIAGRAMS for U.S. receiver .CCt -46145
or BC -046, 5, -.
HEADPHONES A IIAND MICROPHONES, complete with moving coil
insets for " mikes " and " phones." 12 6,
plus 1/- carriage.
;

MIDLAND INSTRUMENT Co.

-

In " the good old days," there Was
Iitgle option but to build one's own equipment. Today, we say good luck to the

man

who still prefers to build his own

gear -there is nothing like some practical
experience.
Many " hams " will have

learnt that whilst
straight " sets are not
difficult to make, even then many
snags crop up and it is not easy to obtain
a good performance over the wide range of
high frequencies allotted to amateurs.
'

Few will question the necessity of
a highly selective superheterodyne
receiver in this days of congested bands.
Those who have actually attempted to build
one will know that a lot of time is taken up
in the actual construction and usually even
more in making adjustments, getting rid
of the " bugs " and obtaining adequate
performance on all the usual bands.

using

Some amateurs (usually those with a
professional background) have the knowledge, and test equipment, to build an
excellent receiver. To others we say buy
an Eddystone " 640 " Receiver. Commer-

testimonials to the excellent results obtained. You will get excellent value for
your money-the receiver is a solid engineering job, entirely British made, and
costs E42 0. 0. (Plus P.T.) which, judged by
modern standards, is anything but dear.
Space does not

1308 or 2664.

-

-

CRYSTAL

The ACOS G.P.I0 combines purity of re-

production with extreme reliability. A
unique flexible assembly renders the crystal
virtually unbreakable, while a needle pressure adjustment is incorporated in the
base.
Resonance -free response from 508,000 cps. Output l'S v. at 1,000 cps. Needle

-

pressure II

a

(adjust-

-

able). Vibr ation -free arm

movement.

A protects
Screened lead. Flexible coupling breakage.
crystal B against
Price in Great (Brit. Pat. 579,524. Pau.
Britain49' -(in- pend. abroad). Licensed by
tluding P,T),
Brush Crystal Co. Ltd.

Obtainable only from Radio Dealers

LTD

COSMOCO'RD

ENFIELD: MIDDLESEX

A FREE BOOK

on Morse Code Training
There are Candler Morse

Code Courses far

Beginners an.d
Operators.
Send

for

this

Free

"BOOK

OF FACTS"
It gives full details concerning all Courses.

THE CANDLER SYSTEM CO. (S.L.0.)
121, Kingsway, London, W.C,2.
Candler System Co., Denver. Colorado, U.S.A.

permit the discussion

,

Tel.: HARborne

A`

cial interests aside, we can assure you in
all sincerity that you will be well satisfied
with its performance -many receivers are
now in use and by every post we receive

of the finer points of the " 640 " and of
RECEIVERS. No. 18 SET, complete with their relative importance but we hope to
four valves, (3)- A.R.P.I2, and A.R.8, operates do so in future advertisements. If you are
2
-v.
from
L.T. and 120-v. H.T. Range 6 to
not already familiar with the receiver, you
9 me /s., superhet, calibrated S.M. drive
with other controls, suitable for phones or are invited to get in touch with one of
small speaker, front panel size Blip. x Gin. our agents, or with us direct for
An attractive receiver offered at a fraction information.
of original cost, 35'- post paid.
VIBRATOR PACKS, input 6 -v., output
Fl-v. 20-m/A., contacts require cleaning,
otherwise in perfect condition. 10/ -. No.
With a first-class communications
81 -B RECEIVERS, complete with 8 valves,
2.4 to 6.7 me/s. 6.3 and 250 -v., 80' ELIMI- receiver sitting on your operating table,
NATORS, 200/250 -v. A.C. output 120-v. your problems on the receiving side will be
20 -m /A D.C. fitted neon stabiliser, brand
at an end, and you will have more of that
new. 40/-. ATT'ENUATOR units type 17, infinitely precious, if abstract, commodity
fitted control knob with pointel' scale TIME-to devote to your many other
marked 0 -100, brand new, boxed, 3/6, 36/interests.
doz.
Hundreds of other interesting radio and
electronic Items, send for our current lists.
Orders over 301- post paid. No C.O.D. under

MOORPOOL CIRCLE
BIRMINGHAM, 17.

WITH

EDDYSTO Nn
www.americanradiohistory.com
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"DORSET"

2i6

CIRCUITS

ET
A.C. FIVE. Three wave.
A.C. /D.C. FIVE. 'l'hree wave.
BATTERY FOUR. 1.4v. Three wave.

BATTERY PORTABLE.

Four Valve medium and long.
Six Valve A.C. /1).C. AMPLIFIER
BUILD A " SUPER " SET
Theoretical circuit, tinder chassis layout,
above chassis layout, heater wiring, group
board assembly- and point to point wiring
iustnict ions, also parts list. Can be
made without previous radio experience.
C'hasals, coil parks, group hoards, 1.1'.s,
Sin. Speakers, in stock.
Theoretical circuit and price list only 24,1.
WELDONA RADIO ACCESSORIES, LTD.
38, GLOUCESTER ROAD, BRIGHTON
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Trade Notes
Hermes Radio Tour'st
ANEW type of " personal receiver has been
produced by Hermes, Brooke & Co., a British
firm, and is made under the Enham Industries
scheme by disabled ex- Servicemen. As may be
seen from the accompanying illustration the
receiver is finished off to resemble a book, and has a
fabric finished metal case available' in powder blue,
cream, green, rose, black- and -gold, brown, etc.
The aerial is enclosed in a slide at the rear and is
withdrawn to the position shown in the illustration
when it is desired to listen. There are two controls,
tuning -and combined volume and on/off switch. The

fundamental of the range. In 'the majority of
signal generators the range dees' not include these
frequencies and thus one has to make use of
harmonics, and it is not always a simple matter to
select the right ones. In addition, of course, the
accuracy may suffer. In the Typo " L " Generator,

The

The Hermes "Radio Tourist."

central plato carries tuning points for various
stations. In spite of its miniature overall dimensions
(81úu. high, bin. wide and 21in. deep), it incorporates.
a 31in. moving -coil loudspeaker and operates from
two U2 cells and a 671 volt H.'l'. battery. The circuit
is of the superhet type, utilising four valves of the
L4 volt type, and provision is made for the connection of an external aerial if this is called for.
A sling carrying case may be obtained in waterproof leather and canvas. The quality of reproduction is quite pleasing, and the receiver is, of
course, directional, due to the frame aerial. The
price is £13 13s., plus P.T.
Advance Signal Generator
WITH the increasing use of television equipment,
Servicemen find a need for a signal generator,
which includes the television frequencies as a

79

CQ

Advance" Type E Signal Generator.

produced by Advance Components, Ltd., the actual
fundamental range goes up to 60 Mc /s, whilst the
harmonic range runs from 60 to l20 Me/s. Described
by the makers as a laboratory instrument at a
popular price we have found the generator fully up
to the maker's claims. There are six tuning ranges,
100 -300 kc /s, 300 -1,000 kc /s, 1 -3 Me!s, :3-10 Me,s,
10 -30 `leis and 30 -6 Mc is. These are selected by the
top central control, and the three lower controls
adjust the A.F. output -in steps from 0 to 5 volts, the
voltage output from 0 to 10 and a multiplier of
live steps from lit V to 100 mV. There are also three
jacks providing the A.F. output, - full R.N. and
attenuated R.F. Supplied with the equipment is a
shielded A.F. lead provided with crocodile clips, and
an R.F. coaxial load, with a dununy aerial padder,
giving three separate outputs. ;The entire instrument, measuring 13úi. by 10ín. by î din., is finished
in cream enamel and weighs 151ós.
On test the instrmnent performed very well
indeed, and was, in fact, used for lining up a home built television receiver. The sound and vision
frequencies are separately marked on the appropriate range and it was found that the shielding and
general design was of a very high order so that
settings were most accurately obtained. The only
point to be observed at the U .H.F. is to keep the
cads from the padding omit very short -not more
han three inches, to avoid standing waves and
similar troubles. At 19gns. this provides a really
first -class servicing instrument which may be highly
recommended.

REFRESHER COURSE IN MATHEMATICS
8/6 by post 9/From

:

GEORGE NEWNES LTD.

Tower House, Southampton Street, Strand, W.C.2
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Programme Pointers
The Music

of To- morrow is Discussed by MAURICE REEVE

CONCERTS are arranged, artists booked and
programmes drawn up with far greater
prescience and foreknowledge than coal is
laid up for the winter or the level of income tax
decided. When we hear a symphony concert
to- morrow it is the result of plans drawn "up anything from six to twelve months ago. It is no
exaggeration to say that the musical life of the
country for 1949, rather than for 1948, has, for
better or worse, been largely decided ; that for the
year just beginning was hatched long, long ago.
And what can one's
What are those plans
sunning up be on the year now past ? Neither
aro rosy and both can be delivered in the same
phrase, the mixture as before. Masses and masses
of symphony concerts and solo recitals -mostly
piano -with, for the most part, the same hackneyed
programmes. Beethoven, Chopin and Tschaikowsky
ad nauseam, with perhaps a little less Tschaik
than w the immediate past. This welcome retrocession is doubtless due to the even more welcome
resurrection of Wagner.
With the return of some of the famous pre`tvar
virtuosi; the indiscriminate and unthinking filling
of concert halls is largely a thing of the past. The
quality of the performance is again beginning to
take its rightful place in the concert-goer's mind.
" They are doing Beethoven's Fifth," and off
they rushed. Now, " Who is doing it ?" is often asked
before money and time are spent on totally madequate performances. And, if only " So- and -So "
is doing it, and not So- and -So, snore and more are
exercising discrimination.
Y

qq

-

'

Modern Music
More programme space is given, and will continuo
to be given, to modern music than was allotted
to it after the 1914 -18 war, which is very proper
and necessary, though'it does act as a great deterrent
to the box office. The innate conservatism Of the
British people is no more prevalent and undying
anywhere than in music, and the first part of a
programme has to be of the very highest, appeal
if the " innovations !' and " originalities ' introduced into part two are not to Act as a dead weight
on the attractions of the concert as a paying concern.
No recognised British master, living or dead, can
" draw an audience " on his own, nor is he seldom
asked to, for that matter, whilst the younger
school, especially the continental flowerings, have
to rely for their support on their own especial
sympathisers and imitators, as with all freak growths
everywhere.
Although this music mast be performed (one
recalls Malvolio's " I have a reasonable good ear
for music, let us have the tongs and the bones "),
one cannot help feeling that most of it will share
the same fato that was meted out to the " masters
of the future " in the days above referred to.
These latter, to -day, are little more than musemn
pieces. But they had to be tried ; they formed the
trial XIs from which Debussy and Strauss. Sibelius
avid Elgar, to go no farther back, were picked for
nternational honours.

More Wagner ?
The coming year would seem as if it will be run
on the same lines as was 1947, with, perhaps,
more Wagner and more opera, though German
opera is most unlikely for some timo to come.
That glorious form of musical self-expression,
chamber music, will be prevalent, and the "unforgettable Schnabel - Fournier - Szigeti - Primrose
combination will be emulated by the collaboration
of other famous soloists. We shall continue to
look to the B.B.C. and it will not be in vain, as our
chief provider, the Covent Garden of music, distributing the world's produce in all its manifold variety
to all-corners of the laud. Through its magnificent
series of symphony and other concerts, at which
financial loss, if any, does not carry the same
shattering and catastrophic results as in the adventures launched under private enterprise, we shall
continue to hear the rightly beloved classics together
with the best, and not so good, of the modern
world. To continue in ohr horticultural metaphor,
the pineapples and the peaches, together witlh the
medlars and the gooseberries, will be served up
to us, all ripe and unrationed. Raspberries we
shall have to continue to grow ourselves.
Private Enterprise

"

For private 'enterprise, the position may well
seem intolerable and the problem unsolvable.
On the one hand it is told it must not give so many
performances of the hackneyed masterpieces, which
are the only concerts that really pay (and, in
parenthesis, are the only concerts at which the great
virtuosi can be heard because they simply will a
not appear in new and untried works) ; whilst on
the other, it is bidden to perform more " originally
designed " programmes, even if only for art's sake,
but which do not pay to anything like the same
extent, if at all. The B.B.C. seems the only
completo answer.
A word about the totally needless repetition of
programme items, artists' names and other data.
Recently, I turned on a symphony concert at half
time, and from then to the end I had to listen
to the fact that the concert was coming from the
Royal Opera House, Covent Garden, the works
performed, the orchestra's naine, together with its
leader and conductor, chorus and chorus master,
no fewer than six times Heaven knows how many
times in all it roust hare been repeated. The
whole thing was, or is, perfectly ridiculous, and the
more so when we remember that it is all in The
Radio Times, which we aro told sells three million
copies per "week, and is therefore obviously being
referred to by the vast majority of listeners. In
sporting commentaries the disease is much snore
virulent, and the repetition of runs scored at cricket,
goals at football and, worst of all, that the inside
left of such and such a team is " that tall, sturdy
Scot," or that " Blankshire opening batsman who,
you will remember, scored a century in his ,first
Test," is not less_ than nauseating. The whole
question urgently requires the most serious
-

!

attention.
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Now that Stentorian
Extension Speakers are
coming back to the shops

ONLY
:.
I

Cash with order
Send stamp for Latest Component List.
or C.O.D. (over £1).
Unit includes 3 -Wave Coil Pack. I. F. Trans.,Wave -change, Valve holders, Dial with drum drive, .0005 three gang, with wide -space
Osc. Section for band -spread tuning on S.W. Padders, Trimmers
and all small components necessary to complete circuit of a 6K8
Freq. Changer, and 61{7 Amplifier. Wired, tested and aligned,
complete with circuit.
THE FIRST MIDGET COIL PACK" Q " COIL PACK.-6 High," Q " ultra midget coils, wound bn
Complete
plastic low -loss formers. adjustable iron cores.
switching and trimmers. Ready for use. Size 31in. x 2fn. x 2in.
15.5 -52m., 200- 590m.. 800-2,000m. Price. 33'. only. Weymouth and
Atkins Coil Packs can also be supplied from stock.
MIDGET VALVES. We can supply from stock, by return. 1S5
at 15/10, 1115 at 1510, 1T4 at 14.' -. 3S4 at 14.' -. Ceramic Valve holders for above 1i each.
MIDGET VALVE CANS. Complete call, with retaining spring,
mounted on ceramic base for above. 2 6 each.
MIDGET I.F.T.s, 465 kc/s., iron -cored.
"WEYMOUTH." 189 pair.
WEAR ITE," 21- pair,
:

AU

your component requirements.

Harrow
Road, W.2.
HENRY'S, P:5,\UDin_
1"n 1005 9.
O. GREENLICK,

the pleasure of listening
again becomes complete.
Just plug in one of these
superb permanent magnet speakers to your set
and you can enjoy its
clean, pure tone anywhere in the house
sitting -room,
kitcinen,
bedroom, wherever you
happen to be. Ask your
local dealer about them.
:

f

mfd., 7/6.
TEST BRIDGE. The " AVO " test bridge,
A.C. operation. checks all values of condensers and resistances, valve voltmeter
indicator, £11.
MAINS NOISE SUPPRESSOR, for the
suppression of all noise from Fluorescent.
Motors, Friges, Cleaners, etc., each, 16j6.
SPEAKERS. P.M. Minus trans., 5in.,
17/6. Goodmans, 12in. T2í1205/15. £6/10.
CABINETS, table model, Walnut veneered,
inner dimensions, 211ín, x 101in. x 71in.,
35/- ; midget, sprayed cream and green,
13ín. x 7in. x 6in., 35/ -.
CIIQKES, Ultra midget 40 ma., 5'- midget
40 ma., 5,8 ; Standard, 100 ma., 8,6 Heavy
Duty, 1,500 ma.. 12/6.
PICK UPS, ' Rothermel " Model S,8 or
S.12, at pre- budget price, 52/6.
CHASSIS. The W5V for`the 5 v. superhet,
fully drilled for valveholders, I.Fs., etc.,
113ín. x 5115. x 21in., 7/ -: the W4V chassis
for the 4 v. receiver, 11ín. x 41ín, x 2in 60.
SWITCHES. Yaxley type, 3 Pole 2 way.
2/- 4 pole, 3 way, 3/- 4 pole, 4 way. 3 6.
Our list at 21d. contains a host of other
;

;

:

:

interesting lines.
34, Bancroft Road, Cambridge Heath
Road, London, E.1. STE 1334.

s.

b

..

e
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Type CC with Universal Tnnsformer4
CS minus
4

BABY MODEL

Type

DC

A,

15

5

CADET MODEL

1D

0

0
0

with Universal Trausferrncr 2 19 8

fix u.inus

213

MX .01559

5
1 10

,

6
8
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Stcntoiian

THE PERFECT EXTRA SPEAKER FOR ANY SET
WHITELEY ELECTRICAL RADIO CO. LTD.,MANSFIELD, NOT T S

et

1948 OFFERS
VALVE SUPERHET. RECEIVER
('ILAS3 IS, 200 -250v. A.C.;D.C. Outstanding
performance on all three wavebands. Size
11- 51-61 ins. Valves 6K8, 61{7, 6Q7, 25A6,
25Y5. A really first -class job, with attractive square plane dial. Price including
tax, £13.5.0 only. Satisfaction guaranteed.
Delivery from stock.
T.R.F. REC'F.IVER KIT, Long and Medium
Waves, 200.250v. A.C./D.C. Complete in
every detail, only cabinet required. Includes valves 6K7, 6J7. 25A6. Rectifier,
Drilled aluminium
5in. P.M. Speaker.
chassis, 10 -51 -2 ins., slow motion drive.
Attractive coloured station -named illuminated ivorine dial, wire. sleeving, screws,
solder, etc. All components of first -class
quality and guaranteed. Circuit and detailed wiring diagrams supplied. Price
including tax, 87.6.9.
I)IAL '& DRIVES. Complete with S.M.
Drive, Pointer. Glass and Escutcheon.
Square plane 4 -31 ins., Airplane 31 ins.
diam. with L. & M. Wave. Station -named
ivorine dial, 1016 each. Fall vision 8 -51 ins.,
with 3 waveband fully station -named ivorine
dial in three colours (exceptionally attractive dial and escutcheon., 1116 each.
CABINETS. Highly poll died wood (walnut)
attractive design, 12) -7- 6`155,28/6. Suitable
L. & M. Wave Ivorine Dial. 1,6. Aluminium
chassis 10 -51 -2 ins.. 3'9. din. P.M. Speaker,
156. .0005 mfd. 2 -gang tuning condenser
with S.M. Drive, 10/6.
5,000, 10,000, 50,000
VOL. CONTROLS.
ohms, .5 meg., 1 meg. less switch, 29 ea.
10,000 ohms, .25 meg .5 meg., 1 meg. with
switch, 5'6 ea.
LINE. CORD, 3 -way, .3 amp., 60 ohms per
ft., 7d. per ft. ; .2 amp., 90,100 ohms per
ft., 8d. per ft.
MISC. Metway shrouded mains droppers,
.3 amp. 750 ohms, for external mounting,
T.R.F. coils, combined medium
4/9 ea.
and long wave, with reaction, boxed with
circuit, 7/6 pr. 25 mfd, 40 v. Electrolytics,
14/- doz.
TERMS. C.W.O. or C.O.D. under Cl. Orders
over 62 post free. Special terms for Trade.
5

COE LS
High efficiency coils with
adjustable iron dust cores, in
screening cans, size 2 x I x lin.
Five wave bands available in
aerial, H.F. and oscillator types.
419 each, all types.

I.F. TRANSFORMERS
465 Kcls permeability trimmed.
Size 2 x I x lin.

Type

£

Trnl'fraier 5

minas
,.
JUNIOR MODEL
Jl' with Cnivermi Temsformer
J X minus

Type MC with Universal Transformer 2

;

350 v.. 5, -:' 8 +16 mfd. 350 v., 7/6 ; 20 x 20 mfd.
150 v., 7/6 : 8 mfd. 75 v.. 1 - : 4 mfd. 12 v.,
9d. : 0.1 mfd., 81- doz ; 0.01 mfd., 81- doz;
.001 mfd., 6'2 -gang .0005 mfd., 111- ;
Split Stator, .00017 mfd., 61- ; 3 -gang, .0001

\

SENIOR MODEL
Type 4C with L'iversai

MINOR MODEL

LTD.

RESISTANCES. Heavy duty twin resistance with variable slider. 300 ohms, 1
amp., a compact job. 25, -. Mains droppers,
800 ohms, 0.3 amp., 5/6: 1,000 ohms, 0.2
amp, 9/6 ; 600 ohms, 0.3 amp., 4'.. Potentiometers, wire wound, 1,000, 2,000, and
50,000 ohms. 2B each.
TUNING UNITS, COILS. The " Ruco "
tuning assembly. completely wired all wave,
for use with a 61(80 and 6K7G valves, complete with dial. I,Fs,. etc., factory aligned
and tested, FS. The " WEYMOUTH." all
wave coil pack. comprising chassis with
all coil padders, etc., 3646. M;L wave
T.R.F. coils with reaction, High Gain.
pair. 7/6. " Weymouth " midget iron cored
I.F. trans.. 18'9. Standard iron cored
I.Fs., 15'- pair, 2 Meg. I.Fs., 2.'- each.
CONDENSERS. 8 mfd. 500 v.. 4'- 32 mfd.

PRICES

1716

P2.

pr.

RADIO
WEYMOUTH
MANUFACTURING CO.,
LTD.,
CRESCENT WORKS,
WEYMOUTH.
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E. POWELL, LIDGET HILL, PUDSEY,
LEEDS.
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Headline seen in recent papers:

0 DON CE =RAL
RïADIO`STÖRtE

"DEE

WESTECTORS." Type V.Y. 6. Brand
new. 1!6 each.
EX -RADAR VIEWING UNITS. Consisting

of 6in. diameter electrostatic C.R. 'tube,
7 valves, including 4 EF11l, potentiometers,resistances and other components.
in metal cabinet., 18 x 8 s 71íu. Bargain
price. £3!7.6, carr. and pkg. 17/6 extra,
10/- allowed for return of case.
MULLARD Loctal, 0 -pin valve holders,
6 - per doz.
MOVING CM HEADPHONE OR MIKE
INSERTS. Voice coil resistance BI ohm.
Ering to large purchase now reduced to
- each,
FRACTIONAL H.P. A.C. MOTORS. Brush
type., 220-250 v. 50 cycles, approx. L,(100
r.p.m. Overall diant. ]0 x tin. hin. spindle
extends Liu. both ends. 37/6. Post 2 :6

there is in it -what we know is -our
VALVES are
certainly LONG -LIFE
Products.
BRI-MAR. -1D5, 106, 5B 250A, 6136,
6K8, 6K7, 6SJ7. 681,17, 6T7. 6V6. 7B5, 7B7.
7138, 7C6, 7Y4, 802, 9D2. 1001, 1103, 1105,

o

12SR7, 25Z4. 1502.

COSSOR. -4TPB, 4TSP, 13SPA, 13VPA,
4OSUA, 41MHL, 41MP, 4IMPT, 41MRC,
4ISTH. 42 -OT, 420T-DD. 42PTB, 202VP,

" Fluxite

The

Quins " at

Work

" Look

who's there ! Televising to -night !
Why, it's 01 demonstrating FLUXITG'! "
From within came a cry :
" Televising ? My eye !
I've soldered myself in here tight ! "

extra.

Telephone line or uniselecto switched,
or 4 hank, 26 contacts. Have various
applications, including automatic tuning,
circuit selection, etc. Operates on 25 -30
volts, 3 bank, 25,- 4 bank, 28,6 6 bank,
:3

;

;

EX- G.P.O. ELECTRO MAGNET COUNTERS. 300 uhur I.).('. coil. count up tu
9,999, operate from 25 -59 v. 1 i.(., numerous
applications, 5/6 each.
EX- R.A.F. Cannera Mot ors.. dimensions
3in. x Liu. x 1!,íu., 12v. and 24v., 8,'6.
TYPE R1147A. 7 -valve P.H.F. receiver,
range approx. 200 megacycles (with 4
Acorn valves).
A real opportunity.

Beautifully cuustructed and fitted with
Valve tvp,
micro -condenser drive.
two 1îP30 and EBC33, three 954, une
In black metal case, aim. x 7in. x cln.
Set complete with valves. Carr. paid,

£2 7s. 6d.
TWIN ELEMENT HEAVY DUTY 'Ii ling
resistances, in the l'nllmving siz,' --: 3.4
tutu at 211 awes., 47,6: IS uh ni at In
:
mo-.. 35 -.
snips., 39/6; 70 ohm
iJe Element. 14 ohm al atop., 13 6.
15, -.
ENERGISING
HANDSETS,
SELF
TELSONIC 4 valve portable, mew, fixed
,

range. suitable lut' cotn-ersiuu to midget
set, 376, pan, 2 6 postage mid packing.
Brand new Is.., B output Amplifier,
ready for use. 15 -.
The famous I:._I.P. 1133 all -wave 'set.
complete with separate Power Unit aid
Speaker, £20. Carr. and pkg. 17,6 extra,
10/- allowed fur return of rase.
New 2 -Valve Battery, Class B, output
amplifier, 251-.
VISUAL UNITS. With 4in. Cathode Ray
Tube, two EBSU and two Vit 54' valves,
potentiometers, etc. Complete on chassis
15 x 5, x bin., 42/6. Carr. and pkg. 17/6
extra, 10'- allowed for return of case.
L.P.F. .set 9 valve rotary transformer
15 volts 3.1:3 amps. to 450 volt, 34/6
carriage paid.
We still have stocks of Ex- R.A.F. Valves
as advert bed in previous issue,.
We hure a large stork of Ex -Uuvt. Radar
1',H.'F'. ,nul Radio Receiver,. It will pay
cou tu ive us a call. Ncarert tube:
Leicester square.

See

that FLUXITE

-

workshop

by you

is always

-in the house -garage

-

wherever

speedy soldering is needed.
Used for over 40 years in
government works and by
the leading engineers and

Of

manufacturers.

ironmongers -in
Lod.,

116

CYCLISTS

To

:

and

For

all
tins,

31 -.

stronger

wheels that will remain round
and true, there's a time tested
tip. Tie the spokes where they
cross with fine wire and SOLDER.
with FLUXITE
It's simple
but IMPORTANT.

-

-

t

LONDON CENTRAL

RADIO STORES
23

Lisle Street, London, W.C..2

(GERrard 2969)
Open all day
Closed Thursday 1 p.m.
Saturday.

LONG VALVES

" RESEARCH SUPPRESSED "
We at BULL'S wonder how such Truth

"

The
FLUXITE
GUN
puts
FLUXITE where you want it
by a
simple
pressure. Price
116,

or filled,

216.
ALL MICHANICS W /LL

VE

UXI

IT SIMPLIFIES ALL SOLDERING
Write for Book on the ART OF " SOFT "
SOLDERING and for Leaflets on CASEHARDENING STEEL and TEMPERING
TOOLS with FLUXITE, also on " WIPED
JOINTS." Price Id. EACH.

FLUXITE LTD. (DEPT. W.P.),
BERMONDSEY ST., S.E.I
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202VPB, 203THA, 210DDT, 210DG, 210LF,
215SG, 220HPT, 2200T, 22OP, 220PÁ,
DDL4, MP /PEN, MSIPEN, MS /PENH,
MVS, PEN. 0M4, OMS, OM9. OMIO, PTIO.

HIVAC. -XD, E.H. XL, XP, XSG, XY,
XW
MA tCOS I /09RAlf-- CRT -E4102í B /7,
D41, D42. 063. DA30, 002. 131,63. DL74M,
GTIC, Gus°, íH30, H63, H62. H024.
HL2, HL2K, KT2, KT41, KT44, KT61,

KT83, KT66, KT71, KT74, KTW61, KTW63.
KTZ41, KTZ63, KTZ73M, L2B, L63, LP2,
LS5B, MH41 MKT4. ML4, MS4B, MSP4,
MX40, N14. P2, PT25H, PX25.14P21. S23,
U10, U14, UI6, 017, 018. ,20. U31. U50, U52,
U74, VMP4G, VMS4B, W21. X61M, X65,
X71M. Y63, Z22, Z63. 301. 302, 303, 304.
MAZDA. AC5PEN, ACEPEN, AC ;P.
ACPen, ACP4, ACTH'. Dl. DCP, DCSG,
DD41, DD1OL DD207, DD206. 11210,
HL21DD,
HL23,
HL23DD,
HL41,
HL41DD, HL42DD, HL133DD, 1ILDD1320,
P41,
Pen25, Pen45DD, Pen453DD,
PenDD4020, QP25, QP230, SG215, SP41,
SP42, 2P2220. TH2321, TP22. TP25,
TP26, UU7, V914, VP23, VP41, VP133,
VP132, UY5'300.

AMER IC'AN. 0Z4,

1A4, 1A5, 1B4, 107,
1E5, 1E7, 1F4. 1F5. 1E6, 1F7, 1G6, 1H6,
1LCG, 1LN5. 155, 1T4, 1T5. 1- V. -2A8, 2A7,
2B6, 2B7, 2X2. 3A8, 3B71291. 505. 5U4,
5VA. 5Y3, 5Z3, 5Z4, SA3, 6A4 6A6.
6AB7 1053, 6AC7 %1852, 6A55, 6AE6. 6AG5,
6AG6, 6AG7, SAKI, 6B4, 6137, 6B8. 6C4,
6C5, 6C6, 6C8, 6D5, 606, 608, 6E5, 6E6.
6E7, 6E6. 6F7, 6FB, 6G6, 6H6, 605, 6J7,
608, 6K8, 6K7, 6K8, 6L5. 6L6, 6L7, SN7.
6w7, 6P5. 6R7, 6SA7, CSC7, 6SF7, 6SG7,
65117, 6SJ7, 6SK7, 6SL7, 6SN7, 6SS7,
6SR7, 6T7, 6V6, 6X5, 6Y5, 7A6, 7A7, 755,
7B6, 7B7, 7B8 7C5, 7C6. 7C7, 7117, 7S7.
7Q7. 7Y4. 30, 12A. 12A5. 12A6, 12B7, 12C8,
1205, 12K7, 12K8, 1207, 12SG7. I2GS7,
I28K7, 12SQ7, 128F5, 125117, 127,5, 14A7,
14136, 14Q7, 15, 17, 20. 22, 25.A6, 25Y5,
25Z4. 26, 27. 28137, 29. 31, 32, 33, '34, 35A5,
36, 37. 38, 41, 42, 43, 46. 48, 49. 50. 53, 55,
59. 77, 79, 80. 81. 83, 84. 89, 807, 832, 866A,
954, 955, 956, 117L6, 1299A. 1526, 7193.
9001, 9002, 9003, 9004, 9005, 9006. and

101 more types.
Order C.O.D. above listed numbers'or

equivalents (subject to stock). Please
enquire for any valve you require. even
if not listed. We may have it. Old and
new types are arriving daily.
TRIS MONTH'S SPECIALS :
Radio Servicing and Maintenance,
8'8. l'rinuncr Tool Kits (old price),
30 -. Taylor Meters on easy terms.
Electric Motor, to work off at to 8v.
battery, 12,6. Radiomaft Library,
10 complete books (unrepeatable), 36/ -.
Batteries, ex -A.M, units, inert, 120v.,
109. Morse Tappers, 1'11. Wall
Telephones, completo installation,
2 instruments, etc., £3 15s. 0.5 mA.
Luminous lain. Meters, 12 6. Radio
Maintenance and Servicing Book,
8 6. Condensers, 8 mid. 500 volt, 4'6.
frystaltone " Electric Record
Player, £13 5s. 6d. Trimmer Tool
Kits, complete outfit for set aligning,
31; -. Vidor Portable Elec. Cooker,
with oven (no tax), £2 2s. 61. Mousetraps, electric, hygienic (no
wattage),
Sunray Lamp " Collaro."
12 6.
complete with goggles. £5 16s. 1Od.
Waffle Machine, electric, tax free,
£5 5s. Trouser Pressers, electric,
23,6. Pen Torches. chromium plated,
complete, 12,9. Tie Pressers, electric,
27 -. Mechanical Fingers, American
tool for difficult jobs, 9' -.
STOP PRESS. " Hermes " Personal
Miniature Receiver, 4 valve superhet,
portable in book form, £18 Os. 7d.
-

Write at once, please, to BULLS (PW)

lush Street, Harlesden, N.W'.10
Bulls wish you a Happy New Year
246.
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Impressions on the Wax
Review of the Latest Gramophone Records
IT

has been perfectly obvious during Gigli's
recent tour that the magnetism of his singing
remains immensely strong huge audiences
have been drawn to his recitals and to Covent
Garden. A giant in opera, Gigli is just at home in
songs of the carol type, and in selecting the always
appreciated " Adest Fideles " and the grand old
Austrian hymn " Silent Night, Holy Night " for
his latest recording on H.M.V. D_11874, he gives
us a record which will he eagerly sought after by
his admirers.
There are few interpreters of romantic music to
beat Artur Rubinstein. This explains why his help
was enlisted for the production of the film, " Song
of Love," a picture above the average of its kind,
dealing with the life and melancholy death of
Robert Schumann. Important figures in contemporary German music are represented ; among them
Brahms, whose life -long devotion to Robert and,
after his death, to his widow Clara is a matter of
history. The music of the two great composers is
very different : Schumann frankly romantic,
Brahms restrainedly lyrical over a stout classical
basis. I have mentioned " Song of Love " because
the latest recording by Rubinstein are the melodies
he plays in the film. They are " Tramnerei " and
" Liebeslied" recorded on H.M.V. DB0532.
;

Record Token Service
A number of readers have written in asking' for
details of the Record Token Service run by His
Master's Voice. The Service was introduced in
1939, but owing to the shortage of record supplies
was temporarily suspended in 1942. During its
short existence many thousands of pounds worth
of tokens were sold. It had been readily accepted
as an ideal form of making gifts, and the reasons
for its favour with music -lovers are net far to seek.
Gramophone records, even more than books (that
other class of gifts closely associated with tokens),
are fragile things, difficult of transport. Moreover,
it is a chancy proceeding to give records unless the
taste of the recipient is intimately known. The
tokens enable you to get round these obstacles in
record -giving. The receipt of a record token enables
a man to call at his music shop and order precisely
what he most wants up to the face value of the
token. Details of the service, and specimens of the
attractively decorated tokens, can be had from
your nearest " His Master's Voice " dealer.
A Novel Challenge
° W'hen Peter Dawson

arrived in London in
September, he remarked to reporters that the
popularity of crooners among Australian " bobby-soxers " disgusted him. Very naturally, a howl
of rage arose from the admirers of the American
style, and Dawson has been challenged to a radio
singing duel, he to sing two numbers and then two
recordings in crooner style to be played. Listeners
will judge. The duel will bo on when the veteran
ballad- singer returns to Australia after his English
tour. During this recent tour Dawson has started
to make records again, after an interval of some

years. The great recording artist =ha has made
over 3,000 immensely popular records for " His
Master's Voice " -is incontestably in as fine voice
as he ever was, and this new addition to his long
and steady output will be heartily welcomed.
" Fret -foot " is a song of his own composition ; lie
composes under the pen -nanie of " J. P. McCall,"
whilst on the reverse side of H.M.V. B9592 is
" Walk Down the Road."
-

" Peter Grimes"
Benjamin Britten's opera " Peter Grimes " is
derived from the poem " The Borough." by George
Crabbe. Crabbe was born at Aldeburgh, on the
Suffolk coast, mid his poem deals with the life of a
small fishing and shipbuilding town. Britten is
also an East Anglian (he was horn at Lowestoft,
within sound of the sea). " My life as a child," lie
relates " was coloured by the fierce storms that.
sometimes drove ships on to our coast and ate away
whole stretches of the neighbouring cliffs.
In
writing Peter Grimes ' I wanted to express my
awareness of the perpetual struggle of men and
women whose livelihood depends on the sea." The
orchestral interludes are fully understood only
when heard in their context, but at the same time
their inclusion in concert programmes does give a
taste of the magnificent score Britten prepared' for
this opera. He has identified himself completely
with Crabbe's poem, and the sound of the windy
sea is always behind the drama of the little fishing
The orchestration is superb ; there are
town.
effects so telling and yet so simple technically that
Britten's work must be considered one of the most
important operas ever to come from a British
composer. The opera has been recorded on Columbia
DX1441 -2 by the London Symphony Orchestra
under the able baton of Sir Malcolm Sargent.
Dance Music
Alt the latest up -to -the- minute times havo been
recorded in the recent releases, including " I wish
I Didn't Love You " and " Peg o' My Heart,"
played by Geraldo and his Orchestra on Parlophoee
F2255 " An Apple Blossom Wedding " and
" Sleepy San Benito," played, by Jimmy Leach
and his New Organolians on Columbia, FB3358, and
" South America Take it Away " and " That's
My Desire," played by Joe Loss and his Orchestra
on H.M.V. BD5990.
Following their interpretation of Tchaikovsky's
" Nutcracker Suite " (BD1182 -4), Spike and the
City Slickers are back again this month with two
recordings in the comedy vein.
The " Puppy Love Song," sung by tail -waggery,
Dr. Horatio Q. Birdbath, George Rock and Sir
Frederick Gas, is a saga of a romantic interlude
between a Pekinese and another dog, appropriately
somewhat boisterously -interrupted by Spike's
three vocal confederates.
" Pop Corn Sack " is a delicious satire on those
filmgoers who insist on crunching popcorns, and
paper, during a dramatic movie scone. The record
is H.M.V: BD118S.
`

;

-if
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PRACTICAL WIRELESS

GALPINS

SAIASONS SURPLUS STORES
169 -171, EDGWARE ROAD
LONDON, W.2

ELECTRICAL STORES

Pad. 7851

METERS. Brand new and boxed by all
famous makers: 0 -500 ma. m.c. 2:/in. scale
0 -300 ma. m.c. 2lin.; 0 -150 ma. m.c. 2in.
0 -100 ma. m.c. 21in.; 0 -50 ma. m.c. 2 /in.
0-20 amps. m.c. 21in.: 150 -300 volts m.c
C -4 amp
2 //in with external resistance:
R.F. built in rectangular bakelite case
All one price, 1713, post 6d.
HOWARD BUTLER M.C. meter. Gin.
scale, calibrated (1-150 volts D.C.. Built in
bakelite carrying case Tin. a Tin. These
meters have an accuracy test of ( %. Price
57,6. postage 8d,
MASTER A.C. VOLTMETERS 0 -20 v.
5in. scale built in circular metal case.
Price 27/6, postage 8(1.
EX-A.M. RADAR RECEIVERS TYPE
Complete
10 EF5O. 1 V 34. 1 V370. 1 VR137. Smoothing
chokes, resistors, condensers, etc. Wonderful component value. Supplied brand new
in packing case as from makers. Price
£4 10e., carriage 6'-. No C.O.D.
M.C.R.I. MINIATURE RE('F.IVERS
still available. To operate on battery or
mains. Complete with power unit to work
on from 107v. to 250v. A.C. or D.C.. 2 H.T.
batteries, earphones, aerial, earth. ate:
Frequency range 20-3,000 metres. Brand
new packed and sealed In makers' tins.
Price £11 10e.. carriage 2/6. No C.O.D.
C.R. TUBE INDICATORS TYPE 162C.
Complete with 2 tubes types VCR 517 and
VCR 39. Fine selection of components
including valves: 3 VR65. 1 6J50, 4 diodes:
resistors, condensers, etc. Suitable for
oscilloscope and television construction.
Brand new. Dispatched in wooden packing
case as from makers. Price £410s.,
carriage 5/-. No C.O.D.
2 -VALVE
BATTERY 'AMPLIFIERS
TYPE A1134. L.T. 2v., H.T. 120v, Valves
QP210 and PLMF. Brand new in neat metal
cases. Price 25)-, postage 1/8. No C.O.D.
under £2.

BULGIN
A

Name
famous
in Radio

408,
Tel.

HIGH STREET, LEWISHAM,
LONDON, S.E.13
Lee

Green 0309.
Near
Hospital.

U.S.A. AIR FORCE
RECEIVERS
BC 348R

Lewisham

The finest offer yet
made to .the
Radio Amateur. We have been fortunate
enough
to
secure
a
quantity
of the U.S.
CASH WITH
ORDER.
Army Air Forces Couuunuicatious Receiver
NO C.O.D.
No. BC 344R.
Unlike other ex- Service
EX- R.A.F.
CALIBRATOR
UNITS Radio Receivers that have been offered,
TYPE 18. These units consist of -100 kit. these are BRAND NEW and UNUSED.
Xstal 2 -EF 50 valves and numerous other Don't delay, order yours NOW.
components (new boxed), 351- each, PIF.
Specification: 8 valve superhet with
EX R.A.F. ROTARY CONVERTERS
(D.C. to A.C.) 12 volts D.C. Input 220 crystal filter. Sensitivity less than 1
volts A.C. 50 cycle
phase at 100 watts microvolt; (i bands, covering following
output. Price 901- each fully guaranteed ranges
;1)1)-2(x) kris.
9.5ills a,
AUTO WOUND TRANSFORMERS
3.5-1..i u1t;'s,
13S.í- 9.3 Inc's.
(Mains Boosters), tapped 0, 6, 10, 19, 175,
6 -3.5 mt's.
18 -13.5 toe's.
200, 220, 225, 240 and 250 volts at 1,500
watts (new ex- Govt.); 85/10/ -, post 51 -.
Complete with built -in 28 volt Dynamotor,
AUTO WOUND TRANSFORMERS which is easily removed for replacement if
(Voltage Changer), tapped 0, 10, 20, 25, required by power pack operating from
90, 130, 150, 190, 210 and 230 volts at 1,000 normal mains voltages. BRAN 1) NEVV
watts. (It will be seen that almost any AN Ii I. N I S I:U AN!) COMPLETE WITH
voltage can be obtained from this Trans- IASfl;t TION BOOR.
former.) Price £51101-, post 5I -.
:

TERMS:

1

:-

I

11

METERS. ALL BY WELL -KNOWN
ONLY £32 10 0 (carriage 10! -)
1st
MAKERS.
Ex- Govt., new boxed
C.W.O. flea <c. 8.A.I:. fur lists.
noia., 211- ;
Grade Moving Coil. 0 to
0 to 40 volts, I51 -; 0 to 10 amps., 151 -;
0 to 5 mla., 1716; 0 to 20 mla., 1716; 0 to
50 mla., 201 -; all 2in. fsd. 0 to 3 mla., 2216;
THE RADIO CORNER,
0 to 200 mla., 2216;
O to 50 mla., 2216;
O to 4 amp. Thermo Coupled, 301 -; 0 to
138, (:ray's Inn Road, Loudon, W.C'.1'
20 volts A.C., calibrated 50 cys., 251 -; 0 to
(Terminus 7937)
3,500 volts Electrostatic, 351 -. All 211in, fsd. We are 2 Mille. from High Holborn,
L.T. RECTIFIERS (new), 6 volts, 1l,amp.
, mins. fróm Ring's
Cross.)
716 each; 12 v. 1;', amp., 1016 each, 9d. post.
Instrument Rectifiers, S.H., 10 or 20 mla, CALLING AMATEURS
types, 416 each.
with BUCCLEUCH
MAINS CHOKES, 9 hy., 100 mla., 616; Precision Built Equipment
20 hy., 120 mla., 1016 each; 30 hy.,- 150 STEEL CHASSIS SMOOTH
BLACK. 171' x 101' x 21" 99.
mla., 2216 each.
17' x 10' x 2' 8.9.
MAINS TRANSFORMERS, 230 volts,
PANELS- CRACKLE
50 cys. I ph. input. Output, 500101500
19'x31' 4i -. 19-x
4716
each.
volts at 250 mla., 5 v. 3 a.,
7' P,A. 18' x St`
Another with two windings of 6) volts
7 9. 19' x 101- 8:9.
5 amps., 301- each; another with 350101350
ANGLE BRACKETS 121- long. pr. 7; 6.
v., 180 mla., twice three 6.3 volt windings
(Bright Aluminium. same cost.)
and
two 5 -volt windings, .4216 each;
COMPLETE RACK ASSEMBLY
(Rigid 4- Polar) 311' £2r5s,
another 50 volts at approx. 50 amps., also
63' MSS.
All
a 5 -volt winding, £31151 -. each CIF.
CHASSIS. etc., ' To Order, Id.
the above Transformers are very large type
sq. inch.
so please allow 316 for carriage,
(Include sides when costing.)
PUNCHING CHARGES to C 2d.
EX -NAVAL CATHODE RAY RECTIVALVE HOLES l', II' or l i' 6d.
FIER UNITS. New and unused, sold for
METER HOLES, etc., 1 6.
components which consist of: 2 x .5 mf.
SQUARE HOLES 2 -.
2,500 v., x
mf. 5,000 v., 6 x 2 mf. 800 v.,
2 x 8 mf. B00 v. 15 volume controls, various BUCCLEUCH RADIO MANUFACTURERS
values, approx. 100 small condensers and 1 & 2 Melville Terrace, Edinburg'', 9
resistance, smoothing choke and 9 e
tube base.
holders, including 3 EF50 and
with the
All components wired and
addition of mains transformer would make
Price 451-, carriage
a good oscilloscope.
of Exceptional Etticiericy and Stability
paid.
AERIAL AND OSCILLATOR, -h.a r, e,,WUr or
t,nc wave, size La. s tin. 7,6 pair.
EX -GOVT. VARIOMETER for No. 19
AERIAL AND OSCILLATOR, medium or Ion t
sets; these contain C.T. Westector, .001,
ace, size fin. s ün. 6,'9 pair.
716
each.
5,000 v., condenser, etc., price
DUAL WAVE COILS, medium and long wave
Complete in metal case with graduated dial.
aerial and hi. 9 pair._
I.F. TRANSFORMERS, Standard Frequency
SHUNT WOUND D.C. 110 volt
403 Krs. Size, lia. diem. x llin. high. 9.8
motors, 1,500 r.p.m. approx. ¡h.p., condieach.
tion as new, 1716 each, post 21 -.
MINIATURE ROTARY SWITCH. 4 pole, 1, way,
I

U. E.!. CORP.,

.

A. F. BULGIN & CO., LTD.
Bye Pass Road, Barking, Essex
Tel : RlPpleway 3474 (5 Zines).

I

.

I

1

LaRS

February, 1948

IN STOCK!
(Immediate dispatch)

IRON

DUST

CORED COILS

,

AVOMETERS
Avominor D.C.
Avominor A.C.ID.C.
.

Modell

Oscillator,

...

Mains

...
...

£ 4 4
£ 8 10

0
0

...
..

£19 10
£13 0
£16 10

0
0

0
Valve Tester, complete ...
Postage 116 extra
(These meters are available on Easy Terms)
Morphy Richards Cyldon Door Chimes
Far more pleasant than the ordinary doorbell or buzzer.
Leaflet of any item on request.

The LONDON RADIO SUPPLY Co.
SUSSEX
BALCOMBE (Est. 1925)

E

X-GOVT. NEW MAINS TRANS-

FORMERS. Input, 2001250 volts. Output,

525101525 v. 150 mla., 5 v. 3 a., 6.3 v. 5 a.,

each, post 216. Special price for lots
of half dozen or more.
T.C.C. CONDENSERS (new). 4 mf.
1,000 -volt working, 316 each. PIF Mains,
Smoothing Chokes (new), 10 hy. 150 mla.
180 ohm., 816 each. Ditto 10 hy. 80 mla
200 ohm., 616 each.
351-
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3!9 each.
CONDENSERS, Silvered Mica, .0001 mi'd., 4/oz
AdVOMETER, Miele! 7. 81810'-.
All coils Stied with adjustable iron cores, and

TERMS

supplied with circuit diagram.
: Cash with order or C.O.D. on orders
over 81.

RADIO

M O N O C H O R D
(Established 1925)
17, Streatham 11111, London, S.W.2
Phone: Tulle Hill 105112
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Open to

Discussion

,/

The Editor does not necessarily agree with the opinions expressed by his correspondents. All hitters mm
be accompanied by the name and address of the sender (not necessarily for publication).

All -wave Three
Having just returned from overseas I had,
SIR,as you can guess, quite a pile. cf PRACTICAL
WIRELESSES to sort through, and being very keen
on S.W. listening I decided on building the All wave Three of December, 1944, and on behalf of
your magazine would like to thank the designer
for marvellous results obtained. Herewith a few
results
HK3BF, HK3BI, FA8BG,
20 metres, 'phone
HK1DZ, XACP, FF8FP.
ZS6DN, W7GRL, VP4TS,
40 metres, 'phone
:

I have a limited number of circuit diagrams,
of component values and other information regarding
this receiver, which I shall be pleased to pass on
to any enthusiast. -B. E. HARRIS (12, Hillside
Road, Harpenden, Herts).
Receiver R1147A

-Could any reader

come to

SIR,I have recently purchased anmyex-rescue
R.A.F.
?

receiver, type 1147A, but have been able to obtain
no information whatever concerning it. The R.A.F.
are unable to supply me with their handbook
CM 2LT.
relating to the receiver and thus I am at a complete
I am using Cosser VSG220 for H.F., Marconi loss regarding the information necessary to put it
LP2 triode detector and Marconi KT2 pentode into operation. If any reader has the relevant Air
output, with Premier 4 -pin coils. May I also take Ministry (or other) publication relating to the set,
this opportunity of thanking you for a splendid or its associated control unit, which he is prepared
rnag. Keep up the good work -A. BLAIR to sell, or to lend me for a few days, I should be
(Farnham).
extremely grateful to him.
May I take this opportunity of congratulating
Ex- R.A.F. Equipment
PRACTICAL WIRELESS upon the fine job it is doing
have seen many letters expressing grati- in spite of the- paper shortage.-W. F. JACOBS
tude for the fine bargains obtained in ex- (" Trehaven," Stapler's Road, Newport, LW.).
Government radio and radar equipment, but,
although these may seem to be bargains to the
Information Wanted
average man in the street, I wonder what many
have an ex- R.A.F. 4 -valve short -wave
satisfied buyers would say if they knew the huge SIR,
(commtmications type) receiving set. It is a
profits made by the trade on this stuff. Here are
Model 3 Mark II. I believe it was used in the
some examples :
" resistance movement."
Sold to
Profit
Cost to Trade
Could any reader please give me any information
pnldic
100 per cent.
Valves, all sorts, Ss.
+k.
regarding it ? What sort of aerial should I use ?
F.H.F. receivers,. with rotary conIt is used for L.R. 'phones ; can I use a speaker
verter, complete with valves and
with it ? Are any alterations necessary for speaker
£a 12.;. Ud. 000 per cent.
ready for rose, l2-. (hi.
with
all valves
l'.R, tubes, complete
use ?
100 per cent.
..
.. Ed ¡Ss.
and power unit, £1 Ss.
It is very good indeed on an ordinary horizontal
£12
400 per cent.
11111S receivers, £3 10s.
aerial. I get Radio Australia, Canada and many
1,.. Sf. and S. wave 8-valve CAI.
pftwer
pack,
£5:
with
receiver,
U.S.A. stations on it. I also receive Manila (Voice
£11
..
Receiver
of Phillipines) and dozens and dozens of others.
:300 per cent.
.. £:3 10,.
Separate power pack..
I would welcome any letters about it from readers
These are just a few items unir I know of people who have one. Specifieation, I think, is 4 -valve
who bought this stuff and I have seen it being sold communications receiver, covering 3 -16 Mc /s. in
at the prices as stated. If one considers that a 3 bands, using 2 7R7 and 2 7Q7 loctal valves,
trader usually gets a profit of 33) per cent., Y call mains 9 -100 at S -10 mA., 6.3 v. L.T., 41 v. G.B.
this real black- marketing, and I would suggest At least. that's what someone told me: -.PETER P. B.
that the public gets a chanco to buy direct, instead SKIVINGTON (10, Banoocl Road, Enfield, Middlesex).
of allowing traders only to attend the sales. -K. A.
ROOSEì\BuRK (Liverpool).
5111,
have a German radio which I cannot
get working. It is a Telefunken 612 GW.
SIR, -Regarding Mr. J. A. Brockie's letter in the
January issue, the power plug on the front This is an A.C. and D.C. set, with the usual valve
of the receiver of the set, No. 18, Mark III, to which heaters wired in series with barretter. It also has
he is referring, couples the receiver to the trans- a transformer inside; this I take it is for A.C.
mitter, and the connections to this plug are : operation. The trouble started when the correct
Pin No. 1, aerial ; pin No. 2, G.B. ; Pin No. 3, barretter got broken.
EU VI 220/240 v. t
L.T.+ ; Pin No. 4, H.T.+ ; pin No. 5 (centre
EU VII 110 /130 v.
pin) (L.T.-, H.T. ).
set
is
not
operated
on
120
This
I
take
it
is for working on 220 -240 v. A.C.
Please note that this
volts H.P., but from a 162 -volt battery, tapped at The correct barretter for D.C. working is ELT VII
110 /130 v. ; both of these are marked on the back
12 volts for grid bias.
The L.T. supply also is nolhlally contained in of the set.
The barretter which was supplied in place of the
this battery, hut a 2 -volt accumulator is quite
broken one is a Valvo C10 IP20 Wehrmacht.
adequate for this purpose_
:

:

!

-I

-I

-

-

-
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When this. was placed in the set the filament of the
rectifier valve burnt out, which to me proves that
it must have been an incorrect replacement.
However, if anyone can help me with the valve
data, I might be able to fix it up.
Valves for set as per diagram on set :
220/240 v. (A.C. barretter)
EU VI

110/130 v. (D.C. barretter)
Bie Gleichstrom.
Wulerstand.
Telefunken AZ1, 4. volt Bie W eehseLstroin.
AZ1.
Telefunken Valvo CL4
Telefunken CF7
Replacement barretter, Valvo CIO, 1P20.
The set is to be used on A.C. 230 -250 v. F. L.
MEDHURST (88, Marsglas Crescent, Newport, Mon).

EU VII

SIR, -Can any reader please- give me the answer
to my valve puzzle ? I have no particulars as
to types or wiring of base ; a friend tells me that
they are American base valves, but they will fit
an English base (octal) if the centre is filed out.
Valve one is marked ZA7023, ARP12 ; has six
pins and a top cap and lights up with 2 volts
applied (metallised). Valve two only marks are on
electrode support, viz., T 350 PR P ; has 8 pins and
top cap ; has two plates inside which are connected
to the top cap and lights up with 2 volts applied.
On both valves the locating spigot measures 11132in.
I would be very grateful for details of the types
of these valves and the valveholder connections.
H. A. STAINSBY (27, Dipton Avenue, Newcastle on -Tyne 4).
:

-

SIR, -Could any reader supply me with information about an Austrian valve, S.D.2 ? -R. E.
TURNER (179, Branstone Road, Burton -on- Trent,
Staffs).
Ex- Service Cathode -ray Tubes
SIR, Thanks for publishing my letter in the
December issue, and thanks very much to
S. /Sgt. L. J. Avery for the information he gives, and
also to H. G. Weatherhead for calling my attention
to the article in the April issue. 'But the ACR 10
lights with a green, not a blue, glow. The General
Electric Co., Osram Valve Dept., Kinsgway,
inform me that the ACR 10 is not exactly the same
as their 2 /in. tube, but the contacts are the same.
They also informed me that the Army bin. tube,
VCR97, is the equivalent of their E4504 -B -lti
bin. tube.
Readers who have purchased ex- service indicator
cathode ray' units are well advised to examine the
set -up presented by the Admiralty to the Science
Museum, South Kensington (first floor), arid they
might perhaps recognise some pieces of equipment
that they have bought, all assembled and explained,
and also visit the Electronic Exhibition on the
ground floor.
One of the Admiralty sets includes a VCR97
indicator unit with time base. This set in turn is
only one piece of a set of equipment so complex,
and with so many units in it, that anyone can see
at once that it is out of the question thinking of
using any one of the units for their original purpose,
either the receiver unit -which also includes the
indicator unit power pack-or any other. But each

one must be dismantled and rebuilt to a less cumbersome and involved design. In other words, exservice equipment for the main part is only useful
for the valves and parts one can get out of them.
Wm. J. LAW (Ealing).
.

-

Speaker Networks

S1ß,- Thanks

are due to yourself. and to Mr.
Kemsey -Bourne for further information of
speaker filter networks in January issue.
Could I add a little further useful information ?
I see no objection to making the chokes iron
cored, thus reducing the number of turns needed
and also the resistance of the choke winding.
I use a mains transformer core of about tin.
square and 50 to 80 turns tapped every 5 turns for
fine balancing.
Mr. Bourne's method of matching unlike units
should interest many readers-as I myself have had
many letters asking a similar query. -S. I. HOLT
(St. Annes).
Assistance

-I

Required

wonder if any of your readers can assist
SIR,
me to identify the. leads of the Canadian " 58 "
" walkie- talkie," as I have only the instrument
but no accessories. I have succeeded only in finding
those of Rx section up to now.
Also, particulars required of the ex -army TX /RX
No. " 19 " and where circuit diagram may be
obtained THoMAs WILLS (43, Tideswell Road,
Firth Park, Sheffield, 5).

!-

Cathode Follower Amplifier
time ago my attention was drawn
to a new type of amplifier in which the output ,
(loudspeaker) was taken from the cathode circuit
of the push -pull valves. As it was claimed that
'

SIR,- Some

this gave quality superior to any form of amplifier
then in use, I decided to try it out, with equipment
which I had by me. I connected everything up
and was greeted by the most appalling distortion,
which soon ceased when the mains transformer
broke down. I spoke to one or two friends about
this, and then was told that a special mains
transformer is required. I have not seen any
circuits on this scheme, and wondered if any readers
had experimented with such a circuit and what
results have been obtained. It seems to me that
if it is possible to obtain by this means quality
superior to any other arrangement, then surely
PORTER (Colindale).
it should be popularised.

-J.

Remote

Control System

SIR,-Many thanks for the idea in your September

issue on distant control. I built up this, with
a little modification to suit a special type of
ex- government switch in my box, and it really
works fine. I appreciate radio programmes much
more now, as it is not necessary to run from room
to room to switch on and off. It is these little
ideas and gadgets which make radio so interesting.
Thank you again. -W. A. CONQUEST (Harrow).

NEWNES

SHORT -WAVE MANUAL

6/ -, or 6/6 by post from

Tower
::
GEORGE NEWNES, LTD.
House, Southampton St., London, W.C.2
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CLASSIFIED

ADVERTISEMENTS

RATES
3- per line or part
thereof, average five words to line,
minimum 2 lines. Box No. 6d. extra.
Advertisements must be prepaid
:

PRATTS R.1DIO

RADIO SOCIETY OF GREAT BRITAIN A.C. pamphlet available.
offers the following publications of interest £18'59 inc. tax).

-

to all transmitting amateurs and shortwave experimenters
R.S.G.B. S( LLETEN, the Society's
.journal. 18 monthly.
THE 'TRANSMITTING LICENCE (32
pages), for the newcomer to Amateur
Radio. 1
SERVICE VALVE EQUIVALENTS (28
pages), gives Commercial Equivalents of
numerous Service valves, including CV
types, 1 -.
All prices include postage and packing.
Watch for further publications In the
R.S,G.B. " Amateur Radio " series.

,

Little Russell Street. London,
í1'.C'.1.
THESE YOU CAN HEAR.- 36pp. art
28 -30,

lavishly illustrated, containing
descriptions and schedules of popular
21- from
S.W. stations, plus useful data
local booksellers, or direct from Short
paper,

Wave News, 57, Maida Vale, London, W.9.

& COMPONENTS
KITS of Radio Receivers from £7,810.
4 and 5 valve. All new materials. Table
Models, Semi -Midget. Our latest Kit
Wylwyn Star 1948 -has connections for
Gramophone Pick-up and extensions to
Loudspeaker. A.V.C. 6 hours average time
for constructing. Full details and diagrams
with each kit, C.W.O. or C.O.D. -Isherwoods,
Reme House, 81, Plungington Road, Preston,
Lanes. Tel. 3348. Estd. 1936.
OSMOR A.C. /D.C., 3 -wave 5v. superhet
receivers, excellent reproduction and sensitivity, attractive cabinet, early delivery,
shipping wave -band if required. Write for
Literature.
Trade inquiries invited.
Morgan, Osborne and Co., Ltd., Southview
Road, Warlingham, Surrey.
SUPPLIES.
NATIONAL
RADIO
Bournemouth'snew style radio components
shop. Everything for the constructor,
amateur and experimenter. New components and ex -Govt. lines always in stock
with something new each week. A large
selection of chassis, cabinets and components to choose from. Denen & Raymart
stockists. Send for It -page catalogue,
2'd. post free from National Radio Supplies,
85, Holdenburst Road, Bournemouth 5232.
4 wave bands,
OSCILLATOR KITS.
modulated, BTX model, 75' -. A,C,1D.C.
model, 986 complete, including metal
chassis, panel. components, valves, all new,
Coils and Switches Ready Wired." circuit,
wiring diagram. Details of both models, 21 -.
-Lee, 49, Booth Farm Road, Birmingham. 22.
111585
WESTERN ELECTRIC RECEIVERS, 34 -58 mc's, 12 valve midget
using GAKS, 900I, 12A6 and EBC33 valves.
Brand new and complete with valves and
remote control unit less connecting leads,
Receivers only.
£5 ea., carriage paid.
complete less valves. .0'- ea., or partly
stripped chassis containing 4-g. tuning.
unit 7, and complete wiring to 4 RF stages.
10 button type VHs and screens, etc., 17/6.
P.A. type speaker units. P.M. 3 ohms, for
horn speakers, approx. 20 watts. Brand new,
25:- ea. CR tubes, brand new, bin. vie/-.
VCR97, £5. 5in. mag. 5FP7. 45'. F and I)
edils to suit, 15/ -. 3m. elec. 3FP7, 30 -.
Rank of 12 MW dust tuned coils. 18 -.
Bulgin panel lights. red or amber. 19.
Other types, green, blue or clear. 1.3. 12
assorted vols and vas, long and short shafts,
500 to i meg., brand new, 11,8. 12 assorted
transformers, standard output, PP. mike
H and L ratio, intervalve, etc., all brand
new and fitted tags and panels, including
3 midget types and 9 standard or larger,
worth £6, our price 24.- lot. 6 assorted LF
chokes up to 120 mA., 12' -. 6 assorted HF
and UHF chokes, 3' -. Assorted Res, and
cons., brand new onpax panels, mica, silver
mica and tubular and 1 to 5 w. resistors,
72 for 12' -. Coloured knobs, 2/- doz. Intercommunication telephone sets, 19i6 ea:
S.A.E. for lists of numerous other bargains.
H. English. The Maltings, Rayleigh Rd.,
Hutton, Essex.
RECEIVERS

-

-

WIRELESS
RADIO'S
BARGAINS
Latest Radio Publications :
RADIO VALVE MANUAL. British and
American equivalents, 3/6. Post 3d.
All publications previously advertised still
available. COMPLETE LIST OF PUBLICATIONS 2Id.
EX -ARMY THROAT MIKES. Brand
new. with aft. lead and jack plug, 416 each,
L('FBRA ADJUSTABLE
post 6d.
HOLE CUTTERS.
For use on wood,
metal or plastic, 5/ -, post 6d.
valve, price BELAYS. Brand new Post Office Type.
SO U TIIERN

Marrow Road, London, N.W.10
(Nr. Scrubs Lane) 'Phone : LADbroke 1734
AMPLIFIERS.
College 10 watt A.C.
4- valve, mike stage, twin inputs and faders
output matches 3, 8, 15 ohm speakers,
A.C. D.C. 10 watt 6 -valve P.P.
£81.816.
output, with case, £12112'0.
ACE : \50 Receiver. We can supply this
popular set as a chassis and speaker for
use in existing radiograms, etc. 3- waveband

1070

;

and addressed to Advertisement
Manager, " Practical Wireless."
Tower flouse, Southampton St..
Strand, London, W.C''.2.

/
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TRANSFORMERS.
Mains 350 -0 -350.
v.. 4v, or 6v., 5v., 26.8: shrouded, 28;6
150 mA. 35, -. Output Transformers, midget
universal. 5 6 Pentode, 5.)9 5 watt multiratio, 7.6 :'10 watt, 23.6: intervalve midget,
class B Driver, 7;6.
5 -1. 6,6
3 -1, 6.3
LINECORD, 3 amp. (60 ohms ft.) 2 -way.
3 -way. 80. ft. Voltage Droppers,
7d.
3 amp. 800 ohm or .2 amp., 1,000 ohm, 5,6 ea.
COILS, ETC. 3 Wave Superhet Coil Units,
251- l barite, similar. 42.- L. and M.W.
coils with reaction, 7/9 pair ; Superhet
coils, 3- waveband, A. and Ose., 8/6 Pair
dual range coil with reaction, 4/11 Wearite
P coils, 3'- ea. 465 kc /s f.F.s, 12/8 pair ;
Weymouth midget, 18/9 Wearite standard,
£1 ultra midget, 21'- pair.
CIRCUIT DIAGRAMS.
Al 4- valve,
A.C.,D.C. wave T.R.F.set A2 8 watt
P.P. A C. Amplifier, with mike stage
BI. 3 valve, 2 wave T.R.F. Set battery.
price 17/6 each.
CONDENSERS. 8 mfd.. 4'- 4 -mfd..
;

:

;

ft.
;

;

:

;

;

:

;

;

:

:

;

:

mfd., 46 (450v.) ; 25 mfd 25v., 2 3 : 50
mfd., 50v., 3/6. Paper 50 p.f. to .1 mfd., 9d.
each. ; .5 mfd., 500v., 1i10.
SPEAKERS. P.M. LiTrans., 21in.. 266:
31m.,29 6 : Sin., 16'6 6150.. 21 6 ; 8in.,
21/- : loin., 32;- : 5in., with transformer.
20,9.
PRE-SETS. 30 p.f., 7d. ; 50 pf., 10d. :
.M-17717700025, 2- ; .0005, 213. Dielectric
16

;

variahlc condensers, .0003 and 0005, 3 -9
standard, 2 gang, .0005 V.'Con., L;Tr., 12.W,Tr., 129.
T ALFS 25A6G, U31, 25Y5G, DAF91. 6E7.
etc., etc. 21d. stamp for List. Orders over
£1 post free. C.O.D. or C.W.O. Open 10 -6,
Buses 662, 664, or BM pass door. New unused
goods. Immediate despatch.
;

ohm 400 ohm plus 200 ohm. 150 ohm and
ohm, 2;9 each, post 6d.
TANNOY
MICROPHONE
CARBON
INSERTS. 2/6 each, post 6d.
A.C. MOTORS. Input 200 /250 volts A.C.
Revs. 2,000 r.p.m.. constant speed. Power
I h.p. consumption. under I amp. Weight.
20Ibs. approx. £2 15s. each, carriage 5/ -.
MIDGET
TWIN
GANGED
CONDENSERS, lin. x lin. x 1'.ín., 5/- each.
30

500

postage 6d.
MIDGET SINGLE GANG CONDENSERS
I lin. x lin., 2/6 each. postage 6d.
R.A.F. MORSE KEYS. 2/6 each, post 4d.
INSTRUCTORS' PATTERN MORSE
KEYS, with bakelite case, 7/6 each, post td.
POWER PACKS, M.C.R.I. PATTERN.
Input. 90,250 A.C. or D.C. Output, 90 volts
and 7) volts l.t. D.C. £2 each, post 1 /-.
CONDENSERS, .1 plus .1 plus .1, 2,6 each.
EX-ARMY HEADSETS. Carbon mikes
and cushioned moving coil earphones,
guaranteed perfect, 12'6 Post free.
EX -GOVT. INPUT TRANSFORMERS.
Ratio 1 49.9 mu metal core, 4,'6, post 1. -.
Ratio 1 :7 mu metal core, 4/6, post 1'-.
SYSTOFLEX. Assorted sizes and colours,
218 Per dozen lengths.
PERT-BRAID 2 m,m. cotton-covered
plastic sleeving, 816 Per 144 yards (minimum
quantity).
SOUTHERN RADIO SUPPLY, LTD.,
46, LISLE STREET, LONDON, W'.C''.2.
GERard 6653.
CHARLES BRITAIN (RADIO) LTD.
VIBRATOR PACK. Size 7ín. x 31n. x 2,in,
Black crackle case, 6 volts only. Employs a
Wearite " Stratosil" vibrator and gives
250v. at 80 ma. The output is not rectified,
but the outfit contains all the necessary
filters, etc. Price, 2716, plus l'6 carriage
and packing.
COMPONENTS. We offer the following
selection from our large and comprehensive
stock
LOUDSPEAKERS. Rola 10in. P.M., less
trans.. £1. Rola 8in. P.M., less trans.. £1.
Page 5in., P.M., less trans., 14,6. Good man's 12in. Hi-Fi twin cone (Axiom Twelve),
£7.10s. Od., plus 511- carriage and packing.
Goodman's, 12ín. 15 -ohm speech coil.
£5 17s. 6d., plus 5'- carriage and packing.
SMOOTH ING CONDENSERS. Phillips'
8 -mfd. Wet can, 450v. wkg:. 4'T.M.C.,
16-24 mfd., 350v. wkg.,
8 -24, 250v. wkg., 7/6
7r6 20 -20 mfd., 450v. wkg., 7.6 32 -32 mfd,,
250v. wkg.. 7/8 16 -16 mfd., 450v. wkg.. 7'6
50 mfd., 12v., 1 6. All the above are Can type.
SPECIAL OFFERS. 36 Assorted Tubular
Condensers
001 mfd. to 1, 10 -6
72
Assorted Resistors, and 1 watt, all new, 100
ohms to 6 meg., 12;6
72 Assorted Metal '
cased Condensers containing ,01 .1 ,15
and including 2 .01 2,500v. wkg., all new,
27/8: 36 Mica Condensers, .0001 to .01
all new, 12/6 ; 12 volume -controls, less
switch, 5,000 ohms to 3 meg., 17;6: 24
Valveholders (Loctal, Octal), 5- and 7 -pin,
etc.. all new, 10/ -.
Send for List `P.W." of other bargains
available.
('hal les Britain (Radio). Ltd., Radio
House, 2, Wilson Street. London, E.(''.2.
:

:

t'ilE/

Tí,Asa+t

SPEC IAI, OFFER
Headphones with lead
and jack plug. 5/6 per pair (boxed 2 pairs)
SPEAKERS : P.M. (less trans.). 4in., 17'6.
510., 15/6. Output trans. to match, 516
:

each.
CONDENSERS : .1, .01, 9/- doz.
2. 4, 8
mfd., 16 +8 mid., 8 +8 canned.
LINE CORD : .3 amp. (60 ohms per ft.),
2 -way. 1 6 per yd., 3 -way, 2/6 per yd.
VOLUME CONTROLS : (Centralab), various values, L. S. 3B. WS, 49.
CRYSTAL PICKUPS : Rothermel, De
Luxe, £2 16s. 3d. (Inc. P,Tax).
2 -GANG CONDENSERS :
.0005 (pot
midget), 5/6.
TELEVISION CABLE (Aerial Lead -In) :
1:6 per yard.
LARGE ASSORTMENT OF B.V.A. and
U.S. Valves always in stock.
Let us have your enquiries.
;

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:.

:

Tel.

:

Bis. 2966.

MORTONS. Now have full range of the
famous test -gear resistors. Type A, llin.
x 2,in.. in three ratings, 1,000(1 .2a.. 60011
MATT Kingston 8353.
.3a., 4 9 each. 1,50002 .15 a., 5'- Type B,
x 3iin., in four ratings, 1,00012 .2a.,
20, Castle Street, Kingston -on-Thames, lain.
60051 .3 a.. 750G .3 a., 51- each. 1.50052 .15 a.,
Surrey
5 -3. 5 watt wirewound. RMA colour coded.
34 ratings, 5002 to 2,50052, 1/6 each. 10 watt,
2:- each. 5 watt wirewound (adjustable).
21ín x fin., one slider 50, 100. 150, 200, 255[),
1:9 each. All above items space wound, with
nickel chrome wire.
Crystal detectors semi -permanent, 26
This new Cash ( +3d. post). Crystal and catswhisker.
each ( +21d. Host).
Er'
dual model in- 6d.
Moulded bakelite cabinets, with T.R.F.
d icat es 2 to 30 or S.H. chassis.
Ideal for many of the
alv - volts and 100 to 750 volts, " Practical -Wireless " sets. Get yourself a
blueprint and build a grand little set,
Send for leaflet (A.24) on " Testing "
£3 complete. Dial drum drive for condenser.
.spindle, 5in. loudspeaker. Mo: ton's. 13.
louden Road, Walthamstow. London.
RUNBAKEN MAN HESTERt I:.í7
(Trade Supplied)

RADIO SERVICE

1
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;

;

;

;

Tel.:

MUS. 9594.

LOUD SPEAKER Repairs. New cones
fitted, transformers, clock, coils, chokes
and mks. rewound. Prices quoted : E.
Mason. 5, Balham Grove, S. W.12. Balham
6063.

REPAIRS to loud -speakers. Cones, coils

fitted. Fields altered, rewound, Output
transformers, clock coils. No mains trans.
accepted.
Prices quoted. Satisfaction
guaranteed.-L. S. Repair Service. 49,
Trinity Rd., Upper Tooting, S.W.17. Closed
Saturdays. Phone : Balham 2359.
KIT SETS {VIREO.
Apparatus constructed to your design. Any receiver
serviced. Send diagram or set for quotation, to F. A. Sharp & Sons, 53, Weedington
Road, Kentish Town, N.W.5.
Phone

-

:

SPARKS' DATA SHEETS

are prepared and published by L. Ormond
Sparks, a name synonymous since 1923 with
TRUSTWORTHY DESIGNS. Every design
is built. tested and guaranteed, 'and components are available.
COMPLETE DETAILS. Every Sparks'
Data Sheet has a full -size print showing
Drilling. Assembly and Wiring Plans, plus
detailed descriptive matter.
TIH CHALLENGER PORTABLE. This
is my latest design. It is an exceptional
A.C. /D.C. Portable (3 valve T.R.F. plus
rect.) covering MIL waves. Amazing power
and quality from Bin. Stentorian speaker.
No complicated switching or adjustments
The ideal set for the home. Radio in any
room without aerial or earth. Station
named S,M dial. Data sheet. 2'8.
MIDGET PORTABLES. All -dry batteries.
Four -valve T.R.F. med. waves only. 51n.
speaker. No. LO/16, 2;6. Three -valve MIL
waves. The famdus little LOIS, 218. Two valve med. wave only, for " local station "
reception. No. LO /T, 2/8. One -valve M/L
waves for 'phones. No. MPIl, 28. All the
above are self- contained.
SETS (Batt.). Two -valve ML waves. No.
LO,12, 2.'8. Three -valve " Straight '.' med.
waves only. No. LO,3. 2'S. Three -valve
T.R.F. ML waves. No. LO /4, 2;8. Fourvalve ditto, with P/P output. No. L018, 211.
MAIN SETS. A.C. Two- valverM /L waves.
No. LO 5A, 2/6. Three-valve T.R.F. (A.C.).
No. 1,0,9, 2.8. Three -valve ditto for A.C./
D.C. No. L0/14. 2/8. All-wave superhet,
A.C. 3 -v. plus rect. No. LO/11, 2.6.
AMPLIFIERS. A.C. 7l watt. No. ACA.10,
2'8, A.C.8 watt, P/P output. No. LO/QA.8.
2'6. A.C.D.C. ditto. No. LO /QA.4, 3'6.
Two-valve bait. No. 2VA.8, 28. Three -valve
ditto P/P output. No. 3VA.11. 213.
MANY other Tested Designs Available.
Stamp for Full List and with Order.
I.. ORMOND SPARKS (P),
9, Pbuebcth Road, Brockley. S.E.4.
'Phone : Lee Green 0220.
FRITH RADIOCRAFT, LTD., The
Leicester Specialists, offer from their
comprehensive stocks -20, 40 and 90 m.
Eddystone 4-pin Coils. 5:- set of3. TUNING
CONDENSERS, standard 3 -gang. 0005
ceramic insulation, tin. spindles at both
ends for clockwise or anti- clockwise
operation. 7'8 : Standard single ended
3 -cane (1r,(11,,(1, 7:5.
3-WAVE BAND S.M.
and Tin. x 4in. escutcheon.
3
r 1 CLIC drives 5 1. 1!6.
'1.1.I
i. 11, 2 mm., 36 yds.. 2/8 :
I
i
11ETERS, 3in. FLUSH
T) 1!
10-0 -10 mA. D.C., 1-0-12 A. RF. Thermo -couple,
1 n,.
all at 1// I; ,'itto, 0 -12 A. D.C., 020A, D.C.,
350 -0-35(1
colts D.C., all at 15'- 0 -500
rranti, 25, -. 2in. Square
micr .i
A.. 251 -. Everitt Edgecumbe
flu -a,
3dí(1.. 25' -.
MAINS
Tit.% \unit HERS. 295-0 -295 v. 80 mA..
6.3 c. 2 A.. 3v. 2 A., 19.8. STANELCO
soldering iron 200 or 250 v., list 21/ -. our
price. 12.8. G.E.C..5,750 v. block condensers,
5'- doz. Owing to the impossibility of
listing many separate items, we offer a
special Bargain Parcel of Ex -Gov. components having a retail value of over £5.
for only £1. Over 50 useful items, our
selection. but satisfaction guaranteed or
money refunded. Latest lists or many
other items free on request. Trade
supplied.- FRITH RADIOCRAFT. LTD.,
69 -71, Church Gate, Leicester.
Phone
:

'

1

RADIOGRAPHIC. LTD.-3-Piece Valve

Screens. 1.6 ' T1154 Oscillator Panels,
Rack- mounted Mains Power
new, 19 6
Units, 23'19:8: Amplifier Mixer Units,
£2.198. Ex -Govt. Valves, from 4'- each :
100kc s Crystals, two types, 158 and 19!6.
Iaranic Jack Sockets, 118 each. S.A.E. for
Latest List, Transmitting and Special
Purpose Valves from Stock.- Radlographic, Ltd., Mail Order Specialists, 66.
Osborne Street, Glasgow, C.I. Tel. : Bell
:

3776.

FRED'S RADIO CABIN. -165 kcls Iron
Core T.F. Coils, 12/6 pr ; Osmor High Q
All -wave Coil Pack. Plastic iron core coils
with switch and trimmers. With circuit,

5 Watt. 50 to 2,500 ohms. wire wound,
Multi -core solder, 8d. packet.
Weymouth MW/LW with reaction, TRF
coils. 9,13 Pr. Coil formers. Paxolin, lin. x
7'8in.x
4in..
4in.,
4d. 2in.x!in.,2d. Flexible
insulated couplers, 1.000 volts, lin. die.,
1'S. lin. brass couplers. 8d. .2 and .3 amp.
droppers. Low heat type, 4'9. Bakelite
.0005 mfd. tuning conds.. 4'6 each. 5 -valve
chassis, 10 x 5 x 3in., 4,6. Aerial and earth
strips, 3d. Sator 25K midget pots. 64. each.
3- waveband superhet. coils, 10'6 pr. S.H.
Speaker transformers. pentode only, 4/6.
KB tapper tone controls. 28. 4 -pin chassis
mount valveholders, 3d. each. 28 doz. Many
other bargains for callers. South London's
Leading Radio Depot. Fred's Radio Cabin,
77, Newington Butts, Elephant and Castle,
London, S.E.11. Note new address. 'Phone
Rodney 2180.
L.P. DISMORE (formerly Morton and
This
Dismore) for Test Equipment.
month's special oilers : Avo Valve Tester.
latest type, complete with selector panel,
absolutely new condition, used once. My
price, £14/0'0. Mullard C.R. Tube Unit complete with power unit. Focus and Brilliance
Controls, and 2/in. Tube. For use with
external Time Base. 2910/0. Cossor 3339
D.B. 'Scope. completely overhauled and in
perfect condition. Price, 230/0'0. Write
and let us know your testgear requirements. We buy, sell and exchange Test
Equipment of all types. We can overhaul
and recalibratc all testgear.-L. P. Dismore,
520, Oldchurch Road, Chingford, E.4.

33
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SANGAMO SYNCHRONOUS MOTORS,
self-starting, 200 -250v. A.C. 50 cy. consumption 21 watts, size 2:fn. x 2in., geared 1 rev.
60 mins., -can be reset to zero by friction
drive from front or back shaft, tin. x 1/10ín.
to run clockwise. Ideal movements for making electric clocks, time switches, etc.,
nickel -plated finish, price 2218 ea. ; 12
to 1 dial trains to fit above spindle. 2/8
per set extra.
F3.5 lenses, 2 Inch focus, by well -known
makers, ex-Govt. stock, as new, fitted in
oxidised mount, flange, etc., ideal for 35
m.m. enlargers, cameras,. eta; price, 27/8
each. postage ßd.
TO ('ALLERS ONLY, A.C. main-driven
oscillators, type 37, 22 to 70 me /s., complete
with 6 valves, 807 valve in output stage and
milliammeter in output circuit.: receiving
units, type 69 C. R. power units, type 526 ;
performance meters, type 53874 - A.C.
mains wavemeters, type W1252
battery
wavemeters, type W1095 : receivers, type
1147
A.C. mains power packs for 1147
receivers 3132: indicator modulators. auto
transformers receivers, type 76A ; battery driven amplifiers, large assortments
of volt. amp. and miiliammeters, neutralising units with R.F. meters. metal rectifiers,
relays, vibrator packs, inter -corn sets, signal generators D.C. to A.C. converters ;
Brown's A type headphones : E.M.I.
cathode -ray tubes ; 6 -valve receivers
incorporating Clystron unit A.C. power
units suitable for 1155 receiver a quantity
of Lorenz transmitting gear, etc.
Ii, FRANKS, 58, New Oxford St,, {{'.C.1.

:

;

i

.is

:

m

,

I

/

.

,

:

.

SALE. Eddyst. A.W2. completely stripped
and rebuilt as new. Spec. valves and three
new coils. Q max, scales and pointers,
Maker's chassis and cab, real tone dx-er.
With phones. Carr. paid, £7 or near.R, A. Fltziohn, Smeeth Road, Nr. Wisbech,
Carobs.

SERVICE SHEETS purchased and cash
paid. state quantity to BULLS, 246, High
St., Harlesden, N.W.10.
ELEC.
REPEATER MOTORS. -Gov.
Surplu Bargain. For mod. A.C. /D.C.
650 volt or remote control, including mod.
instructions. 5/-, post 8d.-Lucas, 22,
Hengrove Road, Bristol, 4.
RADIO CONSTRUCTORS have unrepeatable bargains in all types of Radio Equipment, ex- Govt., Manufacturers' Surplus,
etc.. all brand-new. Stocks change too
rapidly to list accurately here. Send S.A.E.
for current lists at once to Radio Constructors, 28, Spital Hill, Sheffield, 4. Trade
supplied.
QUALITY AMPLIFIERS, built of first
grade parts (Partridge Transformers),
special Partridge output transformer,
to Mr. Williamson's spec. A first -class
amplifier for the quality enthusiast. Price
£25. Assembled and tested. Pre -amplifier.
12in. speakers and Gram. motors extra if
required. lin. speakers from 17/8. -R. T. S.
(Ealing), Ltd., 141, Little Ealing Lane, W.5.
Ealing 6962.

HIGH FIDELITY AMPLIFIERS.-Kits
supplied for High Fidelity Amplifiers, any
output as specified. Input, Microphone or
any type of Pick -up as required, twochannel mixing. Large degree of Feed-back.
output virtually distortionless. Also cornpieta amplifiers. Prices on application.
Also large stocks of valves, common and
uncommon. -Barnett's Radio, 15, Queen

Street. Ramsgate.
EC.W.D.-SP41s, 6SH7s. 41- each. Most
new. -" Cartref," Elm Road. Hereford.

VALVES and components, C,O.D. or
C.W.O. (postage extra).
WROOTBEYS
(PW). 20, Brighton Rd.. London, N.16.

SITUATIONS VACANT
THE AIR MINISTRY has vacancies in
the Meteorological Office organisation for a
number of civilian Radio (Meteorological)
Mechanics to maintain radio and radar
equipment. Applicants must possess a
knowledge of the fundamental principles
of radio and radar anti have had practical
experience In the use of tools. filing, drilling.
hard and soft soldering, wiring and in
the maintenance and use of electrical radio
and radar instruments, including cathode
ray oscilloscopes. Preference will-be given
to former R.A.F. personnel and any other
ex- servicemen possessing the requisite
qualifications. Staff selectefl will be required to serve at any station at home or
abroad, and in the case of appointments
at home units will generally be expected to
maké their own arrangements for accommodation. Successful applicants will be
engaged on a temporary non -pensionable
basis only, at commencing weekly wages
(in the United Kingdom) of 265/- per week
(inclusive) for appointees aged, 21 and
over. Applications should be addressed to
Air Ministry (S.5.h). Bush House, North
West Wing. Aldwych, London. W.C.2.

:

TUITION

58.927.

THE LAST WORD IN RADIO KIT
AND COMPONENT BARGAINS l Really
detailed Instructional Manuscript how to
build best type 3 -valve plus rectifier A.C.
or Universal receiver, 2;8.
Absolutely
complete Kit. incl. valves and super
cabinet. £8 car,. paid. Also 5 -valve high gain 3 -wave Superhet Assembly. Universal,
£6 A.C.. £61171, carr. paid. Postage for
full specifications, 2;ín. 0 -1 mA. 1st grade
m,!c meters by Ferranti etc., 2716 5 mA
meter rectifiers, 7/8 selenium rectifiers,
250v.. 45 mA., 5/- : Midget mains transformers, giving output 6.3 volts, 1.5 amps..
Standard Mains Transformers.
12'6.
shrouded. 300 -0-300, 6.3v., 5v., 27/6. Quality
I.F.'s. 465 kç's, iron -cored, 12/8 pair. Very
best P.M. speakers, 5in.. 17,8 64in. Role..
19(- lin. R. and A., 21/ -. Transformers.
5/8. Ex.Gov. valves : EF50, EBC33, 6J5
L63, 5'- ; EF39, EF36. EL32 8'- : all 100.
per cent. Revolutionary new " Q " iron cored 3 -wave Coil Pack. 33/ -. Immediate
dispatch. all AVO Instruments. Pullin
Series. 100 Multirange meters, 10,000 ohms
per volt. A.C. /D.C. volts, m /amps. and ohms,
large dial. 10 ans. carr. paid. Send postage
now for Special P.W. List. Terms C.W.O.
or any item, C,O.D.-N.R.S 66, Parkhill
;

:

:

:

:

:

Road, London, N.W.3.
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RADAR. WIRELESS. TELEVISION, etc,
Be prepared for tremendous peace -time
developments. Students of both sexes
trained for appointments in all branches of
radio. Boarders accepted. Low fees. 2d,
stamp for prospectus. -Wireless College.
Colwyn Bay.

THE INSTITUTE of Practical Radio Engineers have available Home Study Courses
covering elementary, theoretical, mathematical, practical and laboratory tuition
in radio and television engineering the
text is suitable coaching matter for I. P.R..E.
Service entry and progressive exams.
tuftionary fees at pre -war rates
are
moderate, The Syllabus of Instructional
Text may be obtained. post free, from the
Secretary, 20, Fairfield Road,' Crouch End

-

;

FOUR CIGARETTES per day or Associate
Membership of the I.E.E.
Wbich would
you rather have ? Expert and successful
tutors of the British National Radio School
will coach you for I.E.E., Brit.I.R.E and
a whole series of C. & G. examinations for
8d. per day ! Write to -day for our free
booklet and unequalled guarantee. Studies
Director B.Sc., A.M.I.E.E.. M.Brit.T.R.E.,
66, Addiscombe Rd., Croydon, Surrey.
I

-

Practical Wireless

SPECIAL NOTIC

BLUEPRINT SERVICE
v'. of
Nllr,qaiu(.

PRACTICAL WIRELESS

IV1>9

+upe,

.

I

1

CRYSTAL SETS

Blueprints, Is. each.

?°7 t're-elnl It: eiver
dire" Junior " Crystal Set

--

..
..

PWTI'

l'\\!4

Pluaprinh

:

P\1,v'

Pen)

Twonvalle

Blueprints, Rs.
The Signet le-. I, l 1 F,
Three -valve
Blueprints, 2s. (treh.
orle, re' Bahl-ry Three (D, 2 LE
:

r\rr:
P1176"

'l'he

I

1

Operated

--

-

'fa

P\1 tti A'

yl \'.7

l

l'lu bel
Al

i,lgc. 'l'herr (D, 2 LP

19: ii S,m,t..nn Throe-Four (HP
Pen, It It I'. r, Wevteetnr, Pen)
liAl,-rp All -Rasé Thee (D, 2 Lb'
Ucr'n
Tts Cirrhe (VIIF Pen, 1), Pen) ..
l'ire " r' It "
Ti LP
(RC

s

-Wave Three (D,

'Crap)))

"1;;,Pi,l, " Straight

'l'Ire

:7'
I'll.)

3

(D,

The "111r,erieaa,e " rt Il' Wave Three
(SOD, Pon Pen)
F. J. Can,,,r.'r '' Pr,eh-Bichon
Three (11P Pen, D (Pen., 'Teti.
Four -valve : Blueprints, 2s. each
Paa I :uiversd Four (SU, D, LP
.

N

l'W7°'
PWT.S

"'Peil,ard " All -Ware Three
(DP Pen, D, Pen)
t'amte's "Sprite" Three
(HF, Pen, D, Tee)

CI. If)
a (eon Gia "a
t

,so), LF, ill.

B Four (,SC,
B)

II F

PWS4
l'lA'ST

F11S:,
PIAM2.

PMT'

D

Fury Four Sr, per (S(1, Sil, D, Pen)
Battery fiait -Al:ak 4 (hI, lieu,
..
D, h'esh- F411í1
" seine'' All -Wave 4 (HF Pen, 1)
(Pen), I.F''C). B)
'l'he ' Adm!ul " Pour ( ISF Peu,

l'en, h, l'en (BC))..

PO-I111.
P \l: IC

I),

LF

titi'))

11.

,

'1'lle

Peril

"iyrrsieht .Millet Portable
..
,SI:, U, Pen)
Four-valve i Blueprint, 2e.
I

"hut," l''uluhls

-I

ID,

1,11,

LIr,

PIVA

PORTABLES
Blueprints, 35. each.

-'

:

".

.

.

" \V'.M." 1934 Standard Three
(SC, D, Per)
:t', Three (Si.. D. Tenu.')
111:13 e0 uv. Buttery. Three (SG,

Yen)

il

..
('TP'l'1/Ire (Yen, D Fenl
Certainty Three S(4, 1,, Pn)
Athos, e Winning 'Three (SO, 1),
,

PW19

l'air)

Four -valve : Blueprints, 3s:; each,
-e. Four SO, 11, RC, Tra,a)
, LF,
Sol( -.(Wainer( Four (Atl,
CI. It)

1.r,erne Straight F"il, (SO, D,
y Purr IHP, Il, 2) F)
Pair 'Sit. NI1, II, P.
öruigrt I" III B F L'en.

Motel

'I he

11. K.

11 11, .Viro

'

IF

P,r, III, l', P,l,)
Five-valve : Blueprints,
sup.) uphdlly l'ire

HF

Dino

l'en, \\'estector, Pen), ..
Mains Record VI Wave 3 (Be
Pen, D, Pen)
Four -valve : Blueprints, 2s. each.
A.C. Fury Four (SC, SG, 1), 1'cir)

Ulos1 II

Cru'.'

.

.",s.

each.

(_ 111', II, RC,

l)uadrrrdyue ('l SO; D, LE,
Ihr

New ('hest
Clads BI

..
13 Five (2 20, D, LP,
..
..
..

------ WM3s1
- WlI4e4
-

Battery Sels

:

..

'
11

'.l,

\\-M:1::7

7').-

\YM34-1

R'M371

D,

,

..

WM400

.V1Y370

\1AI:+3l

11A1:..1tr

A1M3S4

R'M:.30

..

SUPERHETS
Bluepripts, «1. each.

D

..

Irnr

el., h.,'

..
rerhrt ('fl,ree-vulve)
±b; á'Cmmra C -\aide Sup, Chet..
Maas Sets : Blueprints 2s. each.
(Three-valve)
Ks
:n'perne,
A.C.
£.-i S,Nterhet Crime-valve) ..

10317

A.C.

Radiogram

(III' ,i, Pen)
F:nr -c:Lye Bin ^print:: 3

£,ï Se

:

V,1

PW

1:;

l\l.l,

.

-1110.0

Four (2 SG,

D,

each

Pen)..

Marri- 3n1,I',e lladioeratn (LIP,
..
Pen, 'n, LF, P).
.

.

ll]I.,TIP

.V\19:1

SHORT -WAVE SETS, Battery Operated
One -valve : Blueprints, Sr. each.

II'ruin short -w111er
Two-valve : Blueprints, 2s. each,
Ultra-Alert Battery Two (SO, 'let
11ome -trade Coil Two (D,

\1l {19'

-t'
\1Ví -lie_
.1114 III

Pen).

Three-valve : Blueprint,, 2s. each,
Experimenter'', ('metre Set (D,
Trans ;loner -regen)
The Carrier Short.,, a seer (SD,

Four -valve : Blueprints, 3s. each.
-\. \V
Short- ,r:ree World- Iatrr
(HI" Pen, D, RC. dram.
sl :rnaanl Four-ral, er 51,,,, t -1111, r
.S(4. D, 1,F, P)

..

: Blueprint, 3s.
..io,plilied Shert -,rare super

Superhel

.

-

..

\W42,C

.AWá::r¡

V1AI::4:
W )l::1,7

Mains Operated

Two-valve

'I'n

,lr

h,

Blueprints, 2s. each,
M:,In, Short- x:,\er (D,
:

Fora -valve

Blueprints, 3s.
St inlard four -calve A.('. Shorts
aaver (Si), D, R(', Trans) ..
:

-

AWL,:

WM391

MISCELLANEOUS
C.,nverter ( Prlee Is.)
F:ntnn'iasl'.' Pox rr Amplifier (10
11,ar a .,.-- ,r 'atL A.C. Amplifier
Listener's

Il,olio 1-nil lilt.) for 11'1C3''' '2 -I
Bancs EIdrl rolçnuu hatter). .cor
plitier (2'-1

Ile Luce Concert A.('. Ele-ter'
gram (3, -)

:New- Style

Short-nave Adapter

B.L.D.I,.C.

S)rrt-,rare Converter

1\'AT:44

WM3{tl

\.('. Short-,,:,re Con-

Mains Operated

Blueprints, Ss. each.
ill, Penl, A.C.
Il' -''o.' ,x .V!'. 3',ru (D, Trans), A.C.
Three -valve : Blueprints, 2r. each.
Mani rr ;r ,i :\.0 Three (BP, Pen,
:

C "tcmdeelli, Two

It Al
\1 \I: ''7

\\ \l:'.,;;

\1 M:IS9

\1'M:I03

-

to ale (SU, D, ::

I

The \l'.5t.

Two-valve

..

--

I-'

,

Wilson Tone Master (2'-)

D,
C. hall -ñlark 1lIF l'en,
Pushd'uS)
Irmaeeal 11:r1-31Irlr (111' Pen, D,

,.

Four -calve

\VM3:,1'

A.;, Fury Your Super (5(I, SU,

Trish -Full)

:

11.,11'.

.111 Gn
r 'r.sial
..
Set
..
STRAIGHT SETS. Battery Operraed,
2s,
Blueprint.
One -valve
1í,11.C.. Iil,eri :,l Oor -r :,Ivre
Two -valve Blueprint,, 2s. each.
:suo.
Full- v.1mnTx" (SI: ,let, l'en)..
\1 AI -II "J
1 modern Two- rntvre
Three -valve : Blueprints 2s. each,
t-- AR'{i'2
L.l 5s. S.O. a (SG, U, Trous)
AR'á_d
Lucerne Ilaneer ISO, D, Trau.') .,
£'.i
'Three De I.rtve Version
\W'4:15
MG, D. 'l'rnr,e)
11A1
3i1
I'en)
Transportable 'Three (S0,1),

L-a, -,aile

..

Mains Sets Blueprints. 2s. each.
..
11e)tode Su l,. r'11hree A.,'.

-

r

4 Crystal FE

..

VI- 11 "nrel

-

IS,onoi,e Pent,, le Three (SD, D.

l'W 90

kapp''t

P1\'í7

AMATEUR WIRELESS AND WIRELESS
MAGAZINE
CRYSTAL SETS
Blueprints, Ls. each.
A \\-437
tutu- 'ratio. ,ry,lr,l Set..
1a.
L,r,-erne 'fll.lina (''Il l .111'437
111

SUPERHETS
Blueprints, 3s. each.

:

l'\\'48:\

P11SS'.

Three-valve Blueprints, 2s. each.
Double-Diotlo- 'l'rhlo Three (IIF
,.
..
Peu, DDT, Pen)
..
D.C. tee (Sr: 1), l'en) ..
I", '17rrce (SI:, II, Pen) ..
:1.r''. Leader (lib' Pen, I), Pow) ..
Pen)
..
ltl'. Premie' (HF l'en. I).
l'IioneIHF Pen, I/ (Penh Pen..
F.J. Cause -a ,\.r'. All -Warr. Shier
it Three II b' l'in, D. l'en)
" \IIMare ' A.C. 'l'llree (D,
A.C. 19:30 S,motorn (11th Pen,

J1't'aul,,,r
ill' I',n,

W.C.2.

Battery Sets

121E

l' "rtahlo

P:,r\

l'A V,13*

..

(p.m). Pen)

PW{ri

1.---v
Mains Operated
Two-valve : Blueprints, 2s. each.
Seleetene AU. It. eliugram Tiro

F.

I'\\'::o.\

PORTABLES
Blueprints, «s. each.

"

,: h the blueprint.
'Cbe index letters which precede the
Blueprint Number indicate the periodical in which the description anneal's:
Thu: P.W. refers to PIFACTLCAL
WINELESS, A.W. to Amateur it iïelcra'.
\\'.M. to ,Vl,ch', 9fao1 air.
Sent (preferably) a postal oilier to
cover the cost of the Blueprint
(starnro over bd, unacceptable) to
PRACTICAL \WIRELESS Blueprint
Dept,. Georgo Nownes, Ltd., Tower
House, Sou champion Street, Strand,

Three

S.11',

MISCELLAÑEOUS

Three IIIF, Del, Pea.

v;

Three -valve

t

l'R91

Blueprint, 2a.

Carum'-r Oracle All-Wave

F. J.

P

Pa171

PR,'!

.1.

p:is

I

P11-49

'Fran.))

LF (RC

Ti

l'.

111

VI

l'I) in

I'0

l'11':,,

I

In

It ;rod-epl'cld

Hl' Pm,

.

l':nuro

.

I

:

uamit'I -fire, tiiI' Pell. I), Peu)
II II -Hart, ',nlrt lv, I, F,Pen
E J. l':u tioht .liver Souvenir (11th
Ion. D (Pert, Pen) (.111 -Ware

Battery Operated

21,

Two -valve Blueprints. 2s, each.
V1 i'Ier
D. Pon)
ri) ,,;;ve
The " Fleet " Short-n are 'li,u
It II 1" l',',,), Pen)
Three -valve : Blueprint,, 2s. each.
((,Irrimenter'e Short- xav,'l'hree
(so, il,
The Prere;'t 3 (D, g LF (III' and
:

STRAIGRT SETS. Battery
One -Valve : Blueprints, 2e. each.
..
.111Wer.' l'ni1' =n (Pentode)
Reg -inners' Om- ralrre
The " I')errori,: " I no-vaiver (HO

r n

i

t

SHORT -WAVE SETS.
One -valve

lid

Colley,
r',in1nc
The
,r-l'lptir,ns of these sets :tl'r' now out
of print.. but an asterisk beside the
blueprint number denotes that con structional detaile are available, free

d{'

,-'rno-'

F. 3.

F. .I. Curr'e
het
,.

blueprints are

'THESE
_1,3e.

-

R .Haver
I

-

\1M:+74'

Will i)'
WM329

I11.111%r

-_

WM lo:,
11M.lon
W^VI40k

:'s COUPE

j

This coupon is available until February
2nd, 1948, and must accompany a)1
Practical Hints.
I PRACTICAL WIRELESS, FEB. 1943.

I
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I
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Street, Strand, London, W.C:2, and
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"-HIRE

PURCHASE TERMS
14/10 DEPOSIT

ELEVEN MONTHLY
...PAYMENTS OF 14/4

Write for Descriptive Leaflet

D.C. VOLTS:5 mV to 5.000V.

TAYLOR

D.C. CURRENT:-

20/2A to 500mA.
A.C. VOLTS:
2V to 5,000 V.

ELECTRICAL

INSTRUMENTS

LTD.

419 -424 MONTROSE AVENUE, Slough, Bucks.

Telvrh ^ne

HAVE-YOU

Ha

SLOUGH

RESISTANCES:0-5to200,000rhms
(and 20 megohtns
with external battery).

(4 lines)

21381

YOUR COPY OF "ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES "?

Whatever your ace or esperience.twhcther you are one of the " old school '' or a newcomer
to Engineering anxious to hold our position uuder post -war conditions -you must read
this highly informative guide to the best paid Engineering posts.
The Handbook contains among other integisely interesting inatter, particulars of B.Sc.,
s

A.M.I.M.I., A.M.I.P.E., A.M.Brit.I.R.E.,

A.M.I.C.E., A.M.I,Mech.E., A.M.I.E.E.
CITY & GUILDS, CIVIL SERVICE, and
lines home -study courses in all branches

er
o

important Engineering Examinations. out-

CIVIL, MECHANICAL, ELECTRICAL,
AERONAUTICAL aril PRODUCTION

AUTOMOBILE, RADIO, TELEVISIO
ENGINEERING, DR A.UGHTSMANSIfP, GOVERNMENT EMPLOYMENT,
BUILDING and PLASTICS (the great pehcetiine careers). MATRICULATION, etc.,

.

and explains the unique advantages of our Employment Department.

WE

DEFINITELY

NO

GUARANTEE

PASS-NO

FEE;

£10,a week you cannot afford to miss reading " ENGINEERING
If
OPPORTUNITIES": it tells you everything you want to know to màl¿r your future s,-cure
In your own interest we advise you M
and describes many chances you are nosy ,missing.
write for your copy of this enlightening guide to well -paid posts NOW -FREE and without
obligation.
you are earning less than

.BRITISH INSTITUTE OF ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY
409,

SHAKESPEARE HOUSE,

THE B.I.E.T. IS

ME

17,

18

& 19,

I,fAD1NG.- IN
'.

STRATFORD' PLACE, LONDON, W.I.

TUTE OF. ITS. K-END IN THE 'WORLD
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